Dear Colleagues and Friends,

Welcome to the 2016 International Workshop on Holography (IWH) & Biomedical Molecular Imaging (BMI)! We are very glad to have you with us in the famous hot spring city of northeastern Taiwan, Jiaoxi, and share with us your recent progress in research.

The conference is organized jointly by the IWH and the National Taiwan University Molecular Imaging Center (NTU MIC). The aim of the conference is to create networking opportunities for exchanging research results and to stimulate new ideas. Every year, we hold the meeting in a resort area because we believe that novel ideas come from free interactions among relaxed minds.

There are 173 people attending the Conference of 2016 IWH & BMI. We have 69 keynote and invited speakers coming from China, Japan, Korea, Singapore, USA and Taiwan. The speakers are world-leading scientists in a wide spectrum of disciplines including holography, biomedical imaging, optical imaging, microscopy and spectroscopy.

I would like to thank all of you for your participation and sincerely hope that you will enjoy this three-day-event. I look forward to seeing you during the meeting to further strengthen our ties for future collaboration.
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Computational Imaging: Seeing the Invisible

George Barbastathis
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Mechanical Engineering Department
77 Massachusetts Ave, Cambridge, Massachusetts
& Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology (SMART) Centre
1 Create Way, Singapore

Computational imaging is the discipline of extracting maximum information from a “raw” intensity image, as it is formed on a camera, by using advanced computational techniques and prior knowledge on the class of imaged objects. The design of a computational imaging system can be radically different than traditional imaging system design, for example lens-less and distributed imagers become possible. This opens up ample opportunities of interest for many disciplines that deal with manipulating light (or sound, or other kinds of waves), from biology to architecture and defense/security.

In this seminar, I will describe in particular the flavor of computational imaging that deals with the “phase” of light, i.e. the delay that light waves experience as they go through matter. This delay cannot be seen by naked eye or traditional intensity-detecting cameras, and thus some form of computation is necessary for phase retrieval. This is usually considered as a hard “inverse problem” but recently, the use of sparsity priors has come to the rescue as a way to retrieve the information efficiently and accurately even in the presence of strong noise. I will briefly introduce the problem of phase retrieval, and then show examples from real experiments, as well present the caveats and design principles.

George Barbastathis received the Diploma in Electrical and Computer Engineering in 1993 from the National Technical University of Athens (Πολυτεχνείο) and the MSc and PhD degrees in Electrical Engineering in 1994 and 1997, respectively, from the California Institute of Technology (Caltech.) After post-doctoral work at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, he joined the faculty at MIT in 1999, where he is now Professor of Mechanical Engineering. He has worked or held visiting appointments at Harvard University, the Singapore-MIT Alliance for Research and Technology (SMART) Centre, the National University of Singapore, and the University of Michigan – Shanghai Jiao Tong University Joint Institute (密西根交大学院) in Shanghai, People’s Republic of China. His research interests are three-dimensional and spectral imaging; phase estimation; and gradient index optics theory and implementation with subwavelength-patterned dielectrics. He is member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE), and the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME). In 2010 he was elected Fellow of the Optical Society of America (OSA) and in 2015 was a recipient of China’s Top Foreign Scholar (“One Thousand Scholar”) Award.

Holography for 3D Display – Status and Challenges

Byoungho Lee
School of Electrical and Computer Engineering, Seoul National University, Gwanak-Gu Gwanakro 1, Seoul 08826, South Korea
byoungho@snu.ac.kr

1.Introduction
Holography is a technique that records and reconstructs wavefront information of light. Due to these characteristics, holographic display is regarded as an ultimate three-dimensional (3D) display technique, since they can provide full 3D vision properties based on the wavefront regeneration. Despite this advantage, there are many limitations to be overcome for commercially successful display. In this presentation, I will explain the status of holographic 3D displays and challenges to overcome the limitations.

2.Spatial and time multiplexing techniques
The data amount of holography is determined by space-bandwidth product (SBP). The main problem of the holographic 3D display is that there is no display device that can express the holography’s huge amount of SBP. To display a high quality 3D images based on hologram, a large size spatial light modulator (SLM) with small pixel pitch is essential. However, current technical levels of SLMs cannot hold SBP for sufficient quality holograms. A simple way to solve the problem is using multiple SLMs to present more holographic information. Hahn et al. proposed a system with a curved array of spatial light modulators [1]. In the system, 12 SLMs, which are addressed in a curved array, present 36 views of hologram with large viewing angle of 22.8 degrees. Sasaki et al. proposed a large size holographic display system with tiling 16 4K-resolution SLMs [2]. With optical system consisting of polarization beam splitters, they implemented seamless full-color large size holographic display. Such spatial multiplexing methods can enlarge the amount of displayed information. However, they require numerous SLMs and the optical elements to align the many SLMs make the system bulky. Another way to increase the amount of information of holographic display is a time multiplexing technique. Takaki’s group presented a series of holographic 3D display systems a digital micro-mirror device (DMD) and scanning galvano mirror to enlarge screen size or viewing angle of holographic display [3, 4]. Since DMD can express only binary amplitude hologram, studies to improve the quality of the binary hologram are following [5, 6]. Li et al. proposed another type time multiplexing system using high order diffraction terms of a single SLM [7]. The high order terms are guided by holographic optical element (HOE) and sequentially displayed by electrical shutter and the screen size is enlarged. Even though they require mechanical synchronization, such time multiplexing techniques can enlarge the amount of displayed holographic information with a single SLM.

3.Holographic head-mounted display
Another important area where holographic 3D display can be utilized is head-mounted display (HMD) system. Since HMD display images only just in front of the human eye with fixed position,
the narrow bandwidth of the holographic display is not regarded as a big problem compared to conventional display system. Since HMD must be wearable, simplification is an important factor of holographic HMD. Moon et al. proposed a holographic HMD with LED light sources [8]. By using LED light sources, they achieved simple lightweight full-color holographic HMD system. Yeom et al. proposed a holographic HMD using HOE [9]. With in-coupler, out-coupler HOE and waveguide plate, the optical path of the holographic HMD can be simplified. Another important factor of holographic HMD is see-through property to achieve augmented reality (AR). Li et al. proposed a see-through AR holographic HMD using mirror-lens HOE [10]. By recording a mirror and a lens simultaneously on an HOE, see-through condition is easily achieved by holographic HMD.

4. Printed hologram

To overcome the fundamental limitation of SLM, some research groups print very high resolution hologram with lithography [11] or holographic printer [12] to obtain high resolution 3D images. Matsushima et al. generated four billion (216 × 216) high resolution computer generated hologram and fabricated it with laser lithography [11]. Kim et al. proposed seamless full color holographic printer for printing high quality 3D images on the holographic material [12] and Hong et al. proposed a hogel overlapping method to enhance the resolution of holographic printer [13]. Even though the printed holograms are static, the high resolution and small pixel pitch enables high quality and wide viewing angle 3D images.

5. Conclusion

Holography is considered as an ultimate technique for 3D display. However, current levels of display device cannot handle the large amount of information of holography. For the solutions, spatial and time multiplexing methods, HMD and holographic printing methods are introduced. Nowadays, a high tech SLM such as DMD and good quality holographic material such as photopolymer have been developed. These technological advances will brighten the future of holographic 3D display.
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Multi-View Scanning Hologram

Jung-Ping Liu\textsuperscript{a} and Hsuan-Hsuan Wen\textsuperscript{b}

\textsuperscript{a}Department of Photonics, Feng Chia University, 100 Wenhwa Rd., Seatwen, Taichung 40724, Taiwan

1. Introduction

Optical scanning holography (OSH) is a kind of digital holography [1]. In OSH, we can obtain a complex hologram, which contains three-dimensional (3D) information of the object target, with heterodyne scanning technique. Because of the scanning scheme of OSH, the recording time for OSH is proportional to the scanning resolution. For avoiding too long recording, the viewing angle as well as the resolution of the hologram is limited [2]. There are some methods to reduce the scanning time while at least the horizontal resolution remains [3-5]. Here we propose another optical method to increase the viewing angle. We record two scanning holograms at different viewing angles. The two holograms are synthesized to a single stereoscopic hologram for stereoscopic display. In addition, the reconstructed two views contain the depth cues, and thus there is no accommodation conflict in viewing the optical scanning stereoscopic hologram.

2. Experiment

The schematic setup of our optical scanning holographic system is shown in Fig. 1. The light source is a He-Ne laser (\(\lambda_0=633\text{nm}\)). The laser beam is modulated by an electro-optic modulator (EOM) and then separated into two by polarizing beamsplitter 1. The two beams are manipulated and recombined by a beamsplitter, generating an interference pattern called time-dependent Fresnel zone plate (TDFZP) [1]. The object target is mounted on a two-dimensional (2D) scanner above a rotational stage. The rotation stage is to adjust the main viewing angle of the object and is static in the holographic recording. The 2D scanner moves to conduct 2D raster scanning using the TDFZP. The back-scattered object light is detected by photodetector 2, while photodetector 1 is applied to get a non-scanning reference signal. The electric signal is demodulated by a lock-in amplifier, generating a complex hologram

\[
H(x, y) = \int \frac{1}{z} \hat{h}(x, y; z) \otimes R(x, y; z) dz,
\]

where \(R(x, y, z)\) is the 3D intensity reflectivity of the object, and

\[
\hat{h}(x, y; z) = \exp \left[ -\frac{jk}{z} (x^2 + y^2) \right]
\]

is the impulse response of the system. It should be noted that the phase of the object is not recorded in the hologram, and thus the recorded hologram is called incoherent hologram. We recorded two holograms of a real 3D figure as a demonstration. The hologram size is 20mm×20mm and the pixel pitch is 22μm. The object distance is about 110mm. We first rotated the object along the y-axis to \(\pm 4^\circ\) and recorded the first hologram, which is shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b). Subsequently, we rotated the object along the y-axis to \(\pm 4^\circ\) and recorded the second hologram, which is shown in Fig. 2 (c) and (d). The two holograms are respectively reconstructed to the object plane. Reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 3.

3. Conclusion

We proposed to apply optical scanning holography to record two complex holograms at different viewing angles. The two holograms can be synthesized to a single stereoscopic hologram. The stereoscopic hologram can reconstruct two 3D images at two different angles, and thus generate a depth cue for the observer. This work is supported by MOST of Taiwan, under contract No. 103-2221-E-035-037-MY3.
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Floating image generated with the integration of holographic and geometrical imaging

Cheng-Huan Chen\textsuperscript{1)}, Po-Sheng Chiu\textsuperscript{2)} and Fu-Lung Chou\textsuperscript{2)}
\textsuperscript{1)}Department of Photonics, National Chiao Tung University, Hsinchu 30010, Taiwan, R.O.C.
\textsuperscript{2)} Department of Power Mechanical Engineering, National Tsing Hua University, Hsinchu 30013, Taiwan, R.O.C.

1. Introduction

The sensation of an image floating in the air needs two features which are largely different from that of traditional displayed images, even 3D images. One is that the image should be located far enough from the display devices, and the other one is that the background scene should still be visible while the viewers are looking at the image. There are two major technical approaches to generate floating image, one is geometrical imaging \cite{1,2} and the other one holographical imaging\cite{3,4}. Both have their own merit and limit. Geometrical image needs a solid object as the original source, or the image would look flat if the original source is a flat panel display. Holographic imaging has the limit on locating the image position, manipulating magnification due to the stringent requirement on the reconstruction source and spatial light modulator. The combination of these two technologies would give more degree of freedom for the construction of floating image display device.

2. System architecture

The architecture of the proposed floating image display device is shown in Fig. 1. A spatial light modulator(SLM) is located at the bottom of the whole device, and is surrounded by an array of reconstruction light source. The reconstructed image from the SLM, preferably a virtual image behind the SLM, is then imaged again by curved mirror to form a real image at the position of the floating cylinder as shown in Fig. 1. Because the field of view would be narrow, the reconstruction light sources can flash sequentially to generate different perspective view of an object, with the SLM flashing synchronously for the corresponding fringe pattern.

3. Prototype and demonstration

The prototype for one view has been built as shown in Fig. 2, with the light path drawn with the green line. The SLM is a 1920×1080 phase modulation LCoS with the pixel size of 6.4μm from Jasper Display Co. The reconstruction light source is LED with a 30μm pinhole in the front to improve spatial coherence. The floating image is about 80mm from the concave mirror.

A floating dot line cube has been generated with the prototype, as shown in Fig. 3. The image itself already has spatial depth, which can be indicated with the parallax of two vertical lines when viewing the cube from different viewing directions.
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Phase-distortion Elimination of the Phase-only Read-out Signal of Holographic Data Storage System

Yeh-Wei Yu1,2, Shuai Xiao1 and Ching-Cherng Sun1,2)
1) Department of Optics and Photonics, National Central University, Chung-Li, Taoyuan City, 32001 Taiwan
2) Optical Science Center, National Central University, Chung-Li, Taoyuan City, 32001 Taiwan

Holographic data storage (simplified HDS) is a promising technology for next-generation optical storage, because of its compatibility with various methods of holographic multiplexing [1]. In amplitude-encoded holograms, the strong DC term consumes around 2–10 times the M/λ more than that required [2]. By contrast, the phase-only encoded hologram inherently removes the strong DC term and makes the M/λ consumption effective [3]. Besides, since no energy is wasted by black signals, the phase-only encoded hologram has higher energy efficiency. Moreover, it was demonstrated to realize high visibility in the readout process [4, 5]. However, the phase distortion introduced by system error is a major concern. For example, the position misalignment of the disk is unavoidable in a HDS system. Slightly misalignment of the disk leads to dramatic disturbance to the signal. Based on the proposed optical model of collinear HDS, we simulate the inline interferogram for the HDS system with a 2mm storage disk, and 0.5 um of disk misalignment is introduced (Fig 1) [6, 7]. The phase distortion makes it impossible to readout the all signals through one-shot inline interferometry. Hence, we propose a one-shot and aberration-tolerable scheme based on a double-frequency grating shearing interference (simplified DFGSI). The double-frequency grating (simplified DFG) is used to produce two diffraction images to create shearing interferometry. Fig. 2(a) presents the encoded binary phase distribution of the signal obtained through one-pixel shearing interference [Fig. 2(b)], and the bright and dark pixels in the interferogram correspond to constructive interference and destructive interference between two neighboring pixels, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 2(c). Because the encoded phase of the first column is known, the encoded phase of the signal can be decoded by analyzing the interference pattern depicted in Fig. 2(c). The visibility of the interferogram enabled phase retrieval with high fidelity and simplicity in the optical system.

Fig. 1. The simulated interferogram of homodyne detection obtained through inline interferogram for the HDS system with a 2mm storage disk. (a) No misalignment; (b) 0.5 um of disk misalignment is introduced.

An optical model for the DFGSI was developed and demonstrated experimentally. When DFGSI is applied to the read out signal in Fig. 1(b), a simulation based on the DFGSI optical model shows the phase distortion introduced by the disk misalignment can be successfully eliminated and the signal can be retrieved (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 2. The schematic diagram of the DFGSI

Fig. 3. The simulated interferogram when DFGSI is applied to the readout signal of the HDS system with 0.5um disk misalignment.
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Three dimensional display based on volume holographic photopolymer

Liangcai Cao*, Hao Zhang, Zheng Wang, Song Zong and Guofan Jin
Department of Precision Instruments, Tsinghua University, Beijing, 100084, P. R. China

1. Research motivation

A perfect three-dimensional (3-D) display technology should have the ability to offer all the depth cues of a 3-D scene. The data bandwidth of a 3-D scene is two or three orders of magnitude larger than that of traditional 2-D images. Conventional 3-D display techniques are normally based on binocular or multiview parallax with multiple 2-D images, at a bandwidth of several times of 1K by 1K. Holography directly addressing the wavefronts has the potential to record and display the whole information of a 3-D scene. If ordinary pixels are utilized and a planar surface is utilized in a computer generated hologram (CGH) based display, too many pixels of the spatial light modulator (SLM) are needed. A commercially acceptable quality may needs 64K by 64K pixels. Meanwhile, complex valued pixels with both amplitude and phase are not easily realized. Limited by materials and devices, the space-bandwidth product (SBP) of current CGH based display system can not meet the needs of high resolution display for big data.

Holographic printing technique on a holographic material is much closer to practical implementation of wide-viewing angle and high-SBP 3-D display since the optical resolution of holographic material allows the expansion of the SBP of the SLM[2, 3]. In traditional holographic printing systems, shift-multiplexing is utilized for the reconstruction of hogels in multiple locations as planar holograms. Volume holograms, due to the multiple sensitivities of volume Bragg gratings, have the potential for multiplexing for displaying huge amount of 3-D data. The holographic material used for printing, usually a photorefractive polymer or photopolymer, can expand the SBP since it has high dynamic range and good multiplexing capabilities[4]. In this work, an angular multiplexing based volume holographic display technology is employed to make full use of the dynamic range of the material and realized a high-resolution 3-D holographic display.

2. Multiplexed hogels for 3-D display

As is shown in Fig. 1, the wavefront of 3-D scene is encoded as the CGHs. The holograms are recorded in the gold nanoparticles doped photopolymer with the angular multiplexing. With the recorded holograms, 3-D scenes could be viewed at different viewing angles. There is no crosstalk between the channels due to the Bragg angular selectivity. The 3-D video is divided into multiple frames of 3-D scenes, encoded as multiple CGHs, loaded into the phase SLM sequentially, and carried by the object beams to write secondary CGHs in a volume holographic polymer. Angle-multiplexed hogels are recorded in the same recording spot with the same reference beam. Once all the CGHs are recorded, illuminating the hogel location of the polymer with the reference beam, all frames of the 3-D scenes can be reconstructed sequentially when the polymer is rotated to the corresponding angle-channels. Dynamic 3-D display can be achieved due to the persistence of vision by rotating the polymer with a time control program.

As is shown in Fig. 2, a video of a revolving clock is divided into 120 frames to be printed in the angle-multiplexed hogels. A solid-state laser at a wavelength of 532 nm is used. The thickness of the gold nanoparticles doped PQ/PMMA photopolymer is 1 mm. The SLM used in the system is LETO Phase-only Modulator (HOLOEYE Photonics AG) with 1920 × 1080 pixels. We obtain the reconstruction of all the 120 frames without crosstalk successfully. By controlling the rotation stage, a dynamic holographic video of 10 Hz is achieved. The results demonstrate the dynamic holographic display by volume holographic printing. In conventional printing technology, one hogel zone could support the resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels. In this work, one hogel zone could support the resolution of 1920 × 1080 × 120 pixels.

In conclusion, the wavefronts containing whole depth cues of 3-D scene can be recorded as hogels into the volume holographic polymer by the angle-multiplexing method. The SBP of the system is largely expanded because up to hundreds of hogels could be displayed. The printed holographic screen is capable of displaying a gigapixel 3-D datacube.
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1. Introduction

High density, fast data rate and long lifetime data storage system is becoming more and more important with the increasing demand of the Big Data era. But, the main storage media we rely on currently are magnetic technology, like hard disk drives (HDD) and tape, which life times are several years only. They cannot satisfy the demand of prolonged preservation. Optical discs based on the bit-by-bit method, such as CD, DVD and Blu-ray Disc, for storing sound, movies, photos and other digital contents are widely used in our daily life. The long-term life time is one of the properties. The optical disc should be a good candidate of data storage system for big data preservation. However, the recording density limitation of the bit recording method are looming on the horizon.

Holographic data storage system (HDSS) is a different optical data storage system. In this technology, two coherent beams are necessary. One is information beam including user data we want to record, the other is reference beam. During the recording process, they interfere with each other and the interference pattern is recorded in the media, called hologram. In the reconstructing process, the information beam can be reconstructed when the reference beam incident on the hologram. Because the two beams are separate, we call this HDSS conventional 2-axis holography. This method was first proposed in the 1960s \cite{1}. In this method, data are recorded in the media volumetrically (3-D) and transformed 2-dimensionally (2-D). Due to their large storage capacities and high transfer rates, HDSS should become a promising candidate of next-generation of storage system. Within the last decade, unique demonstration platforms using holography have been proposed \cite{2-4}. However, these 2-axis HDSS still have essential issues for practicality \cite{5}. Holographic recording has been known for 50 years and never been commercially available. It is clear that a technological breakthrough is necessary.

Collinear HDSS is very promising and differs from conventional 2-axis holographic data storage system \cite{6}. With this technology, a small, practical HDSS can be produced more easily than conventional 2-axis holography. In this paper, we introduced collinear technology and reported the structure of media. And we discussed some methods to enlarge the recording density and increase data transfer rate of the collinear HDSS.

2. Phase Modulation to increase the recording density

There are generally several kinds of methods to increase the HDSS recording density on the recording media. These methods include multiplexing holograms to increase the number of holograms recorded in the same region of the media, saving the dynamic range of media, so called M number (M/#), to increase the multiplexing recording number, and increasing the amount of information in a data page, etc.

The amount of recording information in a data page is determined by its format. In the collinear HDSS, the data page format based on the subpage is designed to eliminate the problems of illuminated intensity distribution in a data page, of distortion and aberration of the optical system, of tilting, and of the estimation error caused by amplification. As shown in Fig. 8, the size of a subpage (24 x 24 pixels is used) depends on the parameters and the magnitude of the inhomogeneity of a system. In each subpage, there are 32-byte data symbols (4 x 4 pixels) and a synchronous mark (8 x 8 pixels) in its center. The synchronous symbol, which includes a 4 x 4 pixel rectangular block, is used to locate the subpage and to provide the necessary coordinate information for data decoding. The sorting method and correlation technique that differ from the threshold method are used to distinguish the ON-pixel and OFF-pixel states from the reconstructed image in the decoding process. In this data page format, 3 pixels ON and others are OFF, the code rate is 8/16 = 0.5; and the white rate is 3/16 & 19% approximately \cite{6}. To improve the information content within a data page, an effective method is to elevate the code rate. The multiple gray coding method and phase modulated data page are used. In the format of the data page, there are only three ON-pixels in a symbol. If the gray coding method is used, if all 16 pixels are modulated by phase, the code rate should be increased \cite{7-9}.

3. Conclusions

In this paper, we have reviewed collinear HDSS. With its unique selectable capacity recording format of media shows both downward and upward compatibility of different disc capacities. Based on collinear technologies, we discussed many kinds of methods to increase the density and reduce the noise in the reconstruction process. These methods allow us to read low intensity hologram with high SNR. Further investigations are underway to develop the high power, small size and low cost laser, to test the reliability of the media, to balance the data density and the transfer rate by incorporating newly designed optical and electronic components. High density recording by phase modulated collinear HDSS has significant proved experimentally, the phase modulation can be used to increase code rate efficiently.
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1. Introduction
Holographic data storage is an attractive solution for an archival memory system because of its large storage capacity, fast data transfer rate, and low energy consumption. In such a system, Nyquist aperture is usually inserted in the Fourier plane and limits the illumination area on the recording material, which is essential for improving the recording density. However, it also limits transmitted spatial frequency components, and thus increases the inter-pixel crosstalk noise.

In this paper we propose a method for improving the signal to noise ratio (SNR) deteriorated by the Nyquist aperture. The concept of our improving method is based on the limitation of the clear aperture of imager pixels. We numerically and experimentally investigated influence of such a limiting aperture on the SNR and discuss its effectiveness.

2. Phase Modulation to increase the recording density
Figure 1 shows schematic diagram of our proposed method in the holographic data storage. Since only a low spatial frequency component of the signal image can go through the Nyquist aperture at F1, the sharp edge of the original image will be lost and the transmitted image at O2 will blur depending on the size of the aperture opening (LF). As a result, a contrast in the output image obtained by the imager inevitably decreases, and thus the SNR is lowered. This is due to the fact that the intensity received by the imager is usually integrated over the whole area of imager pixel.

An aperture array located at O3 is a key device in our method to improve the
SNR. It limits the receiving area of the imager pixel only to a center part of each pixel area and avoids detecting the crosstalk noise near the pixel edge, as shown in Fig. 2. In this case, although the brightness of the output image becomes small, the resultant SNR is improved mainly due to the reduction of the variance.

Fig. 1. Simulated results of the signal images at each location and resultant output image of the imager with and without aperture array. \( \text{LNy} \) is the Nyquist size that calculated with the signal pixel size \( a \), the focal length \( f_1 \), and the wavelength \( \lambda \).

3. Experiments

To verify our proposed method, we performed a numerical simulation and an experiment without recording material in F2. In our experiment, an optical setup was arranged in such a way that the one pixel of the signal image was detected by using \( 35 \times 35 \) imager pixels. It is because such a highly oversampling situation can virtually act as a variable aperture array by simply limiting the integration pixel. The results are shown in Fig. 3. The SNRs slightly but monotonically increased with decreasing the aperture opening ratio \( (L_D/a) \) when \( LF = \text{LNy} \). On the contrary, the SNR reached its maxima at a certain value of the \( LD/a \) when \( LF = 2 \text{LNy} \). This is because the decrease of the averaged intensity exceeds the gain from the decrease of the variance. Therefore, generally, there is an optimum values for \( LD/a \) in our proposed method.

Fig. 1. The simulated and experimental results for our proposed method. The SNRs are plotted as a function of the aperture opening ratio \( LD/a \). LD and LF represent the side length of aperture array at O3 and aperture at F1, respectively.
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1. Introduction

The demand for archival storage to preserve digital data for a long term is increasing. An angular-multiplexing holographic data storage system (HDSS) is one of the promising candidates for archival storage, because it has characteristics of a high transfer rate and a large disc capacity as well as longevity and high robustness, which are strongly requested for archival storage.

For the reason, we have been researching high density recording techniques in an HDSS. In 2009, we developed the monocular optical system passing both signal and reference beams through a single objective lens, and confirmed experimentally recording density of 663 Gbit/in.2.\textsuperscript{1} In 2012, we confirmed recording density of 1 Tbit/in.2 corresponding to 1 TB disc capacity by the recording technique obtaining a constant signal-to-scatter ratio (SSR).\textsuperscript{2} This paper presents several techniques to improve a recording density to 2.4 Tbit/in.2 required for 2 TB disc capacity.

2. RLL high-density recording

The hologram size corresponds to an aperture size of a spatial filter placed in a signal-beam path. Although the aperture size is limited by the Nyquist size which is inversely proportional to a pixel pitch of a spatial light modulator (SLM), it is unrealistic to enlarge the pixel pitch from physical constraints. Hence, we introduced run-length limited (RLL) modulation limiting the minimum length of runs of repeated polarity to 2 and having a code rate of 2/3. This RLL modulation produces the same effect as twice a pixel pitch of an SLM, and enables to reduce an aperture size of a spatial filter to half. Figure 1 shows the verification result of the effect of the RLL modulation obtained by an optical simulator. As a result, this RLL high-density recording method can reduce the hologram size to half, and increase the recording density to double.

Fig. 1. Images on SLM Fourier plane, and camera Therectangular lines on each Fourier image indicate the Nyquist area. (a) Without RLL modulation (b) With RLL modulation
3. RLL turbo code

In the RLL high-density recording method, a half-size filter blocks the lower spatial frequencies of data patterns. Consequently, interpixel interference (IPI) in a page image captured by a camera, which degrades signal quality of the page image, occurs. To minimize influence of the IPI without decreasing a code rate, an RLL turbo code comprising a convolutional coding of a code rate of 2/3 and the RLL modulation was developed. In reproduction of a page, an error correction is executed alternately between an RLL demodulation and a convolutional decoding which use the BCJR algorithm, exchanging information each other. As a result, the RLL turbo code shows better performance than a low-density parity-check (LDPC) code of a code rate of 1/2, which was used in our conventional HDSS, in spite of more IPI, and enables error-free reproduction from a page image with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of only 2.4 dB.

4. Servo system for reference beam angle

To capture a page image with an SNR of more than 2.4 dB, SNR degradation caused by Brugg mismatch of a reference beam angle must be minimized. Hence, a servo system for a reference beam angle comprising an optical error detecting system and two-degree-of-freedom control named adaptive final-state control (AFSC) was developed. A reference beam is split into a preceding beam and a reference beam, in accordance with polarization, using a Wollaston prism with a split angle θ, and is diffracted to the back of a disc. The preceding and reference beams are detected on optical electrical integrated circuits, and an S-curved angle servo signal is generated from the detected signals. However, since a reference beam angle to reproduce a next page ideally, or a target angle, is located at 0/2 degrees from the zero-cross point of the angle servo signal, it’s unknown precisely before moving. Therefore, AFSC with a combination of feedforward and feedback control by using a final-state control (FSC) method, which obtains a feedforward input and a target trajectory, was introduced. The first FSC is performed to reveal the target angle by passing through the zero-cross point, and the second FSC is performed to move to the target angle as soon as the zero-cross point is detected. As a result, it enables to instantly access to a next page with a tolerance within ±5 mdeg.

5. Servo system for book tracking

A cluster of angular-multiplexed pages at the same location is called a book. A main function of the spatial filter placed in a signal-beam path is to block off undesired page images diffracted from neighboring books. Therefore, when a target book is off an expected position, signal quality of a page image is degraded because the spatial filter also interrupts a part of the page image. Nevertheless, it is almost impossible to move a target book to an expected position with a tolerance within ±5 μm our HDSS requires due to mechanical causes of a spindle motor rotating a disc, for example backlash. Hence, a servo system for book tracking comprising an optical system detecting a book position, a spatial filter mounted on a three-dimensional actuator, and three-dimensional spatial filter control was developed. This servo system controls the position of the spatial filter to compensate for relative position aberration between the target book and the expected position. As a result, it allows to access to a target book with a tolerance up to ±50 μm.

6. Results & discussion

We set up the evaluation equipment with an SLM of 4.4 M pixels, a camera of 8.4 M pixels, and a 405-nm external cavity laser diode (ECLD) having 100 mW output. In the equipment, we angular-multiplexed 440 pages from 61 to 35 degrees with an angle pitch from 64 to 57 mdeg. Figure 2 shows the experimental result of 440 angular-multiplexing recording. The SNR of 3rd and 438th pages was confirmed to be 3.27 and 3.68 dB respectively, which can be reproduced without error by the RLL turbo code, although deteriorated portions of the page images, for example disc surface reflection, were excluded from the SNR calculations.

In this experiment, the capacity of an RLL-modulated page was 2.7 M bits, and the hologram size was 0.00050 in.2. As the result, a recording density of 2.4 Tbit/in.2 was verified.

7. Conclusions

We have developed the technologies to realize an HDSS with a disc capacity of 2 TB, and confirmed experimentally a recording density of 2.4 Tbit/in.2.
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Abstract

Optical phase conjugation (OPC) is one of effective ways to retrieve wavefront when passing through a phase distortion medium.[1] Traditionally, OPC can be generated through four wave mixing in a nonlinear medium. In 1982, a self-pumped OPC, so-called Cat SPPCM (self-pumped phase conjugate mirror) was discovered in BaTiO\(_3\).[2] Such a way is in extremely low operation power. In advance, a faster SPPCM, called Kitty SPPCM, was proposed by taking the advantage of Cat SPPCM.[3] In this paper, a study of Kitty SPPCMs in various geometries (Fig. 1) will be introduced and the characteristic will be discussed.[4] In addition, we will introduce the development of digital-optical phase conjugator (DOPC) [5] technology. A new DOPC with the add of Kitty SPPCM will be proposed. The capability of the DOPC for passing through a turbid medium will be discussed. The other topic in the paper is to introduce a virtual objective inside a turbid medium such as biotissue. [6] As shown in Fig. 2, the virtual objective is formed through the phase conjugate wave by an optical phase conjugator and scattering sites across the tissue. A reverse focusing beam is observed, and the potential application in biomedical research will be introduced.

Fig. 2. A picture of a Kitty SPPCM based on a Cat SPPCM.
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**Abstract**

We review varieties of graphene based organic-inorganic hybrid structures that can be used as holographic optical elements and devices. A high sensitive hybrid device working at transmission mode at near infrared spectral range is demonstrated supporting its role as optically addressed spatial light modulator by projecting a video image through it. In other type of structure all optical processes are controlled by the surface activated photorefractive phenomena where performed beam-coupling measurements at Bragg match regime show prospective amplification values and high spatial resolution.

**1. Introduction**

The challenge to modulate the light by light becomes a fundamental issue for photonic applications. This issue requires development of organic-inorganic devices operating with fast response time, in wide spectral sensitivity and allowing submicron resolution.

Basically, the organic-inorganic configurations are assembled using (i) photoconductive and photorefractive material (inorganic crystals as Bi12SiO20 (BSO) or Bi12TiO20 (BTO)), (ii) liquid crystals (LC) or polymer dispersed liquid crystals (PDLC) as strong birefringent organic materials and (iii) graphene as excellent transparent electrode or conductive nanoparticles. Such structures can be classified to two main types: electro-optically controlled and all optically controlled.

**2. Electro-optically controlled holographic elements and devices**

Electro-optically controlled structure consists of BSO:Ru crystal substrate and a glass substrate; LC layer (MLC-2070 type (Merck), nematic phase); polyimide alignment layers and graphene conductive layers. The structure is schematically illustrated at Fig.1. One side of BSO:Ru plate is covered by graphene conductive layer and the opposite side (contacting with LC molecules) with a photo alignment layer. The glass substrate has a graphene conductive layer and photoalignment layer.

Basic operation principle of the proposed device relies on electro-optically controlled birefringence of the liquid crystal molecules: the addressing beam activates the BSO:Ru photoconductive crystal to induce a corresponding charge field to the LC layer 1. As a consequence, at the exit of the device the light beam experiences a phase shift as a function of the applied voltage and the pump light intensity (Fig.1).

To demonstrate the optically addressed modulation properties we project a video image through the device and show the modulation of the pump light intensity, with the frame rate of 4 frames/sec.

**1. All optically controlled holographic elements and devices**

Among all-optically controlled structures, those based on photorefractive nonlinearity e.g. ability of some materials to modulate their refractive index in response to light, become of prime importance. In particular, the essential role in such applications plays so called space charge field (EC) accumulated by photo-induced charge carriers redistribution within the photorefractive media.

All optically controlled structure consists of photoconductive BSO crystal substrate and a glass substrate arranged into a cell (10 µm thickness), filled with polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) doped with Graphene oxide (GrO). GrO nanoparticles (concentration of 10-4 wt%) were added into LC and after that the LC/GrO suspension was mixed with polymer matrix (NOA 65 UV glue) at 30:70 wt % ratio.

The light irradiation on BSO:Ru/PDLC:GrO structure lead to a reverse of its initial opaque state to the transparent state. Due to the BSO:Ru near-infrared absorption and high photoconductivity, the illumination with a Gaussian beam caused charge carriers generation, which migrate by diffusion to form an inhomogeneous distribution. This photo-induced field, generated inside the BSO:Ru plate, can be strong enough (estimated later) to spread out into the PDLC surface layer, realigning the LCs molecules orientation inside the droplets and thus to change the LCs director, consequently the refractive index and transparency of the structure. As a result, the refractive indices between the LC and polymer matrix changes, and thus the light intensity distribution through the BSO/PDLC:GrO structure could be switched.

In such all optically controlled BSO/PDLC:GrO hybrid structure, the charge migration, trap density and space-charge field come from the BSO substrate, whereas the high beam amplification is provided by the LC layer. Therefore, all processes are performed only by the action of light. The proposed novel structure does not require ITO contacts and alignment layers and all the processes are controlled by light, thus opens further potential for real-time image processing at the near infrared spectral range.
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1. Abstract

A holographic device called waveguide hologram is implemented by using a holographic optical element (HOE) and a planar waveguide. The probe light propagates through the waveguide with total internal reflection and then incident on this HOE, and then a signal wave is diffracted from the HOE. We demonstrate two applications of waveguide hologram in this study. One demonstration is an eyewear display system, and the other is a planar multifunctional display system.

2. Introduction

Waveguide holograms have received increasing attention owing to their potential in compact configuration and insusceptibility from extraneous lights [1-3]. The basic scheme of a waveguide hologram is shown in Fig.1. Basically, the waveguide hologram is fabricated by using a holographic optical element (HOE) and a planar waveguide. The HOE attached on the planar waveguide recodes the interference of the reference beam and the signal beam. Before interfering with the signal beam, the reference beam propagates through the waveguide with total internal reflection and then it was incident on the holographic recording material. And the signal beam propagates to the recording material with an almost normal incident angle. With proper arrangement of reference wave and signal wave, display systems with various functions can be implemented. In this study, an eyewear display system and a planar multifunctional display system is demonstrated based on waveguide holograms.

3. Eyewear display based on waveguide hologram

Fig.2 shows the basic architecture of the HMD system. A collimated beam is coupled into the waveguide, and then it is incident on a HOE. A converged spherical wave will be diffracted when a collimation beam probes the HOE. The diffracted converged spherical wave plays a role of backlighting for the LCD panel. And then the image on the LCD panel will be projected on the retina. Since the image is projected on the retina, the image quality will not be affected when human eye focus on different distance. Fig. 3 shows the observed diffracted virtual image when a binary amplitude pattern was used to replace the LCD pattern and placed in the front of the see-through window of the waveguide. A virtual image has been successfully obtained.
Planar multifunctional display based on Waveguide hologram

In this study, a compact waveguide hologram attached on a LCD panel has been successfully implemented to demonstrate a hybrid display system. This hybrid display aims to display 2D and 3D information simultaneously. The 2D information is produced by using a liquid crystal display (LCD) panel and the 3D image information is offered by using a waveguide hologram.

The schematic system is shown in Fig.5. The observer will see a 3D object in front of the LCD when the observer watches the display. The dimension of the hologram is 4 inch x 5 inch, and the thickness of the PMMA waveguide is 1 cm. The reference wave is a spot light source during recording. And the incident surface for the reference beam is a diffuser surface. In the reconstruction process, a LED light source is used for the image retrieved. Fig. 6 shows the reconstruction result of the planar multifunctional display.

Conclusion

We have successfully presented two compact display systems based on waveguide holograms. One of the demonstrations is a compact eyewear display system, and a virtual image diffracted from system has been successfully observed. The second demonstration is a hybrid display system. The 2D information from the LCD panel and the 3D image information from the waveguide hologram have been successfully observed.
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1.Introduction

PQ:PMMA is known as an inexpensive photopolymer with low shrinkage. The recording wavelength of PQ:PMMA can be 532 nm or shorter which can be easily achieved by inexpensive solid-state laser and GaN-based diode lasers. In 2009, Gleeson et al. established a comprehensive chemical reaction dynamics model of PQ:PMMA [1]. This work established a set of simplified reaction rate equations along with diffusion equation to model the refractive index distribution in space during the recording process. With the model, a thorough simulation study and experiments on writing a 1D volume Bragg grating was performed and discussed.

2.Title section

By applying several practical considerations of PQ:PMMA reaction, the differential equations of 1D PQ molecular distribution and photochemical product distribution can be obtained as

\[
\frac{\partial [PQ(x,t)]}{\partial t} = \frac{\partial^2 [PQ(x,t)]}{\partial x^2} - k_v [PQ(x,t)]
\]  

(1)

and

\[
\frac{\partial [\text{Product}(x,y)]}{\partial t} = k_v [PQ(x,y)]
\]

(2)

where “Product” indicates the compounds that change the refractive index of the photopolymer. Parameter D is the diffusion coefficient and k indicates the product generation rate. With these simplified equations, the distribution of the “product” can be simulated with given exposure conditions. In this work, the writing light intensity is a simple sinusoidal function. The simulation result is shown in Fig.1. The distribution of the photopolymer product directly proportion to the change of refractive index which can be used to calculate the diffraction efficiency if such a 1D refractive index distribution can be considered as a 1D volume grating.

Fig. 1. (a) PQ and (b) Product density distributions as functions of exposure time.
1. Experiment

An experiment using 532 nm laser as the writing light source. The writing configuration is a typical two-beam interference scheme. A refractive type volume Bragg grating then was recorded in a piece of PQ:PMMA with thickness of 2 mm. The diffraction efficiency of the sample was monitored and compared by the simulation result as shown in Fig. 2. The experimental result agree well with the simulation.
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1. Introduction

For last several years, we have presented very large-scaled computer-generated holograms (CGHs) called high-definition CGHs (HD-CGHs), which reconstruct full-parallax high-quality 3D images1-3. However, these HD-CGHs could reconstruct only monochromatic images. Recently, we proposed the technique for their full-color reconstruction using RGB color filters and simulation to design appropriate filter properties4,5. The techniques make it possible to create high-quality full-color HD-CGHs6.

2. Principle and techniques

Our HD-CGHs work well as reflection hologram because their fringe pattern made of Cr thin films. RGB color filters are attached to each RGB fringe block, as shown in Fig. 1. Here, gaps of the fringe, called guard gap, are made for increasing position tolerances of the filters as in Fig. 2. One of key techniques is to use a multi-chip type white LED for the illumination light source. Fairly narrow spectra are obtained from combination of the light source and filters, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). We adopt a vertical stripe pattern for the RGB color filters in order to avoid overlapping light diffracted by the filters with the reconstructed object image, because the light source is usually placed below the object for gaining higher diffraction efficiency.

3. Optical reconstruction and conclusion

The RGB color filters used are fabricated by the same technique as that of LCD panels. The filter properties are shown in Fig. 3 (a). These properties are designed through the simulation technique4,5. An example of optical reconstruction and parameters of the full-color HD-CGH is shown in Fig. 4 and Table 1, respectively. The HD-CGH is composed of 16 G pix, the fringe pattern is generated by using the polygon-based method7 and the silhouette method with the switch-back technique3.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of fringe pixels</th>
<th>131,072</th>
<th>131,072</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pixels pitches</td>
<td>0.8 µm</td>
<td>0.8 µm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>10.5 x 10.5 cm²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe type</td>
<td>Binary amplitude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Parameters of the fabricated HD-CGH

![Fig. 1. The principle of full-color CGH using RGB filters.](image)

![Fig. 2. Color filters attached to the fringe pattern with guard gaps.](image)
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1.INTRODUCTION

In recent years, vision trainings are applied to training eye muscles and reinforce the connection between the ciliary muscle and nerves. Although it would spend longer time for improvement, it could avoid relevant medical risks; besides, trainings in pre-presbyopia could make more effective improvement [1].

General vision trainings have the trainees view the left and the right picture cards with distinct distances and try to cross fuse the two images with focus as cyclopean vision [2]. Nonetheless, it might be difficult for the trainees recognizing the images with low contrast and blurred characterized images. In this research, the modified Gerchberg–Saxton algorithm [3] is used for the computer-generated hologram coding of fixation disparity image or changed disparity image. Here the fixation disparity is applied for accommodation training, and the changed disparity is applied for convergence training. In our system, the diffraction efficiency is over 85%, the visibility is about 90%, and RMSE is less than 0.04.

2.PRINCIPLE

Fixation disparity is defined as the characterized image whose left and right sizes are different but present same disparity. In the figure, when the characterized image with fixation disparity is located on the fixed image plane, it is regarded as the image projected from different distances. In other words, when both eyes viewing the left and the right images with the same disparity, the perception disorder is caused by the distinct sizes. The ciliary muscle therefore appears indirect accommodation because of monocular cues to complete fusional convergence [4]. On the contrary, the changed disparity which is defined as the left and the right characterized images with the same size but changeable disparity. It aims to change the eyes’ vergence through the characterized image with distinct disparity for inducing the accommodation change. As a result, the above MGSA-type CGH is applied to coding image contents with fixation disparity and changed disparity for vision trainings.

3.EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Fig. 1(a) illustrates a prototype of MGSA-type CGH system with head-mounted display (HMD) for vision trainings. First, the DPSS laser (532 nm) is used for decrypting the coherence of light, which is adjusted to proper intensity with neutral density filters and then injected to the spatial light modulation (WUXGA, 8.1 m, HOLOEYE) through the collimating lens. SLM records POF with fixation disparity or changed disparity coded by MGSA. After the decryption, the image reconstructed by diffraction light is projected to CCD and transmitted to the head-mounted display for the trainee proceeding vision trainings through HMD. Fig. 1(b) shows a changed disparity image which is transmitted to HMD after the decryption. With cyclopean vision [2], the stereo image in the figure would extrude the screen when the dot viewed by both eyes would be convergent to a point. Moreover, in regard to the evaluation of diffraction efficiency, the decryption efficiency (85%) is...
slightly lower than the result of computer computation (95%), but the image intensity can be accepted by human eyes. What is more, the reconstructed left and right images reveal the visibility 94.07% and 94.46%, respectively, showing the characteristic line of the decrypted image with favorable contrast, that the content could be clearly presented. Besides, the SNRs appear 8.44 dB and 7.94 dB, and the speckle is 20.23% after the random number phase multiplication that the noise disturbance has been reduced about a half, compared to traditional CGH [5]. Moreover, the computation average time is 60.28 s, revealing that the same or better image quality could be achieved by faster computation speed and less number of iteration times, compared to general holographic projection systems [5]-[7].

The MGSA is used for the computer generated hologram coding of fixation disparity image or changed disparity image and the left and the right reconstructed image information is displayed on HMD. Such a method allows a trainee viewing the images with two different disparities through HMD and further changing the synkinesis of accommodation and convergence for effectively training ciliary muscle and extraocular muscle. Besides, the reconstructed images show the relative diffraction efficiency about 86% and visibility 94%. In comparison with traditional 2D cards, the training ciliary muscle and extraocular muscle. Besides, the reconstructed images show the relative diffraction efficiency about 86% and visibility 94%. In comparison with traditional 2D cards, the images reconstructed by MGSA-type CGH present high contrast, high resolution, and changeable disparity that they could enhance the training effect and avoid crosstalk between the left and the right images.

Reference:

4. CONCLUSION
The MGSA is adopted for the computer generated hologram coding of fixation disparity image or changed disparity that they could enhance the training effect and avoid crosstalk between the left and the right images.
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1. Introduction
Recently, the multiple image encryption methods based on the wavelength or position multiplexing schemes in the Fresnel transform domain have received great deal of attention [1]-[5]. Either the various wavelengths or the diffraction distance between the input and output planes are used in retrieving the phase-only functions (POFs) corresponding to the target images. In this study, we propose the joint wavelength and position multiplexing method, which simultaneously considers the manipulation of both parameters in the diffraction process. In decryption, therefore, both the correct wavelength and position parameters are required in order to reconstruct the corresponding target image at the output plane.

\[
\text{FrT} \left[ \exp \left[ \Psi_n(x_0, y_0) \right] \right] \cdot \exp \left[ \Phi_n(x_1, y_1) \right] = \Phi_n(x_0, y_0) \cdot \Psi_n(x_1, y_1) \quad (1)
\]

To reduce the crosstalk among all the target images, a phase modulation method [8] is used to shift the target images to the position \((\mu_i, \nu_i)\) so that they are separated in the \((x_i, y_i)\) coordinates. That is, given a shifting \((\mu_i, \nu_i)\), the new phase \(\Psi_n(x_0, y_0)\) that reconstruct the corresponding target image \(g_n(x_1, y_1)\) through the diffraction distance \(z_n\) with the wavelength \(\lambda_n\) at the output plane. Equation (1) shows the Fresnel transform (FrT) representing the diffraction process between the input POF and the output reconstructed image:

---

**Fig. 1.** Diagram of prototype MGSA-type CGH system (a) Stereo image pair with the changed disparity
---

**Fig. 1.** Optical architecture of the proposed method
---

**Fig. 1.** Block diagram of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

A holographic display is a realistic three-dimensional (3D) display because it produces an exact copy of the wave front of scattered light from 3D objects1). A holographic display demands a wide-viewing-angle for 3D visualization. However, the viewing angle of holographic displays based on conventional spatial light modulators (SLMs) is less than three degrees. The pixel pitch of conventional SLMs is in the range of 10-100 μm. Recently, we developed a magneto-optic three-dimensional holographic display (MO-3DH-display) that had a two-dimensional magnetic pixel array with sub-micrometer-scale pixels for a wide-viewing holographic display. For controlling magnetic pixels, we used a thermomagnetic recording system to control the direction of magnetization by the optical addressing method. This method has the advantage that it is possible to fabricate sub-micrometer-scale pixel arrays without a driving line and pixel structure on the magnetic medium. The magnetic film of the first MO-3DH-display was an amorphous TbFe (α-TbFe) film, a material widely used in thermomagnetic recording applications. The MO-3DH-display could reconstruct 3D image over 22 degrees viewing angle. However, the reconstructed images had a low brightness: 4.4×10-2 cd/m2 with reconstruction illumination of 10.8 mW/cm2 at 532 nm. Display standard ISO13406 for liquid crystal displays recommends brightness of displays to be over 100 cd/m2. To represent a 3D image with 100 cd/m2 from the a-TbFe film would require reconstruction illumination of about 24 W/cm2. For improved diffraction efficiency, the magnetic film should have high transmittance and a large Faraday rotation angle. In this study, we developed a MO-3DH-display composed of an artificial magnetic lattice structure.

2. Experiments and results

We focused on the enhancement of the magneto-optic (MO) Faraday rotation by an artificial magnetic lattice structure of one dimensional magnetophotonic crystals (MPCs) 2). The MPC have two Bragg mirrors and a light localization layer of thin magneto-optic film. The MPCs enhance the Faraday rotation angle of the magnetic localization layer with high transmittance by Fabry-Pérot resonance. The thin MO film can obtain similar properties to thick MO film. However, the MPC has angular dependence that depends on the optical thickness of each layer in the MPC. Because optical thickness is changed when light angle is changed. The MPCs were designed to reduce angular dependence of diffraction efficiency by changing thickness of dielectric layers in Fresnel equation. The structure of MPCs for wide-viewing-angle was designed by the calculation. The structure was substituted GdGagarnet (SGGG) substrate / (Ta2O5/SiO2)out / (Ta2O5/SiO2)in / (BiDyY)3(FeAl)5O12 (BiDyYFeAlGarnet: BiDyYFeAlG) / (Ta2O5/SiO2)in / (SiO2/Ta2O5)out.

4.3 Results and Conclusion

In our simulation, nine target images of size 64 by 64 and placed at different coordinates (μs, νs) are used. Suppose that the SLM pitch is 8μm . In retrieving the POF for each target image, we search for the best wavelength and the diffraction position so that the highest CC of the reconstructed image can be obtained. Table 1 shows the best wavelength, position, and CC for each image. Compared with our previous wavelength or position multiplexing methods [3], the proposed method achieves higher CC values. In addition, the system security is also enhanced because both the wavelength and position parameters are required simultaneously in order to correctly reconstruct the target image at the output plane.

According to the simulation result, we have shown that the proposed method is superior to the previous methods that are only based on either wavelength or position multiplexing scheme. Our future work will focus on the error analysis of system parameters.

Table 1. The wavelength and position parameters for reconstructing the target images with the best CC values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(m)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(nm)</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p value</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>0.950</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>0.982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, as shown in Fig. 2, the correlation coefficient (CC) ρ between the original and reconstructed images are determined to evaluate the system performance.
The thickness of (Ta2O5/SiO2)in was determined as \(\lambda/4n\), where \(\lambda\) was the resonant wavelength of 532 nm and \(n\) is the refractive index of each material. The thickness of the BiDyYFeAlGarnet layer was 1.34 \(\mu m\). The thickness of (SiO2/Ta2O5)out was 24 nm/ 16 nm for wide-viewing-angle. As results, the MPC has light intensity difference that was less than 3.15% when viewing-angle was less than \(\pm 15\) degrees as calculation results. The diffraction efficiency of the MPC was over about 2,300 times higher than the a-TbFe film.

We fabricated an optical system using the tiling optical addressing method, which consists of a pulse laser, a digital micro mirror device (DMD), object lenses, an x-y-z stage, and magnetic media. The optical system for the tiling optical addressing method is shown in Fig. 1. A DMD (Discovery 1100, 1024 pixels \(\times\) 768 pixels, maximum driving speed of 22 kHz/frame) was used for the tiling optical addressing method. The DMD showed part of 2D hologram pattern. To write the hologram, a pulse laser (Nd:YAG laser) operating at 355 nm with pulse width of approximately 10 nsec and a frequency of 10 Hz was used. The optical parametric oscillator was a MOPO-SL-1P (Spectra-Physics) to control wavelength. The 2D hologram pattern on the DMD was transferred to the magnetic film by two object lenses whose focal lengths are 100 mm and 10 mm. The pixel size was decreased to one-tenth of the original size of the DMD. Therefore, the magnetic pixel size was 1.36 \(\mu m\). The reconstruction optical system consisted of a reconstruction illumination source, a polarizer and an analyzer with cross-Nicol configuration for separating zero order transmitted light and the reconstructed image. The MO-3DH-display composed of MPC could reconstruct high brightness 3D image and the viewing angle of the reconstructed image was 22\(^\circ\).

This work was supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Nos. 26220902.

**Fig. 1.** The optical system for the tiling optical addressing method.

**Fig. 2.** (a) A model of 3D image for generating the hologram. The wireframe cube was constructed by point light sources. (b) A reconstruction 3D image from the MPC.

**Reference:**


Building the Eco-System for the Electro-Optics Platform

Kenneth Tai
Jasper Display Corp. Headquarter, TW, Hsinchu City 30059, Taiwan
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2015 has already been claimed as International Year of Light by United Nations. Light and light-based technologies have received wide attention. United States and Europe were aware of this trend early and in 2013 they had proposed the White Paper and strategic roadmap about light-based technologies respectively. During the transition process of technology trends, many opportunities will arise inevitably. At this moment, it is necessary to find out the self-position and confirm the development direction quickly. With multi-party cooperation, the cornerstone of the industry could be raised and the time length of technology development could be folded up. Therefore, it would have a chance to grasp the world level market. In addition, education and training must also act simultaneously. This can provide the industry adequate engineering and R & D people.

Introduction

The UN has recognized the importance of raising global awareness about how light-based technologies promote sustainable development and provide solutions to global challenges. In fact, light plays a vital role in our daily lives. It becomes an imperative cross-cutting discipline of science in the 21st century. On 20 December 2013, the UN General Assembly 68th Session proclaimed 2015 as the International Year of Light and Light-based Technologies (IYL 2015). An International Year of Light is a tremendous opportunity to ensure that governments and people are made aware of the problem-solving potential of light technology. The proclamation obtained positive response and recognition from many countries immediately. This illustrated the science and technology of light is leading a new revolution. It will affect the development of the global civilization and the well-being of human. The UN declared that the 21st century is the century of light. The UN declared that the 21st century is the century of light. The influence of light to economy is so great, just like electronic technology had during the 20th century. Therefore, the economic development would be closely related to the development of both light and electronic. In 2014, the Nobel Prize in Chemistry and Physics were both awarded to the people whose researches are of light technology. For chemistry prize, it was awarded jointly to Eric Betzig, Stefan W. Hell and William E. Moerner "for the development of super-resolved fluorescence microscopy". For a long time optical microscopy was held back by a presumed limitation: that it would never obtain a better resolution than half the wavelength of light (0.2um). Helped by fluorescent molecules they ingeniously circumvented this limitation. Due to their achievements the optical microscope can now peer into the nanoworld. For physics prize, it was awarded jointly to Isamu Akasaki, Hiroshi Amano and Shuji Nakamura "for the invention of efficient blue light-emitting diodes which has enabled bright and energy-saving white light sources". Both red and green LED are already mature in technic and substantial in market, but limited to the
On Silicon, on Silicon

**Winning strategy**

Since the trend is clear, to enter the light technology industry with a clear and definite strategy would be a safer way. By the strategy, people could examine themselves deeply and then find their position in market easily. I think a winning strategy should composite of three elements, innovation, domain know-how, and Electro-optics platform. Innovation is the key to competitive advantage. Domain know-how is the core to go deep and to differentiate for enterprises. As to Electro-optics platform, it would be a powerful tool to develop technology and product for startups and enterprises.

**More than more**

Taiwan has strong supply chain for silicon industry. Based on the accumulation of strength on both electronics and optics in Taiwan, the Electro-optics platform we proposed could derive many application for many fields, such as wearable, home, automobile, entertainment, medical treatment, and food. In semiconductor, there is a famous law to describe the progress for semiconductor process. It is Moore’s law. Right now the barrier for mass production is 10nm. We could continue walking on technical path to overcome 10nm, 7nm, even 5nm. But there is a different path, application path. On this path, we could choose the branch for electronics, which continues to grow, or we could choose the branch for electro-optics. I also call it as “X-on silicon”. On this path, new elements, e.g. optics and material, are added into silicon industry. I think this could maximize the opportunities.

Technology Product Cycle

I was one co-founder of ACER Corp. I experienced many big changes for semiconductor. I am a witness to the revolution of computer. First was Mainframe, and then mini-computer. After mini-computer, PC came out. But now it is cell phone everyone has one. I think this is a typical technology product cycle and this cycle takes about 60 years. Mainframe is the step of B2B and B2G. Mini-computer is the step of B2B2commercial and PC is the step of B2B2consumer. Cell phone is the final step, B2consumer. US, EU and Japan have complete culture for these 4 steps but Taiwan entered this cycle from B2B2consumer. As to China, it entered this cycle from B2Consumer. Now new trend appears, we have opportunities to run full cycle by introducing new elements without taking 60 years because the base is ready.

**On Glass/On Silicon**

Make a comparison for LCD (Liquid crystal on glass) and LCOS (Liquid crystal on silicon). LCD is capital intensive, and LCOS is technology centric. LCD is a mainstream industry, and LCOS is an emerging industry. However, LCOS could leverage the mature supply chain of LCD. Another difference between LCD and LCOS is their size. For example, typical TV is 55” right now, and cell phone is 5.5”. LCOS is 100 times smaller than TV and 10 times smaller than cell phone. LCOS has some advantages, including light, slim, short, small, speed. This could create imagination for talent people who have domain know-how.

**X-on Silicon**

Let’s talk about X-on silicon, I think X could be LC, microLED, OLED, or Polymer. For LC on silicon (LCOS), its applications could be classified into Display and Non-Display, or Amplitude modulation and Phase modulation. CGH-holography, near eye display, and projection are for Display. Digital optics, optical communication, holography data storage, and applied medical device are for Non-Display. The most interesting is about phase. A specific light at a point in space could be defined by its amplitude and phase. We always processed the amplitude of light only before. In fact, processing the phase of light could bring us more value. Many fantastic applications are about the phase of light. However, by the function of amplitude modulation and Phase modulation, the device was considered as “Spatial Light Modulator (SLM)”.  

**Electro-optics platform**

About the Electro-optics platform we proposed, it is based on JDC technologies and services. JDC could provide hardware and software of LCOS, even including custom service, to partners for many fantastic applications. These applications are mainly about phase modulation for spatial light, such as WSS, optical computing, holography data storage, microscopy, beam shaping, optical tweezers, holographic HUD for automobile, digital grating, adaptive optics, and 3D manufacturing. As to Mini fab, it is a way to satisfy a special market for small volumes for very special and advanced need. We look for possible partners who have expertise to develop the corresponding recipe (LC recipe or other material). Combine with their recipe, JDC’s Mini fab, it is a way to satisfy a special market for small volumes for very special and advanced need. We welcome this kind of cooperation to turn into seeds of startups. By the complementary, a complete LCOS industry chain will be build up. We consider Mini fab as the bridge which connects supply side and demand side. Not only to deepen the technologies, but also to expand the industry of light. In Taiwan, one alliance named “Things On Silicon Alliance” was established to support X-on silicon ECO-system. Its main functions includes education, market development, Infrastructure (Mini fab), and promotion for vertical application.

**Enabling Disruptive Technology**

In fact, there are many companies integrated SLM or X-on silicon technology into their products already, especially bio-medical field. Recently, the topic is active to
integrate light technology into bio-medical technology. Indeed, many new products and technologies emerge by this kind of combination, so we are confident that our SLM would be able to bring more opportunities for light industry.

Education

We realized one detail that optical technology must be rooted in education to establish a solid foundation. Experiments and theory are the same important. Through experiments, students become more familiar with the principles of optics, and they may find more details during experiments. This would be a great help to technology and product development when they enter industries in the future. We think that the traditional optical experiment equipments are not enough. In the generation of hard-soft combination, a important concept about “dynamic optics” should be established. It means we could use software to control the light. That is why we must develop “Educational Kit (EDK)” for education field. Also a compact optical system, “cage system”, has been developed to coordinate with EDK. Combining with the cage system, we think our EDK will lead a big change for students who are not optical background originally. Because it simplifies the process of optical experiments and makes these experiments more easily set up to those students. This can make more people to understand optics and enter this field. So far, our EDK could perform 10 optical experiments. They are sorted into 3 topics. The first topic is “Fundamentals of SLM”. The second topic is “Wave optics”. The third topic is “Fourier Optics”. But it is not limited. Teachers could design their own experiments and then Implement them on EDK. We believe that a solid optical education and training system can provide the industry adequate engineering and R & D people. This is very important to the whole eco-system of light industry.

Conclusions

Taiwan's capital-intensive and technology-intensive industry is its advantage. The best example is TSMC. It creates a very competitive industry chain. On the way to “High-Tech High-Touch”, many opportunities will arise inevitably. Light technology would be the key to grasp the opportunity. Just as the proclaim of the UN, “Light-based technology is a major economic driver with potential to revolutionize the 21st century”. In the history of technology development of human, people experienced “Mechanics century” and “Electronics century”. However, the foundation constructed by Mechanics and Electronics is ready. Optics will stand on their shoulder and grow up.

Mr. Kenneth Tai – Mr. Kenneth Tai is one of the luminaries in Taiwan high-tech industry. As the chairman of Jasper Display Corporation, he dedicated himself to the optical research centers and photonic technology enterprises around the world.

As a key enabler for industries of light technology, Mr. Tai made lots of efforts in the process of Taiwan becoming top level of ICT industry, and played an important role of approaching vertical integration and horizontal cooperation to participate in the development of this area.

Mr. Tai was the Co-Founder of Acer Group in 1976. During 1993-1995, he was the Vice Chairman of UMAX in US. At present, he is the Chairman of Avant (NASDAQ: AVNT), 21 Viant Group Inc.(NASDAQ:VNET), D-Link Corp., ALEEES, Evest Corp.. He is also the Chairman of Richtek, InveStar Capital, Digitimes.
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Incoherent Fourier Digital Holography
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1.Introduction

Incoherent digital holography as well as coherent digital holography is a technique to retrieve phase and amplitude of an object. The possibility of incoherent digital holography has been widely studied. One of the simple optical setup to record an incoherent digital hologram is a rotational shearing interferometer. We have proposed the method to record a Fourier digital hologram of a spatially incoherent object using a rotational interferometer 1). The hologram is essentially obtained as the figure of cosine transformation. This feature causes degradation of the reconstructed image quality due to the dc term and a conjugate image. For the improvement of the quality, to remove a conjugate image, dual channel rotational shearing interferometer with a phase-shifting wave plate has been introduced 2). It enables us to realize phase-shifting with a help of polarization. Some experimental results are given to demonstrate the method.

2.Principle of recording incoherent Fourier digital hologram

Referring to Fig. 1, the proposed method is briefly reviewed. The right angle prism 2 is slightly rotated at an angle θ/2 around the optical axis of the interferometer. The incoherent lightwave from an object passes through a band pass filter to be set temporally coherent. The lightwave is separated by a beam splitter, and one is rotated at an angle of θ by the right angle prism 2. The other is reflected by a right angle prism 1. The hologram, of interference field intensity I(ξ, η) is given by

\[ I(\xi, \eta) = \frac{1}{2} \int \int P(x, y)dydz + \frac{1}{2} \int \int P(x, y) \cos \left[ \frac{2\pi}{\lambda} (\xi x + \eta y) + \Delta \zeta \right] dydz, \]  

where \( P(x, y) \), \( k \), \( z_0 \), and \( \Delta \zeta \) denote the brightness distribution of an object, the wavenumber, a harmonic mean of the distances of two optical paths, and a difference of them, respectively. For \( \Delta \zeta = 0 \), we obtain the cosine transform of a brightness distribution of an object \( P(x, y) \). On the other hand, the sine transform is obtained for \( \Delta \zeta = -\lambda/4 \). Here, \( \lambda \) denotes the wavelength. The cosine and sine transforms are equal to the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform, respectively.

To obtain both transforms simultaneously, we have proposed a dual channel rotational shearing interferometer 2). By introduction of polarization and a wave-plate, we have realized phase-shifting without any mechanical movements.

3.Experimental results

To demonstrate the proposed method, a preliminary optical experiment was performed. The optical setup was the same as shown in Fig. 1. A Chinese character shown in Fig. 2 displayed on the liquid crystal display with a blue backlight was used as an incoherent object. Its central wavelength was 448 nm with 10.0 nm full width at half maximum by contribution of the band pass filter. After recording a digital hologram, we reconstructed the recorded hologram numerically. The reconstructed image was shown in Fig. 3. You can see the object rotated by 90 degree with its conjugate and the dc. The rotation can be explained by Eq. (1). The reason is that the argument of cosine is not (\( x\xi + y\eta \)) but (\( -x\eta + y\xi \)).

If we introduce an eighth wave plate between a right angle prism and a beam splitter in one arm of the interferometer, we can obtain sine transform of the object. This remove twin image of the reconstruction. In the workshop, more experimental demonstrations including a dual channel rotational interferometer will be given.

4.Conclusion

Incoherent Fourier digital holography based on a rotational interferometer was presented including an experimental demonstration. More application of this method can be found in the literatures 3–5).

References:
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Depth of Field Multiplexing Microscopy by Multi-Focus Holographic Lens  

Ce Lee, You Ian Li, Yu-Fan Cheng, Chia-Ling Tsao, Wun-Cherq Ding and Hui-Chi Chen  
Department of Physics, Fu Jen Catholic University, 510 Zhongzheng Rd, Xinzhuang Dist., New Taipei City, 24205, Taiwan  

1. Introduction  
Traditional microscopy image the different depth of field within the sample by moving the axial position of the objective or sample. By combining the computer generated holography, a multi-focus holographic lens was input to the microscopy system and image multiple sections onto the same detection plane. To simulate a single hologram but with multiple foci, we used four methods to synthesize the multi-focus holographic lens. The comparisons of the optical results for the four methods were discussed. Then, the liquid crystal display was used to be the spatial light modulator (SLM) and be input the phase-only hologram to the depth of field microscopy. The optical results of multiple-section images within the sample were also shown of this summary.  

2. Theory and system setup  
The depth of field multiplexing microscopy was shown as Fig. 1, the laser light was expanded and illuminated on the sample area by a 4-f optical system and objective. A rotating diffuser was added to destroy the laser coherence. The fourier transform of sample image were projected on LCD by an objective and a 4-f system. A multi-focus holographic lens was display on the LCD. Then a CCD was placed on the focal plane of L5, to detect the multiple images at the different depth of the field from the sample area. The phase distribution of the lens is  

\[
L(x, y) = \frac{-j \mu (x-x_s)^2 + (y-y_s)^2}{f_s} e^{-j \frac{\mu (x-x_s)^2 + (y-y_s)^2}{f_s}}  
\]

where \( f_s \) is the focus length, and \((x_s, y_s)\) is the center location of the off-axis lens. To design the image from the depths of field \( \Delta z \) within the sample can be detect on the CCD, the focal length is  

\[
f_s = -M \frac{f_{obj}}{\Delta z} \]

where \( M \) is the magnification of the optical system and \( f_{obj} \) is the focal length of the objective. Moreover, the multiple images were arranged at the different location. The relations between the image location \((x_r, y_r)\) on the CCD plane and the center location \((x_s, y_s)\) of lens are  

\[x_r = -\frac{f_s}{f} x_s, \quad y_r = -\frac{f_s}{f} y_s\]  

Of this summary, four methods were used to generate the N-foci holographic lens. Area-partition method divides the LCD area to N parts for each holographic lens. Phase-adding method sum up the phase of the same pixel from each lens. Pixel-partition method is similar to the area-partition but unit in pixel. For example, Fig. 1 divide the LCD area to small parts each of 3×2 pixels for \( N=3\times2 \) lens, the phase of each pixel is taken from the same pixel of each lens. Moreover, random methods simulate a random matrix of value \( r=1~N \), then for each pixel take the phase from the \( r \)th lens.  

3. Experimental results  
We tested the multi-focus holographic lens of different \( N \). The optical results of \( N=25 \) foci were shown as Fig. 2. Area-partition and phase-adding method show the higher intensity, however with the interference patterns between the lens. Furthermore, the interference of area-partition method overlap with the foci area, which increase the SN ratio. Moreover, the area-partition results show the larger focal spot than other methods, which is from the diffraction of the divided area. The results of the foci for the pixel-partition and random method can’t generate the focal points. Therefore, the phase adding method was applied to produce the multi-focus holographics lens for the depth of field multiplexing microscopy. The deposition of 5μm polystyrene particle were used to verify the system performance. The 12-foci off-axis holographic lens was simulated by MATLAB. The optical images on the planes at the different depth of the field within the sample were shown as Fig. 3.  

4. Conclusion  
The results of four methods to produce the multi-focus holographic lens show, the phase-adding method has higher diffraction efficiency and random method has better focusing profile. Then the phase-adding method were applied to depth of field multiplexing microscopy, and the 12-section images within the sample were shown.  

Reference:  
Focus error signal obtained at the far-field from a rotational disc and measurement of its positional dependency

Akira Takagi, Takahiro Ishisaka, Satoshi Maruyama and Teruo Fujita
Department of Electrical and Electronics Engineering, Fukui University of Technology, 3-6-1 Gakuen, Fukui 910-8505, Japan

1. Introduction

Holographic data storage system (HDSS) has been studied as one of next-generation optical data storages to realize higher recording density and data transfer rate. Especially colinear HDSS (1) can be promising one because of its optical stability and recording density. To realize a practical HDSS like a DVD-R recorder, controlling focal and radial positions of signal and reference beams should be necessary because the discs are exchanged in the optical disc jukeboxes. At ISOM'08 we proposed a new focus sensing method using the interference of far-field diffracted waves generated by embedded one-dimensional periodical structure in a disc (2), which features no additional optics for those error signals' generation as well as non dependency of the irradiation beam's non-uniformity on the focus error signal. As the simulation showed expected results, building up an experiment system with bench optics, analog/digital processing circuits and a disc embedded one-dimensional grating followed to ensure its effectiveness experimentally (3).

In this paper we brief the principle of this focus sensing method, explain a developed experiment system, and show the focus error signal (FES) obtained from a rotational disc. Also we report FEs' dependence on the tangential position of a two element photo-detector (PD) located at the far-field.

2. Principle of the focus error generation

There are areas where the 0th and ±1st order diffracted beams are superimposed on the pupil of the objectives of optical heads for CD and DVD. When the focused spot crosses the grooves of those discs, the optical intensity distribution of those areas changes. If only defocus exists in the irradiation beam, moving linear fringes appear in those areas and its spatial frequency depends on the amount of defocus. Our system uses a two element PD located at the area and samples the intensity variation periodically (constant time period corresponding to π/2 phase shift of the PD signals). When the PD center in the tangential direction is x1 on the output pupil of the objective lens, detected intensity from PD element 1 and 2 (D1 and D2) are expressed as

\[ I_{\text{FES}} = I_{\text{FES}a} = I_{\text{ID1}} - I_{\text{ID2}} \]

where ID1, ID2 are the outputs of the two element PD, W20 is a defocus wavefront aberration, \( \beta \) is the initial phase, \( \delta \) is the normalized lateral shift, \( q \) is the normalized groove pitch, \( \Lambda \) is the normalized spacing of the two PD elements' center so that the PD element's centers are expressed as x1 - \( \Lambda / 2 \) and x1 + \( \Lambda / 2 \) respectively. Also I01,02 are the DC components and I11,12 are the modulation amplitudes. Then, from the difference/sum signals IDF, ISUM, we are able to obtain the FES as follows (FESb shows an opposite DC offset of FESA):

\[ FES = FES_a + FES_b. \]

where \( I_{\text{DF}}(\alpha) \) means the value of \( I_{\text{DF}} \) at \( \delta = \alpha \).

3. Experiments

Figure 1 shows our experiment system we have been developing to verify the dynamic operation of this focus sensing method. First we prepared an optical disc with one-dimensional structure groove in the radial direction (180,000 grooves/rotation; groove pitch = 1.3 μm at \( r = 37 \) mm so that the 1st order is shifted by the radius of the beam) using a Compact Disc production process, and it was set on a turn table for SP/LP discs. When the disc rotates at 78 rpm (1.3 rps), the frequency of a groove crossing signal becomes 234kHz. To obtain sampling pulses, we use the stroboscopic pattern (160/rotation) carved on the outside perimeter of the rotation table. A He-Ne Laser beam irradiates this pattern so that the reflected light frequency is modulated at 208Hz. Then a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuit, which was composed of a digital VCO and MaxII CPLD, multiplies this signal by 4,500 for getting the sampling pulse whose frequency is 234kHz x 4 = 936kHz. The defocus fringes on the exit plane of the objective lens (NA=0.53) are projected onto the two-element PD through a macro lens with equal magnification. The PD width in the tangential direction is 155μm (width of 1 element) x 2 + 27μm (space between elements) = 337μm and the beam diameter is 4mm. ID1 and ID2 from the PD are sampled simultaneously at the rate of 936 kS/sec with two A/D converters and then 16 values of ID1 (ID2) which correspond to 4 periods, are transferred to a TI's DSP. The DSP averages those data to reduce the noise and calculates FES. Finally the FES is put out from a D/A converter with a period of around 17 μsec. We acquired well-shaped FES curves twice per one disc rotation due to the disc vertical vibration (Fig.2).

Next we evaluated the influence of the tangential location of the PD on the FES offset. In this experiment, PD was shifted ±300μm in the tangential direction from the best position (Fig.3a), where the offset was zero. The maximum offset case (around 1.5μm offset at -250μm PD shift) was shown in Fig.3b. In these figures blue line is the modulated light intensity, and the distance...
between a point of FES=0 and that of SUM=MAX gives the focus offset. Please note that the symmetry of the FES curves was not lost according to the PD position shift. As our simulation including the third order spherical/coma aberration had predicted such small offset, residual aberrations of the diffraction-limited optics' components seem to cause this offset.

4. Summary
Focus offset of the FES generated by interference fringes at the far-field was verified by an actual optics and electronics system. A position where the offset became zero was confirmed, and small offset's dependence on the PD position was observed. Also FES curves' symmetry was not affected by the PD position.
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1. Introduction
Fluorescence microscope is a well-known important tool in biology for visualizing the locations of biological molecules and fluorescence nanomaterials. Chemical reactions in life processes are localized in three-dimensions in contrast to those that take place in test tubes. Therefore, to understand the spatiotemporal dynamics of biological chemical reactions, the three-dimensional (3D) mapping of fluorescence light sources is indispensable for analyzing the biological phenomena. It is well known that one of the excellent tools for the 3D imaging of fluorescence was a laser confocal scanning microscope with the laser beam scanning mechanism.

A fluorescence digital holography [1-4] is another powerful tool for imaging a fluorescence object [5-9]. The optical arrangement is based on self-interference and there are some kinds of optical arrangements of self-interference digital holography [10-15]. The most excellent advantage is to obtain 3D image from a small number of image capturing without a laser scanning and a sample movement. We firstly demonstrated the 3D mapping of fluorescence sources using the fluorescence digital holography [16]. In the research, the position of the fluorescence source was measured by searching the peak intensity in the reconstructed images of a hologram, therefore it was difficult to measure many fluorescence sources.

In this paper, we demonstrate the space division matching method for measuring positions of densely-spread fluorescence nanoparticles under the framework of the fluorescence digital holography. The method is based on the spatial division of the reconstruction space and the search of a fluorescence source in each divided space.

2. Experimental setup
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup composed of a fluorescence digital holographic microscope and optical tweezers. In the fluorescence digital holographic microscope, excitation light was irradiated to a sample from an ultraviolet light emitting diode (UV-LED). The fluorescence was given to self-interferometer composed of two concave mirrors with the focal lengths of 400 and 500 mm for the axial shearing and the interference image was imaged on an electron-multiplying charge-coupled device image sensor. The hologram was obtained with the phase-shifting method and the diffraction was performed by the angular spectrum method. In the optical tweezers, the beam from a Yb-fiber laser with a
wavelength of $\lambda = 1070$ nm was collimated and focused in a sample solution using a 60× oil-immersion microscope objective lens (OL) with a numerical aperture of $NA = 1.25$. The sample was fluorescence nanoparticles with a diameter of 500 nm fixed in gelatin.

3. Space-division matching method

The space-division matching method to measure 3D position of many fluorescence sources was proposed.

The procedure is performed by 3 steps as follows. Step 1: The whole observation space shown in Fig. 2(a) was equally divided to the search subspace shown in Fig. 2(b). Step 2: The peak fluorescence point was searched in the search subspace. Step 3: The measurement subspace put the point having the strongest fluorescence intensity on the center is made for each fluorescence source, as shown in Fig. 2(c). In the measurement subspace, the 3D positions of fluorescence sources was decided by the Gaussian fitting.

![Fig. 2.](image) (a) Whole observation space of the holographic imaging. (b) Search subspace for searching the strongest fluorescence light source. (c) Measurement subspace for detecting the 3D position.

4. Experiment results

Figure 3 shows the 3D mapping of the fluorescence nanoparticles. By using the space division matching method, the 12 fluorescence nanoparticles were searched. The mapping was obtained in the area with the radius of ~30 µm, because the fluorescence lights reflected from two concave mirrors with difference focal lengths were laterally deviated in the outside of this area.

![Fig. 3.](image) Mapping of fluorescence point sources

The fluorescence lights from nanoparticles located around the focus plane had no interference according to the above same reason.

5. Conclusion

We demonstrated the quantitative 3D mapping of fluorescence nanoparticles using the space-division matching method. The method performed the 3D position measurement of many fluorescence nanoparticles. The measured area had cylindrical structure with the radius of ~30 µm.
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1. Introduction

Simplified modal method is a theory to describe the modes inside a grating, particular a fused silica grating, which can vividly illustrate how a few modes are enough to determine the diffraction of different orders of a grating when its period is close to wavelength of light. It should be noted that simplified modal method is different from the well-known Rigorous Coupled Wave Algorithm (RCWA). The RCWA is a Fourier-mode method, whose coefficients are determined by matching the boundary condition of a grating, so RCWA is an essential numerical method.

The simplified modal method means a few lowest modes (usually two lowest modes) are used for analysis of deep-etched fused silica grating, it doesn’t means that it is a scale method, in fact, the simplified modal method is a rigorous method, it comes from Maxwell equation, the modes are calculated from the eigenfunction, different from Fourier expansions used by RCWA, as shown in Fig. 1. The lowest modes usually have the interesting property of even or odd symmetries used in Bragg diffraction, while the Fourier coefficients used by RCWA have no such symmetry.

Since the diffraction orders of deep-etched fused silica grating are mainly determined by two lowest modes, so simplified analytic equations might be obtained, the difference between the two lowest modes could illustrate the polarization-dependent, polarization-independent, the spectral-band diffraction with the changing opening ratio and depth of deep-etched gratings, which is not possible to obtain with RCWA.

2. Fused silica gratings

Deep-etched fused silica grating is a transmission grating with its depth and period optimized for a specific function[1, 2]. There are basically two questions at the first glance, the first is what function a fused silica grating could behave; The second is how to fabricate such narrow and deep grooves.

Simplified modal method provides a convenient way to design the performance of a deep-etched fused silica grating. Fused silica gratings could function as a high-efficient grating, a 1×2 beam splitter, a 1×3 beam splitter, polarization-dependent, polarization-independent, and polarization-selective gratings, etc.

Fused silica is excellent optical material. So deep-etched fused silica grating has a wide transmission spectrum. Fused silica is hard, which is difficult to be etched intro optimized depth. We are using ICP facility to etch fused silica gratings. ICP means inductive-coupled plasma etching facility with different gases, such as CHF3, SF6, H2, O2, Ar, etc.. It should take a long-time to understand the etching characteristics of using the combination of these gases.

3. Applications

Simplified modal method is a powerful tool to analyze deep-etched silica grating. It could not only to predict the performance of deep-etched fused silica grating, but also, it could also be applied to volume grating, slanted grating, etc.. It is well-known that Kogelnik’s coupled wave method is widely used for analysis of volume grating, it seems that simplified modal method might provide us a new view to analyse the inside physics of a volume grating[3]. Deep-etched fused silica grating could be widely used in beam combining of multiple laser beams, beam splitting from single beam into multiple laser beams, etc.
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1. Introduction

Applications of diffractive optical elements (DOEs) or computer-generated holograms (CGHs) have considerably bloomed because of the advance of optical modulation techniques. Specifically, high-resolution spatial light modulators (SLMs) become user friendly in implementation of two- and three-dimensional imaging, optical communications, and biomedical applications. When a DOE is used to generate an image resembling a target image in a free-space optical system, it requires an optimization method to obtain a solution by minimizing the difference between the resultant image and the target image. Many optimization methods have been developed and applied to design of DOE, including Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (GSA), iterative Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA), error diffusion method, direct search (DS) method, simulated annealing (SA) algorithm, generic algorithm (GA), and hybrid methods. No studies, however, have reported the influence of the determination of the difference between the resultant and the target image. In the presentation, we start with an introduction to a novel optimization algorithm, of which the alternatives can be related to several frequently-used optimization methods. These methods are briefly introduced and the comparisons are presented as well. In addition, the solution spaces of DOE parameters, determining the difference, are illustrated for their influences on the resultant DOE.

The solutions of DOE obtained in the optimizing processes are subject to the constraints in the optical element and the diffraction domains. The element constraint depends on the properties of the DOE, for examples, phase-only modulation, amplitude-only modulation, and a finite number of quantized phase levels. The constraint in the diffraction domain is typically the generation of an intensity distribution which approximates the target image. The two domains are connected by Fourier-transform based operations in free-space optical architectures. A direct method is consistent of the optimizing processes beginning with perturbations in the element domain, in which DOE pixels or element parameters are changed. The acceptance of the perturbation is determined on the difference between the resultant intensity distribution and the target image. The DS, SA, GA, and error diffusion approaches belong to the direct optimization method. The perturbation in the inverse method is generated in the diffraction domain in which the pixel values are changed in response to the perturbation setup and the element constraint. A typical inverse method is the IFTA in which the amplitude of the diffractive field is replaced by the squared root of the target image and the field is evaluated by calculating the performance parameters such as the root-mean-squared error, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the signal variation. When the performance is improved, the double-transformed field replaces the previous one. If not, the perturbation is discarded. Since the perturbation starts with the change of a pixel value, the proposed approach is called pixelization error reduction algorithm, and abbreviated to PERA. The comparisons of the DOEs using IFTA and PERA will be presented. The acceptance of a new state depends on the performance parameters, making this approach more flexible than the IFTA. The method of the selection of the perturbed pixel influences the resultant DOE which will be discussed in the presentation. The results are compared with the DS method. In addition, PERA can equip with a stochastic process which enables it to perform a search for the global solution, similar to the SA algorithm.

2. Solution space of DOE

Although the optimization methods gain most attention in design of DOE, the achievable performance of the resultant DOE and the diffractive image depends on the performance parameters used in the optimization operations. We will use a simple DOE, consisting three phase pixels, as an example to illustrate the solution spaces of the performance parameters of the DOE. The chosen performance parameters include the diffraction efficiency, the root-mean-squared error, and the signal-to-noise ratio. One example is shown in Fig. 1 for the phase-only DOE \[e_{i1} e_{i2} e_{i3}\] and the target image \([0.5 \ 0.5 \ 0]\). According to the solution spaces, it is possible to understand the properties of the performance parameters, to determine the number of DOE solutions, and to select a cost function with a linear combination of the performance parameters. We will discuss some facts that we observed in these simulations and hope that they are helpful in the design of DOE.

Fig. 1. Solution spaces of (a) the diffraction efficiency (eff), (b) the root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and (c) the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of a phase-only three-element DOE \[e_{i1} e_{i2} e_{i3}\] to generate the diffractive image for the target \([0.5 \ 0.5 \ 0]\). The number of extreme values in the space of diffraction efficiency is two, the same as the number of signal pixels in the target image. The number of extreme values in the spaces of the RMSE and the SNR are three, identical to the number of the saddle points in the space of diffraction efficiency.
1. Introduction

To achieve high resolution positioning, the displacement measuring methods [1-4] become more important and have attracted great attention over the past two decades, especially applied these techniques in nano-positioning systems such as semiconductor manufacture facilities, nano-handling, nano-manipulating and nanofabricating equipment. Grating interferometry is one of the most efficient methods of the displacement measurement. In such measurement method, the grating pitch is a critical issue, which affected to the sensitivity and resolution of the measurement. Small grating pitch provides high sensitivity; therefore, the grating pitch needs to be on a micron scale or lower [4]. In this study, we proposed a method for displacement measurement which integrated three gratings with two different grating pitches. Based on the arrangement of the measurement system, the effective grating pitches can be decreased 25% and down to 0.4 μm. The sensitivity enhancement can be reached 40%.

2. Experiment

Figure 1 showed the optical configuration of the proposed method. Obviously, the interference signal of path 1 was resulted from ±1 diffracted beam of the grating G1. Meanwhile, the interference signal of the path 2 was resulted from ±2 diffracted beam of the grating G1 and ±1 diffracted beam of the grating G2 and G3. Therefore, the effective grating pitches of the path 1 and path 2 can be measured and indicated in Fig. 2. Figure 3 showed that the round-trip displacement measurement obtained from these interference signals coming from paths 1 and 2. There was no significant difference between the measurement results coming from path 1 and HP interferometer. But there was a few sub-micrometer difference between the measurement results coming from path 2 and HP interferometer. The difference might come from the misalignment of gratings. We also demonstrated long-travel distance measurement and showed in Fig. 4. Figure 4(a) showed the results obtained from path 1 and the displacement was approximated of 100 μm. Figure 4(b) showed the results obtained from path 2 and the displacement was approximated of 1 mm. The results showed that no significant difference between the proposed method and comparison method.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated a method could reduce the effective grating pitch by using multiple holographic grating with suitable optical configuration. The results showed that the effective grating pitch could be approximated of 0.4 μm and the sensitivity would be enhanced 40% by theoretical prediction. We also demonstrated the round-trip and long-travel displacement measurements. The results showed good comparison between proposed method and HP interferometer.
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1. Introduction

Polarization-selective elements capable of splitting an optical beam into two orthogonally polarized beams play an important role in different kinds of optical systems such as optical sensing, optical data storage, imaging system, switching network, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), and optical circulator. In different applications these elements are called as polarization beam splitter (PBS), spatial walk-off polarizer (SWP), or polarizing mirror. Presently several kinds of method and technique have been proposed to implement this function such as substrate-mode hologram, optical multi-layer coating, birefringent crystal, and micromachined integrated optic. In spite of the mature techniques, the elements fabricated with multi-layer coating, birefringent crystal, and micromachined integrated optic have drawbacks of complex fabrication processes and high cost. Especially, the crystal-type element is hard to fulfill the demand of compactness. Though, the conventional polarization-selective substrate-mode holographic elements have many advantages [1-2]. Its feasibility is usually limited by the finite refractive index modulation strength of a recording material. The common solution is to increase the thickness of the recording material in order to compensate the shortage of the refractive index modulation strength, in the phase modulation term. However, under the thickness condition of thick material, the distortion effect of interference fringe is worsened. An ideal holographic recording condition hinges on the thin thickness of a recording material with a high refractive index modulation strength. Actually these cannot be completed in both respects. Therefore, in this study we devoted to overcome the problems in fabrication of holographic optical elements and its applications. Based on the coupled-wave theory and the structure of substrate-mode holograms, a special design of polarization-selective substrate-mode volume holograms (PSVHs) and its recording method are proposed at a relatively large splitting angle near 90°. With this design, we need only a low refractive index modulation strength, which can be easily achieved with common recording materials. In addition, this design is applied to the generating of radially polarized beam which should bear all merits of conventional substrate-mode holographic elements such as compactness, plane structure, easily light collimation, easily fabrication, and low cost.

2. Experimental Results

A holographic radial polarizer was fabricated based on the coupled-wave theory [3] and the geometric structure of substrate-mode volume hologram. To show the feasibility of the method, a holographic radial polarizer was fabricated with C-RT20 photopolymer recording material. The prism-hologram-prism sandwiched recording setup was applied, as shown in Fig. 1. The diffraction efficiencies and the intensity distributions of generated radially polarized beam are shown in Fig. 2. The diffraction efficiencies ηs and ηp were 89% and 23.4% for at 443nm, respectively.

Fig. 1. Prism-hologram-prism sandwiched recording setup.

Fig. 2. (a) Diffraction efficiencies of PSVH and (b) intensity distributions of a radially polarized beam with and without an analyzer.

3. Conclusion

The research proposed a design of polarization-selective substrate-mode volume holograms and its application to radial polarizers. The proposed recording method belongs to a technique of longer wavelength construction for shorter wavelength reconstruction which can effectively solve the problems in conventional recording method. The holographic radial polarizer has considerable potential in application of radially polarized beams.
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1. Introduction

It is well-known that volume holograms are useful for diffractive optical elements, three-dimensional displays, and optical data storage with high data capacity. In theoretical analysis and numerical simulation for volume holograms, Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory1) in general. However, a reconstructed beam is limited by the first order diffracted beam and polarization dependence is neglected in the theory because some approximation is used. In this study, a rigorous diffraction theory, in which polarization dependence is considerable, is proposed.

2. Theory

Maxwell’s equations in the case of monochromatic light in Cartesian coordinate is represented by

\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{E} = i\omega \varepsilon_0 \mathbf{H},
\]

(1)

\[
\nabla \times \mathbf{H} = -i\omega \mu_0 (\mathbf{E} + \mathbf{E}_0),
\]

(2)

where \( \mathbf{E} = (E_x, E_y, E_z) \), \( \mathbf{H} = (H_x, H_y, H_z) \), \( \varepsilon_0 \), \( \mu_0 \), and \( \omega \) are electric field vector, magnetic field vector, permittivity of vacuum, permeability of vacuum, electric susceptibility of volume hologram, and angular frequency, respectively. In the case of transverse electric (TE) mode, that is, \( E_z = 0 \), it is convenient that \( H_x \) and \( H_y \) are expressed by using a scalar potential function \( u \) as

\[
H_x = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x}, \quad H_y = \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}.
\]

(3)

Then, \( E_x \), \( E_y \), and \( H_z \) can be expressed by using \( u \). Therefore, \( u \) is satisfied differential equations as follows:

\[
\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \right) u = -k^2 (\chi + 1) \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2},
\]

(4)

\[
\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} \right) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} = -k^2 (\chi + 1) \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial y},
\]

(5)

However, in the case of transverse magnetic (TM) mode, it is difficult to express electromagnetic field by using a potential function. In this paper, coordinates are converted and Maxwell’s equations are expressed by

\[
\frac{\partial E^3}{\partial x_2} - \frac{\partial E^2}{\partial x_3} = io\mu_0 (\chi + 1) H_1,
\]

(6)

\[
\frac{\partial E^1}{\partial x_3} - \frac{\partial E^3}{\partial x_2} = io\mu_0 (\chi + 1) H_2.
\]

(7)

By solving eqs. (4), (5), (18), (19), polarization dependence of reconstructed beam can be evaluated.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, differential equations to express light propagation in volume holograms were derived by coordinate conversion. In future, volume holograms were evaluated by using the differential equations.
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1.Introduction

Formulation of the holographic principle by Dennis Gabor in 1948 [1] and invention of lasers a decade later put foundations to holographic technology. Introduction of carrier frequency in holographic recording by Leith and Upatnieks in 1962 [2] and publication of Denisuyk [3] the same year on recording white light viewable reflection holograms pushed forward optical metrology and display holography of 3D still-images. Advents in computers and optoelectronics enabled development of holographic imaging technologies as holographic video and holographic printing. The current status of research on dynamic holographic display indicates that this technology still has a long way to go before the release of a commercial product. By comparison, technology of holographic printing of 3D still-images is the one closest to commercialization. The holographic stereogram printers, which are also known as direct-write digital holographic printers, have been developed and released as commercial products by Geola, Ultimate, and Zebra. As hologram printer’s contents are fringe patterns, We have to calculation interference image with Rayleigh-Sommerfeld. But this calculation is so difficult. So we suggest that how to reduce processing time with computer. That is shader.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the proposed Shader can generate fringe pattern quickly. Originally shader is developed for 3D rendering with GPU. And these days, GPU is composed with thousands core. That enable to use parallel processing

2.Implementation

As we see Fig 2, we can design Shader pipeline for hologram fringe pattern. We input point cloud data into the vertex buffer object, and GPU chipset load the data into the vertex shader. But this is just transmission of point cloud data. Next step is Geometry shader. That is hologram main numerical calculation and fragment shader is blending of every fringe pattern. As a Fig 3, we can print hologram fringe pattern with optic system. This system can make hologram 3D image. First of all we use R, G, B laser with light source. And we load fringe pattern image with SLM(Spatial Light Modulation). And we can use shutter with expose time. Optical shutter can control 10ms expose time. XY Stage move the material for every point printing. We use ultimate hologram film for material. Ultimate hologram film is made up of silver halide.

3.Conclusion

The paper presents a method for hologram generation with shader language. If we use Open MP for hologram generation, it take 1,854 second, But Shader takes a just 5 second. So we can reduce many time to generate hologram. That means we can print high quality hologram image. Before shader generation, it take a weeks or million polygon 3D object, so actually we can’t generate high quality object. We can see a high quality hologram 3D image at Fig 4.
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Tracking single particle by optical means has been a powerful tool to investigate dynamics without the need for ensemble average. In single-particle tracking (SPT), a small particle creates optical contrast from the surrounding environment, and thus its position can be spatially localized. SPT has made a great success in studying intriguing phenomena in the fields of physics, engineering, and biology. In most dynamic studies, high-speed detection is highly desirable because it offers the opportunity to discover new events. However, the signal-to-noise ratio generally decreases as the signal integration time becomes very short at a high acquisition rate. This difficulty is often overcome by using larger particles with stronger optical signal. Unfortunately, in many cases, large particles are not acceptable because they introduce heavy mass loading and steric hindrance, which obscures the original motion of the targets being labeled. Therefore, continuing effort has been made to track smaller particles with better spatial precision at higher speed. While fluorescence has been a convenient and widely used contrast mechanism in SPT, fluorescence is limited by its fundamental photophysical and photochemical properties, including photobleaching, blinking and saturation. As a result, fluorescence SPT struggles to support SPT with sub-millisecond temporal resolution and nanometer spatial precision.

Linear scattering is an alternative contrast mechanism for SPT. The photostable and unlimited signal allows for long-term and high-speed observation. The longstanding challenge in scattering-based SPT is to use smaller sized nanoparticles, as the scattering power scales with the sixth power of the size. In this talk, I will present an imaging technique called interferometric scattering (iSCAT) microscopy that allows for tracking very small nanoparticles with nanometer spatial precision within microseconds (1-3). Sharing the concept of detecting signal via interference with holographic microscopy, the clever design of iSCAT microscopy makes it a convenient and robust imaging modality with high sensitivity. A laser was used as the illumination light source of iSCAT microscopy. The light was projected on to the sample through a microscope objective (see Figure 1a). The reflection from the coverglass holding the sample served as the reference beam (see Figure 1b). The transmitted light illuminated the sample containing nanoparticles. The backscattered light form the nanoparticles and the reflected reference beam were collected by the same objective and imaged onto an ultrahigh-speed CMOS camera. When the interference between the signal and the reference was set to be destructive, the particle appeared as a dark spot on a bright background (see inset of Figure 1a). Through this homodyne detection, shot-noise limited sensitivity, and therefore optimal localization precision are achieved at high speed. The common-path interferometry of iSCAT microscopy makes the signal less sensitive to the environmental noise. Using the weak reflection from the supporting coverglass as the local oscillator enhances the sensitivity by allowing more illumination light before the reference beam saturates the detector. By placing the object at the focal plane of the microscope objective, the particle can be seen in the iSCAT image without image reconstruction, which enables the real-time observation of highly rapid events.

We used iSCAT microscopy to set a new standard of SPT by tracking a 20 nm gold nanoparticle with 2 nm spatial precision at an ultrahigh acquisition rate of 500,000 frames per second (1). Using iSCAT microscopy, we investigated diffusion of single lipid molecules labeled by small gold nanoparticles in a supported bilayer membrane with unprecedented clarity (2, 3). When the membrane was composed of one lipid species and thus was homogeneous, simple Brownian motion was observed from microseconds to seconds (see Figure 1c). We then prepared a ternary membrane containing coexisting membrane domains of different phases: liquid-ordered (Lo) and liquid-disorder (Ld) phases. We were able to follow single molecules exploring both domains in a continuous manner with unprecedented clarity (3). Importantly, we observed anomalous subdiffusion in the Lo domains in the microsecond timescales. This result provides the first experimental evidence of nanoscopic substructures of the Lo phase, suggesting a new mechanism of regulating membrane dynamics at the nanoscale (3).

The combination of nanometer spatial precision and subsecond temporal resolution provides the opportunity to study rapid motions of nano-objects at the molecular scale. I will also discuss about the challenges of performing high-speed, high-precision iSCAT measurements in live cells.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematics of iSCAT microscopy. Inset: iSCAT image of a 20 nm gold particle. (b) Close-up view of the schematics of iSCAT detection at the sample. (c) Tracking single lipid molecules in a bilayer membrane by ultrahigh-speed iSCAT microscopy. The image acquisition rate was 50,000 frames per second, corresponding to a temporal resolution of 20 microseconds. Long and precise diffusion trajectory was obtained from which diffusion characteristics can be analyzed with great detail.
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Abstract

Based on projection moiré method and heterodyne interferometry, a measurement system of cornea curvature was proposed. To show the validity of the proposed method, a corneal surface of the pig eyeball was measured in the experiment. The proposed system approach has the benefits of projection moiré method, Talbot effect, and heterodyne interferometry.

Keywords: Curvature radius, Cornea, Projection moiré, Talbot effect, Heterodyne interferometry.

The cornea curvature is a very important parameter. A slight variation of the corneal surface can significantly affect the normal human vision. Therefore, the accurate measurement of corneal curvature provides important and essential information in vision diagnosis process [1-2]. In this study, we propose a simple method for measuring the cornea curvature. It is based on the Talbot effect, projection moiré method, and heterodyne interferometry. Because it applies the projection moiré method, the proposed method can inspect the larger degrees, and the longitudinal and lateral range on the sample surface. Additionally, using heterodyne interferometry ensures that this method is simple to implement, highly accurate, and achieves high resolution. The validity of this method was demonstrated experimentally, and the method has merits of high accuracy, high stability.

2. Principle

Fig. 1 shows the optical configuration of the proposed method. For convenience, the z-axis is the observation axis of CMOS camera, and y-axis is the direction perpendicular to the paper plane. A laser light of wavelength \( \lambda \) passes through an objective, a pinhole, and a collimating lens to form an expanded and collimated light, then impinges on a projection grating G1 at an angle \( \alpha \) and forms a self-image on the tested sample with the self-image distance \( Z_1 \). The projected fringes of the self-image can be distorted due to the non-plane tested sample. These distorted fringes are imaged on the reference grating G2 of the same pitch with G1 via a camera lens to form the moiré fringes and captured by the CMOS camera C. Next, when the motorized translation stage M moves the grating G1 along the x-axis at a constant velocity \( v \) within a time \( t \), every pixel of CMOS camera can receive a continuously sinusoidal signal and be written as

\[
I(x, y) = I_0(x, y) + \gamma(x, y)\cos[2\pi ft + \theta(x, y)],
\]

where \( f = v/p \) denotes the heterodyne moiré frequency which results from the time-varying phase, and \( \theta(x, y) \) is the phase of the height distribution \( h(x, y) \) on the tested sample and can be written as

\[
\theta(x, y) = \frac{2\pi}{p} h(x, y) \tan \alpha.
\]

The phase of the moiré fringes on the single pixel can be calculated by using the least-squares sine fitting algorithm. Applying the above procedures to the other pixels and using phase unwrapping to the acquired phases, the phase distribution \( \theta(x, y) \) can be obtained, and the surface profile \( h(x, y) \) can subsequently be acquired. Accordingly, the cornea curvature can be calculated.

3. Experimental Results and Discussions

To show the validity of the proposed method, a corneal surface of a pig eyeball has been measured. The experiment setup includes: a diode laser of wavelength 473 nm, two linear grating of pitch 0.2822 mm, an imaging lens of focal length 200 mm, a motorized translation stage of resolution 0.05 \( \mu \)m to generate heterodyne moiré frequency \( f = 2 \) Hz \( (v = 0.5644 \text{ mm/s}) \), a CMOS camera of 8-bit gray level and 1280×1024 resolution. The frame rate of CMOS camera \( f_s = 15 \text{ fps} \), the exposure time \( a = 66 \text{ msec} \), and total recording time \( T = 1 \text{ sec} \) to record the heterodyne moiré signals in the different time points. Every recorded moiré image was filtered with 3×1 window by 2D median filtering to filter out the harmonic noise of moiré. To improve the visibility of the projected grating fringes, we stain the fluorescein on the corneal surface. The experimental results have been shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows the cross-section curve of the reconstructed corneal surface of the pig eyeball. Then, using the fitting curve can obtain the cornea curvature of pig eyeball as 0.222 mm-1.

4. Conclusion

This paper proposes a projection moiré method for measuring the cornea curvature. The validity of this method was demonstrated experimentally, and the method has the benefits of projection moiré method, Talbot effect, and heterodyne interferometry, including simple optical setup, ease of operation, high stability, and high resolution.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we investigate an cubic phase mask [1] based on the liquid-crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM) to enlarge the depth measuring range for the projected fringe profilometry [2]. A microscope combined with a wide-angle eyepiece lens is employed to project a fringe pattern onto the inspected surface. At a different viewpoint, a CCD camera observes the projected fringes through another microscope and a cubic phase mask. Phase of the fringes is extracted by the Fourier transform method [2]. With the presented calibration schemes, depth information can be determined from the phase of the fringes. The cubic phase mask enlarges the depth of field of the image acquisition system, while the wide-angle eyepiece lens increases the depth of focus of the fringe projection system. It is found that the depth measuring range could be extended up to 1600μm, even though the DOF of the microscope was only 80μm.

2. Using the liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM) as the phase mask
It has been shown that the depth-of-field of an incoherent optical system can be enlarged if the pupil function is a square aperture and is mathematically expressed as [1]

\[ P(x,y) = \begin{cases} \exp(j\alpha(x^2+y^2)), & |x| \leq L/2, |y| \leq L/2 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

An example for the phase of the pupil function is shown as Fig. 1(a), in which the \( \alpha \) is 40. A liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM) combined with an analyzer and a polarizer can be employed as a phase modulator. An example is shown as Fig. 1(b). We used HOLOEYE LC 2002 as the LC-SLM, in which the pixel resolution was 800 × 600 and the pixel pitch was 32μm × 32μm. With the proper choice of the polarization angles \( \theta_p \) and \( \theta_a \), phase was modulated by the input video signal. The LC-SLM modulated the phase linearly between 0 and 1.6π. Thus, phase of the pupil function should be wrapped with the 1.6π modulo operation. The residue of Fig. 1(a) after the modulo operation is shown in Fig. 1(c). This pattern is then used to be the input video signal.

The LC-SLM was combined with a microscope to form an extended DOF system, as shown in Fig. 2(a). A square aperture with size of 15mm×15mm was located on the LC-SLM, so that Eq. (1) was applicable to this system. To identify a suitable \( \alpha \) value, a halogen lamp was selected as the incoherent light source. Lightwaves were launched into a pin hole to generate a point source. For a suitable value of \( \alpha \), the OTF obtained by the CCD camera should be not sensitive to defocus. Once the \( \alpha \) value was identified, this extended DOF system could be used as the image acquisition system of the projected fringe profilometry.

3. Conclusion
we investigated a unique projected fringe profilometry using the LC-SLM to enlarge the depth measuring range. The depth measuring range could be extended up to 1600μm, with accuracy in the micron-range.
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1.Introduction

Tomographic phase microscopy (TPM) and related techniques provide label-free three-dimensional (3D) visualization of sub-cellular refractive index (RI) distributions of living cells. The RI of biological specimens represents the local mass density of biomolecules. 3D RI mapping of a biological sample is achieved by reconstruction, based on either filtered back-projection or optical diffraction tomography, from two-dimensional (2D) quantitative phase and amplitude images of the sample under multiple illumination directions. One of the main experimental challenges is to obtain high-quality phase images of the sample in the presence of phase noise due to various sources. We have demonstrated a common-path configuration to acquire 2D scattered-field images of the sample via single-shot off-axis digital holographic microscopy [1]. Results of imaging red blood cells (RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) will be presented. In addition, RI images of thin slices of esophageal mucosa from 14 patients were collected and analyzed to investigate the light scattering properties of both normal and precancerous epithelial tissues.

2.Materials and Methods

Instrumentation – A schematic diagram of the common-path TPM (cTPM) system is shown in Fig. 1 [1]. Quantitative phase images of a transparent sample under plane-wave illumination are acquired with an off-axis Mach-Zehnder interferometer in which the beam scattered by the sample is split into different directions by a diffraction grating (80 grooves/mm). In the first diffraction order the illumination beam passing an empty region in the specimen provides a uniform reference wavefront which coincides at the CMOS sensor with the sample wavefront in the zeroth diffraction order. The image of the first-order beam is slightly shifted from that of the zeroth-order beam by adjusting the position of the grating. The phase shift caused by the specimen is retrieved using Hilbert transform. Two galvanometer-based scanning mirrors are used to change the incident angle of the illumination beam. 3D RI distributions of the sample are reconstructed using optical diffraction tomography with the non-negativity constraint [2]. The system has a transverse resolution of 0.35 μm and an axial resolution of 0.7 μm. The resolution of RI was estimated to be around 0.001, determined from the standard deviation of reconstructed RI values of polystyrene beads immersed in oil.

Red blood cell study – Whole blood samples were obtained from the NTU hospital, diluted 4,000 times in phosphate buffered saline and imaged with the cTPM system immediately. To convert 3D RI maps of living RBC into hemoglobin concentrations we experimentally determined the specific refractive increment (αHb) of hemoglobin. We filled hemoglobin solutions with various concentrations in a micro-trough and measured the RI value from phase images taken under normal-incidence illumination. Linear regression of the RI versus concentration yields αHb.

WBC study – After centrifuge of whole blood samples, a flow cytometry-based cell sorter was used to separate three major types of WBC including monocytes, lymphocytes and neutrophils. Based on experimentally determined 3D RI distributions of individual WBC, we used a 3D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation tool to study light scattering properties. The goal was to assess the feasibility of using light scattering features to distinguish the three major types of WBC.

3.Results and Discussion

We measured 3D RI images of RBC from normal volunteers and patients with mild thalassemia. Morphological features including the volume, surface area, sphericity and thickness were extracted. Additionally, we calculated the integrated phase and dry mass of each RBC from its phase image. The integrated phase and the ratio of surface area to volume was the best two features to discriminate thalassemic RBC from normal ones, achieving an area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic curve of 0.94 and 0.90, respectively.

On the results of the WBC study, backscattering spectra of lymphocytes matched well with spectra of homogeneous spheres as predicted by Mie theory. The other two types of WBC did not show this correlation due to irregular sizes of the cell body and nucleus. Nevertheless, the backscattering spectra of neutrophils are significantly more intense than those of lymphocytes and monocytes.

4.Conclusions

We successfully characterized 3D RI and morphological features of RBC and found that the integrated phase and surface-to-volume ratio are the best features to discriminate between RBC of patients with thalassemia and those of normal volunteers. The 3D RI tomograms of WBC and subsequent FDTD simulations indicated that backscattering characteristics of lymphocytes, monocytes and neutrophils are different each other. This suggests the possibility of classifying the three types of WBC based on backscattering measurements.
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1.Introduction
Eigenmode decomposition of the field at the output of optical fiber can provide fundamental insights into the nature of electromagnetic-wave propagation, such as laser mode competition and oscillations, bend loss, and beam quality of optical fibers. In the past few years, several modal decomposition (MD) approaches have already been developed [1]. These methods can be divided into two categories. The first category is iterative approach [2, 3], which is time-consuming. The other one is direct measurement [1], which is costly or hard to apply. In this talk, we propose and demonstrated a fast and accurate MD measurement technique based on digital holography (DH).

2.Mode decomposition for step-index fiber modes
Considering a step-index fiber with an assumption of weak guiding, the eigensolution of the Helmholtz equation take the approximated form of LP modes,

\[ \psi(r, \varphi) = R(r) \Phi(\varphi) \]

where

\[ R(r) = \begin{cases} \sqrt{\frac{J_0(Ur)}{a}} & r \leq a \\ \sqrt{\frac{J_1(Wr)}{\pi a}} & r > a \end{cases} \]

\[ \Phi(\varphi) = \begin{cases} \cos(\varphi) & \text{for "even" mode} \\ \sin(\varphi) & \text{for "odd" mode} \end{cases} \]

The symbol \( a \) denotes the fiber core radius and \( C \) is a constant so that \( \psi(r, \varphi) \) fulfills the normalization condition. The values for \( U \) and \( W \) can be calculated from the characteristic equations of step-index fiber. Any propagating field of a fiber can be projected on the Eigen modes of the fiber. It can be mathematically expressed as a superposition of eigensolutions,

\[ U(r, \varphi) = \sum_{n} c_n \psi_n(r, \varphi) \]

and fulfill the equation

\[ \sum |c_n|^2 = \sum \rho_n = 1 \]

where \( \rho_n \) is the weight of the n-th eigenmode. As eigenmodes are orthonormal [1]

\[ \langle \psi_n, \psi_m \rangle = \int \psi_n^{*}(r) \psi_m(r) d\varphi dr = \delta_{nm} \]

after obtaining the propagating field \( U \) at the output end of the fiber by off-axis DH, the modal coefficient

\[ c_n \] can be given by \[ c_n = \langle U, \psi_n \rangle \]

3.Experimental verification
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The test fiber is a SMF-28 fiber (NA =0.14, core diameter is 8.2 μm). The fiber is excited by a He-Ne laser (wavelength is 633 nm).

Fig. 1. Experimental setup

As two sets of polarizations are mutually perpendicular in fiber, we can consider only one polarization at a time without loss of generality. Due to the Helmholtz equation, the LP modes in this experimental condition are LP01even, LP02even, LP11even, LP11odd, LP12even, LP12odd, LP21even, LP21odd, LP31even and LP31odd. Figures 2 and Fig. 3. show the results of the experiments.

Fig. 2. Results of the experiments
Fig. 3. Results of the experiments

Images a in Fig.2. and Fig.3. are the measured beam profiles by DH, and images b are the reconstructed beam profiles. The correlation coefficient of two beam profiles are 0.9534 and 0.9617, respectively. Then we find the new MD method is feasible.

4.Conclusion
We have proposed and demonstrated a novel MD method by DH approach. As a one-shot and non-iterative approach, the proposed method is fast. Meanwhile, the results show that the method is accurate.
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Abstract
This study presents the spatial and temporal imaging in digital holographic microscopy for high resolution quantitative analysis. The applications in biological and physics research has been achieved with sub-micron and picoseconds resolution. The novel method and potential applications for ultrafast, super-resolution wavefronts recording and reconstruction will be discussed in this study.
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1. Introduction
Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) [1-3] has been widely used in quantitative measurements for optical micro-elements or biological samples. Quantitative complex imaging (amplitude and phase) is an important issue in recent studies, because the complex wavefronts can serve the analysis for detecting the three-dimensional optical thickness profile with high phase accuracy in sub-wavelength range. Compare to the high phase accuracy in DHM, the spatio-temporal resolution becomes more and more important when applied DHM system to the precise researches as biological and physics applications. For spatial domain, the infinite aperture size and wavelength of light have restricted the spatial resolution of optical imaging system. In recent, the synthetic aperture (SA) method is widely used in quantitative imaging for overcome the diffraction limit and resolution enhancement [4]. Then, the Ultrashort pulse laser is well established as a convenient tool for surface processing and optical excited of several different materials [5,6], such as optical absorption, heat conduction, phase transitions, evaporation kinetics and plasma dynamics. And the ultrashort duration in pulse laser has a good potential for ultrafast time-resolved measurement and improve the temporal resolution up to sub-picoseconds time scales [7].

2. Resolution enhancement in spatial imaging
The schematic representation of the resolution enhancement by synthetic aperture in digital holographic microscopy is indicated in Fig. 1(a). The synthetic aperture task was achieved by the scanning of the galvo mirror with the 4-f imaging architecture in object arm. In this experiment, the scanning angles could attain a scanning range of ±65°. Experimental results of the resolution enhancement are shown in Fig. 1(b). The spatial resolution was improved to 200 nm and the finest structure in the cell body can be observed as in magnified area in Fig. 1(b) after employed the synthetic aperture in digital holographic microscopy.

3. Ultrafast time-resolved imaging by pulsed digital holographic microscopy
Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) [1-3] has been used in quantitative measurements for optical micro-elements or biological samples. Quantitative complex imaging (amplitude and phase) is an important issue in recent studies, because the complex wavefronts can serve the analysis for detecting the three-dimensional optical thickness profile with high phase accuracy in sub-wavelength range. Compare to the high phase accuracy in DHM, the spatio-temporal resolution becomes more and more important when applied DHM system to the precise researches as biological and physics applications. For spatial domain, the infinite aperture size and wavelength of light have restricted the spatial resolution of optical imaging system. In recent, the synthetic.

4. Conclusions
We have proposed and demonstrated different techniques to enhance the spatial and temporal resolution in digital holographic microscopy an applied to biological and physics studies. The high spatial resolution information by synthetic aperture method is served for the living cell measurement. With employed the pulsed laser, the ultrafast time-resolved imaging can also applied to analyze the photoexcited phenomenon.
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1. Introduction

Fourier ptychography (FP) is a recently developed microscopic imaging that can recover intensity as well as phase of the object by a set of variably illuminated images [1-3]. Compared with other phase retrieval method such as digital holography, FP has several advantages such as simple optical system and incoherent light sources [4]. However, the crucial disadvantage of FP is to require a lot of intensity images, which induces a long acquisition time. The use of lens array has been suggested to solve the problem in the field of ptychography [2]. Although they also mentioned the applicability of their method to the FP, the detailed reconstruction method and the algorithm is insufficient [2]. In this paper, we propose the concept of reconstruction method and structure to retrieve phase information with FP algorithm using lens array. The proposed system is verified by simulations.

![Figure 1: Configuration of proposed method.](image)

2. Principle and results

Figure 1 displays a configuration of proposed system. A micro lens array is placed at the Fourier plane of the objective lens and the charge coupled device (CCD) is located at the back focal plane of the micro lens array. Each micro lens transforms the different area of Fourier plane and generates a sub-image corresponding to Fourier transform of the area. A captured image consists of the sub-images without overlapping [5]. The sub-images can be used for FP because they include the different spectral information of the specimen. In other words, each sub-image corresponds with a sub-image of obtained image. The obtained image represents incoherent summations of each spectrum corresponding to the different illuminations. The region of red box in Fig. 2(c) is summations of nine red boxes in Fig. 2(d). The distance between each box determines the part of overlapped area of decomposed images on Fourier plane, and is given by

\[ \delta_\mu = \frac{1}{\lambda} \sin \theta \]  

(1)

where \( \lambda \) is wavelength and \( \theta \) is given by the location and gap of LEDs. The simulation results of reconstructed amplitude and phase are shown in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h). From the results, it is verified that the proposed method is able to recover the complex information of specimen from a captured image.

![Figure 2: Simulation results.](image)

3. Conclusion

We propose a new method of complex imaging microscopy by state-multiplexed FP. It has several advantages such as using incoherent light sources and simple optical system. And above all, it provides one-shot phase image. The simulation results show the feasibility of the system.
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1. Introduction

Optical Scanning Holography (OSH) is a kind of digital holography [1]. In OSH, a frequency shift is introduced to one of two mutual coherent light to generate a dynamic interference fringe, which is applied to two-dimensional (2D) scan a three-dimensional (3D) object. The heterodyne scattered light of the 3D object is collected by the photodetector and generates a current output. We use Spatial-temporal Demodulation Technique (STDT) to demodulate the heterodyne signals in the current output [2]. OSH is able to acquire the hologram of fluorescent object because it can be operated in the incoherent mode. The conventional digital holography applies a CCD to acquire interference fringes, and thus the resolution of acquired digital hologram is limited by the CCD. In contrary, the image resolution of OSH can be better than conventional ones as the image resolution of OSH depends on the scanning speed and the time interval of the acquisition. In addition, OSH can be also applied to microscopy [3], spatial coherence analysis [4], sectional image reconstruction [5] and holographic encryption [6]. Therefore, OSH is a holographic technique with tremendous potential. Here we will demonstrate to apply OSH to record a fluorescence hologram of micro specimen.

2. Optical scanning holographic microscopy

Figure 1 is the schematic setup of optical scanning holographic microscopy (OSHM). We used a diode-pumped solid-state laser (λ0=532.5nm) as the source. A laser beam passes through polarizing beam splitter (PBS) and is separated into two. We used half-wave plate (HWP) to rotate the reflected beam from s-polarized into p-polarized and coupled the beam into optical fiber 1 (OF1). When the transmitted beam passes through the electro-optic modulator (EOM), the frequency of the beam is shifted by Ω and then coupled into optical fiber 2 (OF2). The lights emitted from the other ends of the two fibers are respectively manipulated into a plane wave and a spherical wave, and are recombined by a beam splitter (BS). The beam is projected to the specimen, which is mounted on a 2D piezoelectric transducer (PZT). A dichroic mirror (DM) and a long-pass filter (LPF) are used to filtering out the pumping laser light. The fluorescent light emitted from the specimen is collected by lens 3 (L3) and lens 4 (L4), and detected by the photomultiplier 1 (PMT1) and photomultiplier 2 (PMT2), for obtaining a transmission hologram and a reflection hologram, respectively. We sent the signal into personal computer (PC) by analog-to-digital convertor (ADC). Finally, we used STDT to demodulate the raw data.

The hologram recorded in the transmission mode can be expressed as [7]

\[ H(x,y) = \frac{1}{|z|} \frac{1}{2 \pi} \int h(x',y',z) \exp \left( -\frac{jk}{2} (x'^2 + y'^2) \right) dz \]  

where \( \odot \) denotes correlation operation; \( h(x',y',z) \) represents the point spread function (PSF), and is expressed as

\[ h(x',y',z) = \exp \left( -\frac{jk}{2} (x'^2 + y'^2) \right) \]  

\( T(x,y,z) \) denotes the amplitude transmittance of the object target.

3. Experimental Results and Conclusion

We first measured the resolution of the OSHM by recording a hologram of pinhole with diameter 1μm (not shown). The estimated lateral resolution (Δx) and longitudinal resolution (Δz) are 0.78μm and 3.1μm, respectively. Subsequently, we recorded a reflection hologram of fluorescent beads, whose peak exciting wavelength is 533nm and peak emitting wavelength is 575nm. The hologram and its reconstructed image are shown in Fig. 2. We can see the reconstructed image in the Fig.2(c) are blurred. This is because the signal excited by fluorescence is very weak. In the future, we will optimize the system and increase the signal to noise ratio. This work is supported by Ministry of Science and Technology of Taiwan, R.O.C. under contract number 103-2221-E-035-037-MY3.
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1. Introduction

Multiplex holography which combines off-axis holography and photography was first proposed by DeBitetto in 1969 [1], and it was developed into various types, including the cylindrical type, the conical type, and the disk type [2]. L. Cross developed the cylindrical-type multiplex hologram with its image appeared at the center of the cylinder and then Japanese scientists invented the conical holographic stereogram [3,4]. However, traditional holograms practically are composed of a series of long thin individual holograms which inevitably cause the reconstructed images overlaid with a fence structure. Recently, image-plane method has been designed to solve this problem, the so-called “picket-fence effect” [5-7]. We have developed image-plane disk-type multiplex holograms (IPDTMH) for both normal viewing and walk-around viewing [8-10]. Recently, optical copying system for these kinds of holograms was proposed to obtain high diffraction efficiency for multiple-exposure holograms [11,12]. Based on the planar-shaped recording and copying processes, this technique shows the distinguishing capability for duplication of the disk-type multiplex holograms. In this paper, theoretical simulation and holographic process for making an IPDTMH are introduced. Proper spatial division of recording area in a hologram disk is then illustrated for quasi-dynamic-image generation.

2. Concept, theory, and parameter design

To achieve an animation display in image-plane disk-type multiplex holography, we need to divide the recording area on a hologram disk into several portions (A1~An), as shown in Fig. 1. Each portion contains M individual holograms for displaying a 3D image of one status belonging to our original object. In order to avoid image overlapping caused by two recording regions, we also need to design a proper interval between two adjacent recording sections.

Adopting proper rotating speed for our hologram disk, we here introduce seven motions for generating a quasi-dynamic real image (Fig. 2). Our holographic process, including image reconstruction and optical recording can be described with the aid of Fig. 2 [10], and the finished IPDTMH is suitable for white light illumination. In numerical analysis, we can then theoretically find out the suitable parameters for fabricating this kind of hologram, including hologram number N as seen by one eye of an observer and the angle θr between two interfering beams.

3. Conclusion

Adopting normal-viewing image-plane disk-type multiplex holography, we introduce the arrangement of different frames on holographic recording plane. This technique can be extended to fabricate various formats of multiplex holograms. However, suitable number of frames and rotating speed of hologram need to be adjusted for better performance for this quasi-dynamic display and is worthy of further investigation.
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1. Introduction

The concept of wavefront reconstruction was first invented by Gabor [1]. Rainbow hologram was proposed by Benton [2] and this technique makes it possible to display 3D images under white-light illumination. Multiplex holography, which combines rainbow holography and photography, was initiated by DeBitetto [3]. This technology then has been widely applied to several formats of multiplex holography, including the planar type, the cylindrical type [4], the conical type [5], and the disk type [6]. Image-plane disk-type multiplex holograms (IPDTMHs), which has the advantage of commercial mass production using the well-developed CD technology, was first proposed for the display type of normal viewing [7]. We have then developed IPDTM for 360-degree viewable display [8]. Based on these two types of IPDTMHs, both virtual image and real image can be generated [9-10].

In order to obtain multiplex hologram with higher performance, two-step holographic process for the fabrication of IPDTMH was developed in recent years [11-14]. In this paper, design of the optical setups for holograms replication of the 360-degree viewable IPDTMH is introduced. A simple optical replication system for virtual-image generation and preliminary experimental result are then demonstrated.

2. Image Display in a 360-degree Viewable Disk-type Multiplex Hologram

The left side of Fig. 1 indicates a real-image generation condition for an IPDTMH. Generally, a plane wave $W_{ab}$ is used to generate 3D cube information from hologram $H_1$. Observers at $d_1$ away from $H_1$ can see a real image floating above the disk plane ($W_{ab}$). Right side of Fig. 1 is illustrated for virtual-image generation condition, in which a point source is adopted to produce the reconstruction reference beam $W_{re}$ (dotted line). In this observation condition, observers will see an image appearing underneath the hologram disk ($W_{re}$). For mass-production application, a two-step holographic process for image transformation will be described in the next section. We will also propose a novel copying system for virtual-image generation.

3. Two-step Holographic Recording and the Experimental Result

Referring to Fig. 1, the left-side system nearby Lens L can be utilized for making a non-image-plane disk-type multiplex hologram, in which image plane is shifted to final recording film ($H_2$) for virtual-image display. The finished hologram is a real-image type master $H_1$. We here note that $H_1$ and $H_2$, planes are also the suitable candidates for $H_1$ plane in holographic copying.

A final recording film is designed to be on the $H_2$, plane, where image plane is situated. Object beam $W_{of}$ (dashed line) for holograms replication is generated from $H_2$ by illuminating with a reconstruction reference beam $W_{re}$. The 2D information is finally imaged onto the film plane ($H_2$). A coherent reference beam $W_{re}$ is introduced with a lens L to form a diverging wave and propagates to the recording-film plane. Then a hologram for virtual-image generation can be obtained. Figure 2 shows one view of the reconstructed image from our transfer hologram ($H_2$).

4. Conclusion

In this study, a two-step holographic process for the fabrication of a disk-type hologram is described. The first-step fabrication process is designed for real-image type master hologram and the second one is set for virtual-image type transfer hologram. By shifting the recording plane for the master hologram of real-image generation, optical setup of holographic replication for virtual-image display is introduced. Using a concave lens, simple optical systems for holographic replication of virtual-image displaying is also presented. Based on the copying method with one-shot recording described in this study, we can improve the optical performance of the duplicated holograms.
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Summary

The era of big data is followed by high demand of data storage, which is challenging current storage technologies. Holographic data storage is reckoned as one of the best solutions of cold data storage due to its ability to optical-parallel readout, store data in high density and resist EM pulse. Among technologies of holographic data storage, the collinear holographic data storage is less complicate to set up compare to off-axis holographic data storage, and is easy to miniaturize. However, collinear system has extremely strong DC term on the Fourier plane. It causes high M/# consumption, and thus the shift-multiplexing ability is limited and the storage capacity is reduced. High M/# consumption can even decrease the uniformity of readout signal.

In this paper, we propose a method using micro lens array to remove the strong DC term in Fourier plane. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of general collinear data storage system. The incident plane wave passes through the spatial light modulator (SLM) and carries on the signal to record, and is imaged by the 4-f system to the front focal plane of objective lens, and then focus onto recording media. During the recording process, the SLM generates a signal including a ring of reference beam and signal beam in the central area (figure 2). These two beams are focused onto the recording media and recorded by the media. In the reading process, SLM only generates reference beam to reconstruct signal beam. The reconstructed signal beam is then captured by CCD. The experimental result is shown in figure 3. Because of the strong DC term, the result image is not uniform and hence impossible to decode. We add a micro lens array into this system to reduce strong DC term in Fourier plane. The lens array on the SLM plane is to modulate the phase distribution of the signal and reference beam. The reconstructed signal beam is then captured by CCD. The experimental result is shown in figure 3. Because of the strong DC term, the result image is not uniform and hence impossible to decode. We add a micro lens array into this system to reduce strong DC term in Fourier plane. The lens array on the SLM plane is to modulate the phase distribution of the signal and reference beam. The reconstructed signal beam is then captured by CCD. The experimental result is shown in figure 3. Because of the strong DC term, the result image is not uniform and hence impossible to decode.

In this paper, we propose a method using micro lens array to remove the strong DC term in Fourier plane. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of general collinear data storage system. The incident plane wave passes through the spatial light modulator (SLM) and carries on the signal to record, and is imaged by the 4-f system to the front focal plane of objective lens, and then focus onto recording media. During the recording process, the SLM generates a signal including a ring of reference beam and signal beam in the central area (figure 2). These two beams are focused onto the recording media and recorded by the media. In the reading process, SLM only generates reference beam to reconstruct signal beam. The reconstructed signal beam is then captured by CCD. The experimental result is shown in figure 3. Because of the strong DC term, the result image is not uniform and hence impossible to decode. We add a micro lens array into this system to reduce strong DC term in Fourier plane. The lens array on the SLM plane is to modulate the phase distribution of the signal and reference beam. The reconstructed signal beam is then captured by CCD. The experimental result is shown in figure 3. Because of the strong DC term, the result image is not uniform and hence impossible to decode.

In this paper, we propose a method using micro lens array to remove the strong DC term in Fourier plane. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of general collinear data storage system. The incident plane wave passes through the spatial light modulator (SLM) and carries on the signal to record, and is imaged by the 4-f system to the front focal plane of objective lens, and then focus onto recording media. During the recording process, the SLM generates a signal including a ring of reference beam and signal beam in the central area (figure 2). These two beams are focused onto the recording media and recorded by the media. In the reading process, SLM only generates reference beam to reconstruct signal beam. The reconstructed signal beam is then captured by CCD. The experimental result is shown in figure 3. Because of the strong DC term, the result image is not uniform and hence impossible to decode. We add a micro lens array into this system to reduce strong DC term in Fourier plane. The lens array on the SLM plane is to modulate the phase distribution of the signal and reference beam. The reconstructed signal beam is then captured by CCD. The experimental result is shown in figure 3. Because of the strong DC term, the result image is not uniform and hence impossible to decode.
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1. Introduction

Holograms, the optical devices to reconstruct pre-designed images, have been advanced dramatically with the development of today’s nanotechnology [1, 2]. However, applications of hologram are still limited by the constituent materials, and their working range is rather narrow. In the past decade, metamaterials/metasurfaces composed of sub-wavelength artificial structures show tailored optical properties within flat optics in electromagnetic regions [3-5], such advances have led to demonstration of ultrathin invisibility [6], lens [7], wave plates [8], nonlinearity generation [9], et al. The spatial phase and amplitude modulation of metasurfaces exhibits a good candidate to achieve the spatial light modulators (SLM) [10] and plays a good candidate to realize the polarization-controlled dual images at arbitrary electromagnetic wave region in referred to as broadband metasurface hologram or metahologram [11-13]. In this paper, we report the high-efficiency and broadband meta-hologram consisted of plasmonic metamaterials, which functions for both coherent and incoherent light sources within a broad spectral range under a wide range of incidence angles [14].

2. Results and Discussions

We perform a high-efficiency broadband reflective meta-hologram in 4-level phase which is designed and fabricated in optical frequencies. There are 16 different nanocross pixels distributed on the meta-hologram sample because of the 16 combinations with 4 different length gold nanorods for each image. To characterize the performance of the fabricated meta-hologram, we use 780 nm diode laser as well as white light source to characterize the reconstructed images of proposed plasmonic meta-hologram. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the functionalities of our designed metahologram under 45° linearly-polarized illumination. Figures 1(b) to 1(d) present three experimental reconstructed images of the meta-hologram under x-, 45°- and y-polarized incidence at wavelength $\lambda = 780$ nm, respectively. The projected patterns are selectively produced as “NTU” for x-polarization and “RCAS” for y-polarization incident light, and the intensities of two non-overlap patterns will be rise and fall according to the polarization, which is in excellent agreement with the design. For both x- and y-polarized incidence, the measured polarization contrasts are ~ 20 (the averaged intensity of “NTU” divided by the intensity of “RCAS” in the case of x-polarized illumination), confirmed the polarization-selective ability of our device. Furthermore, the reconstructed images of meta-hologram exhibit far more efficient (reaches 18% for 780 nm illumination).

3. Conclusions

We utilize the phase modulation at plasmonic resonance of gold cross nanoantennas to record two polarization-controlled images on a meta-hologram. Our meta-hologram is reflective type with significantly higher efficiencies than what have been designed and achieved so far using metamaterials. The reflective hologram has a number of advantages such as simple fabrication process, low metal absorption, broad working spectral range, and greater tolerance to variation of incident angle and light incoherence. By combining with the techniques of tunable metasurfaces, meta-hologram can potentially be used to realize the active hologram that works at arbitrary electromagnetic wave region.
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1. Introduction
Self-referential holographic data storage (SR-HDS) is a new holographic recording technique, in which data can be holographically recorded and read without using a reference beam. Since SR-HDS requires only a signal beam, a compact and stable optical system, compared with systems based on a two-beam geometry in which signal and reference beams are required, can be constructed. In our previous work, to improve the recording density, we showed that multi-level signal recording can be achieved by modulating not only the phase but also the amplitude of the writing beam, whereas only the phase distribution of the writing beam is modulated in basic SR-HDS. However, the need for two spatial light modulators (SLMs) in multi-level SR-HDS introduces the challenges of high-precision alignment between the SLMs, beam power losses at the SLMs, and increased complexity of the optical system.

In this paper, we present a new realization method of multi-level SR-HDS, in which amplitude modulation of the writing beam is not required. Using the proposed method, multi-level recording can be realized by appropriately designing the phase distribution of the writing beam. First, we analytically clarify the conditions that should be satisfied for the writing beam. Next, we confirm that multi-level signal recording is possible by using the phase distribution designed based on the analytical result.

2. Self-Referential Holographic Data Storage
Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of SR-HDS. First, we consider the simplest case, in which only two pixels, $P_1$ and $P_2$, are modulated on the SLM function. Here, it is assumed that the phase modulation values at $P_1$ and $P_2$ during recording are $\phi_1$ and $\phi_2$, respectively, while they are both 0 during reading. When the hologram is illuminated by the reading beams, the amplitudes of the reading beams after passing through the hologram vary from each other. When the amplitude difference is defined as $A = A_i - A_j$, $A$ is sinusoidally dependent on $\Delta \phi = \phi_i - \phi_j$, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, after passing through the hologram, $A_1$ and $A_2$ can be written as follows:

$$A_1 = A_0 + C_{12} \sin(\Delta \phi) \quad (1)$$

$$A_2 = A_0 + C_{12} \sin(-\Delta \phi) \quad (2)$$

where $A_0$ is the amplitude of the reading beam before it passes through the hologram. $C_{12}$ is a coefficient that depends on the angle between two beams and the recording time, among other factors.

The principle when the pixels $P_1$, $P_2$, ..., and $P_n$ function can be regarded as the superposition of the case with two pixels. Therefore, under the assumption of negligible inter-pixel crosstalk, the amplitude of the $i$-th pixel $A_i$ can be approximated by

$$A_i = A_0 + \sum_{i \neq j} C_{ij} \sin(\Delta \phi_{ij}) \quad (3)$$

where $C_{ij}$ and $A_{ij}$ are the coefficients associated with the interaction between $i$-th and $j$-th pixels and the phase difference during recording between $i$-th and $j$-th pixels, respectively. From this equation, it is found that the output amplitudes, i.e., output intensities, of the pixels can be controlled by designing the phase values of the writing pixels. In other words, multi-level SR-HDS can be realized by phase-only modulation by designing the phase distribution of the writing beam such that the output amplitudes are different from each other.

3. Results
In this section, we clarify how the phase values of the writing pixels should be chosen so that the amplitudes of these pixels after the beam passes through the hologram are dependent on the phase distribution. For simplicity, we consider the case in which thedatatype modulated to the writing beam consists of only four pixels and they have phase values of $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$, $\phi_3$, and $\phi_4$. Here, it is assumed that the coefficients $C_{ij}$ are independent of both $i$ and $j$. To determine the phase values $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$, $\phi_3$, and $\phi_4$, we define the minimum amplitude difference $A_{MIN}$ as

$$A_{MIN} = \min\{|A_i - A_j|; (i,j) \neq (i,j)\} \quad (4)$$

First, we vary $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$, $\phi_3$, and $\phi_4$ from 0 to $2\pi$ in steps of 0.05$\pi$ and calculate $A_{MIN}$. When $A_{MIN} \neq 0$, the amplitudes of these four pixels have four different values, i.e., multi-level recording is successfully realized. However, when $A_{MIN} = 0$, multi-level recording is not possible. Here, it should be noted that the greater the $A_{MIN}$, the better the reading quality that can be achieved. Figure 3 shows some combinations of the writing phases, $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$, $\phi_3$, and $\phi_4$, obtained by the analysis. We find that when the phases, $\{\phi_1, \phi_2, \phi_3, \phi_4\}$, satisfy the conditions of $\{0, \theta, \theta, \theta\pi\}$ or $\{0, \theta, 2\theta, \theta\pi\}$ ($0 < \theta < \pi$), $A_{MIN}$ becomes 0. In other words, multi-level SR-HDS can be realized when the signal phases do not satisfy these conditions.

Next, we confirm that the conditions clarified in the analysis are usable for multi-level SR-HDS even when the number of pixels is greater than four. In the following numerical simulation, the datapage has 64 x 64 pixels. In addition, the writing beam includes the four-level phases $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$, $\phi_3$, and $\phi_4$. Figures 4(a) and (b) show the histogram of the readout intensity distribution when the writing beam consists of the pixels with phase values $\{0, 0.5\pi, \pi, 1.5\pi\}$ and $\{0, 0.25\pi, 0.45\pi, 0.7\pi\}$, respectively. As we predicted, multi-level recording cannot be achieved when the writing phases, $\phi_1$, $\phi_2$, $\phi_3$, and $\phi_4$, satisfy the condition of $\{0, \theta, \theta, \theta\pi\}$. As a result, it is shown that multi-level recording is possible without using amplitude modulation in SR-HDS, unless the writing phases satisfy the conditions that we have specified.

4. Conclusions
We investigated the conditions that the phase distribution of the writing beam should satisfy for multi-level SR-HDS. As a result of numerical analysis, we found that the phases of the writing beam must not satisfy $\{\phi_1, \phi_2, \phi_3, \phi_4\} = \{0, \theta, \theta, \theta\pi\}$ or $\{0, \theta, 2\theta, \theta\pi\}$ for four-level SR-HDS. In the future, we will investigate the conditions that should be satisfied in the case of other numbers of signal levels.
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1. Introduction

It is well-known that volume holograms are useful for diffractive optical elements, three-dimensional displays, and optical data storage with high data capacity. In theoretical analysis and numerical simulation for volume holograms, Kogelnik’s coupled wave theory$^1$ in general. However, a reconstructed beam is limited by the first order diffracted beam and polarization dependence is neglected in the theory because some approximation is used. In this study, a rigorous diffraction theory, in which polarization dependence is considerable, is proposed.

2. Theory

Maxwell’s equations in the case of monochromatic light in Cartesian coordinate is represented by

$$\nabla \times E = j\omega \varepsilon H, \quad \nabla \times H = -j\omega \mu E. \tag{1}$$

where $E = (E_x, E_y, E_z)$, $H = (H_x, H_y, H_z)$, $\varepsilon_0$, $\mu_0$, $\chi$, and $\omega$ are electric field vector, magnetic field vector, permittivity of vacuum, permeability of vacuum, electric susceptibility of volume hologram, and angular frequency, respectively. In the case of transverse electric (TE) mode, that is, $E_z = 0$, it is convenient that $H_x$ and $H_y$ are expressed by using a scalar potential function $u$ as

$$H_x = \frac{\partial u}{\partial x}, \quad H_y = \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}. \tag{2}$$

Then, $E_x$, $E_y$, and $E_z$ can be expressed by using $u$. Therefore, $u$ is satisfied differential equations as follows:

$$\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) u = -k^2(x + 1) \frac{\partial u}{\partial x}, \tag{3}$$

$$\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial y^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} \right) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} = -k^2(x + 1) \frac{\partial u}{\partial y}. \tag{4}$$

However, in the case of transverse magnetic (TM) mode, it is difficult to express electromagnetic field by using a potential function. In this paper, coordinates are converted and Maxwell’s equations are expressed by

$$\frac{\partial E_x^3}{\partial s_2} - \frac{\partial E_y^3}{\partial s_3} = j\omega \mu_0 (x + 1) H_1, \tag{5}$$

$$\frac{\partial E_x^1}{\partial s_3} - \frac{\partial E_y^1}{\partial s_2} = j\omega \mu_0 (x + 1) H_2. \tag{6}$$

3. Conclusion

In this paper, differential equations to express light propagation in volume holograms were derived by coordinate conversion. In future, volume holograms were evaluated by using the differential equations
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1. Introduction

Three-dimensional (3D) fluorescent imaging of volumetric tissue samples is essential for quantifying and understanding mechanisms and processes within biological systems and organisms. The use of the term “volumetric imaging” typically implies sectioning ability, so that truly 3D image data can be acquired, ideally in real-time or at least at video-rate. Standard wide-field fluorescence microscopy of course has no optical sectioning capability. Light sheet microscopy (LSM) [1,2,3] based variants like, digital light-sheet microscopy (DLSM) [1,2], and selective plane illumination microscopy (SPIM) [3] are motivated by the desire to speed up volumetric imaging as well as reduce photo-bleaching due to prolonged illumination of the sample. As opposed to confocal, which uses spot-like excitation, in LSM the illumination is plane-wise and the camera axis is positioned orthogonally to the excitation beam axis, so as to capture the image of the entire fluorescing plane at once. Although LSM has improved the imaging speed and image quality, all these variants still require scanning each sectioning plane individually. Our proposed unique use of holography in this paper aims to ameliorate this problem.

On the other hand, in Multiple Volume-holography Microscopy (MVH), holographic gratings are superimposed in a volume recording medium such that each grating obtains depth-resolved information from different depths within the object. Here, we present a variant of MVH microscopy that incorporates the LSM principle to still obtain sectioned images from multiple planes in one shot but with much improved contrast. The main idea is to use LSM to selectively excite fluorescence in two (or more) planes inside the sample; and then use MVH to image these two planes simultaneously onto corresponding non-overlapping areas of a digital camera. Compared to standard LSM techniques, the MVH method offers parallelism; compared to standard MVH, the selective illumination by LSM drastically reduces scattering from the rest of the sample and, hence, leads to improved contrast. However, in any other hybrid, our proposed approach also presents certain tradeoffs: most notably, in return for parallelism we obtain poorer contrast than the original LSM, because the MVH does not offer perfect isolation of the simultaneously imaged planes. (In original LSM, only one plane at a time is illuminated.) Nevertheless, in our experiments we generally found the tradeoffs to be quite manageable and the quality of the images still comparable to those obtained by LSM, while still enjoying the parallelism offered by MVH.

2. Results

We overview the respective principles of LSM and MVH and describe how to combine them to design the optical arrangement that we used to implement our proposed hybrid approach. The prototype light-sheet MVH system, as shown in Figure 1, was built using dual-beam light-sheet excitation and a two multiplexed volume holographic imaging gratings. The performance of our MVH-LSM system is first investigated using fluorescently labeled microspheres. In our system, we have done the final alignment of both excitation-beams with similar sample mount geometry and embedded fluorescent beads. It is worth mentioning that the depth separation can be arbitrarily arranged with properly designed volume holographic multiplexing.

Fig.1. Schematic drawing of the experimental MVH-LSM system setup (BS: beam splitter; M: mirror).

Experimental results using tissue samples are further measured and also compared with conventional transmitted and reflective illumination. To verify system performance using fluorescently labeled microspheres and mouse intestine samples, the experiment was configured such that a volumetric fluorescent sample could be excited either with two light sheet beams at the same time or with any one of the two beams (beam-1 or beam-2) on its own.

3. Discussion

We have developed a real-time, multi-plane, wide-field optical sectioning microscope, based on volume holographic multiplexing in combination with multiple light-sheet illumination. The proposed light-sheet based MVH is simple and robust to simultaneously observe images from different planes within a volumetric tissue sample while significantly suppressing out-of-focus background. MVH-LSM requires only one shot with no axial scanning to capture multiple planes simultaneously. In addition, as we use separated side illumination, the depth penetration of the present system is better compared to THIN system. Although the current light-sheet MVH observes two different planes, the system can be extended to obtain more planes simultaneously with more multiplexed volume holographic gratings ultimately enable real-time 3D video microscopy. For instance, a diffraction of element or spatial light modulator can be utilized to generate multiple diffraction beams to produce more light sheets for illumination. The proposed system can then be configured such that more light-sheet based illumination planes occur inside a volumetric sample, and also serve as the input focal planes for the subsequent multiplexed volume holographic imaging gratings.
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1. Introduction

The azobenzene-containing material can be utilized as a holographic material for the sake of induction of dichroism and birefringence upon irradiation with polarized light [1-6]. The E-Z repeating photoisomerization and relaxation of azobenzene chromophores make it rewritable under holographic exposure.

In this paper, an azobenzene-containing material for optical storage are presented. It is fabricated by incorporating the azobenzene material (2-[4-(dimethylamino)phenyl]diazenyl benzoic acid, Methyl Red, MR) with Bis(3-aminopropyl)amine (BAA). The azobenzene composites were formed by ionic bonding, which reduces the opportunity of the phase separation and enhances the thermal stability for long term preservation.

2. Fabrication method

Figure 1 depicts the molecular structures of the materials mentioned. The flow chart of the fabrication process for Azobenzene/BAA composites is illustrated as Fig. 2.

3. Experiments

Figure 3(a) shows the optical configuration for holographic recording. A DPSS laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was used as the light source. The azobenzene-containing material is illuminated by interference of the two plane waves. The power of the plane wave is 30 mW/cm². A surface relief grating is therefore formed in films of the azobenzene-functionalized polymers under holographic exposure. The angles between the two light waves were 7°, resulting in a grating period of 4.35 μm. To evaluate the diffraction efficiency, a He-Ne laser with wavelength of 633 nm was used. Figure 3(b) depicts the optical configuration.

Figure 4(a) shows the diffraction efficiencies of Azobenzene/BAA composites for various diffraction orders. Appearance of the diffraction beams with different orders is shown in Fig. 4(b). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) revealed that surface variations of the composites Azobenzene/BAA, was 758nm, while the sample thickness before holographic recording was 762nm.

4. Conclusion

An azobenzene-based material has been fabricated for optical storage. Performances of its diffraction efficiencies have evaluated as well. It was found that the power sensitivity of Azobenzene/BAA composites was very high, in the order of minutes. Its surface variation due to holographic exposure was very large. The ratio of the variation amplitude to the sample thickness was approximately 0.5.
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1. Background

White blood cells (WBC) play main roles in defending the host against harmful pathogens and disease conditions [1]. Various subtypes of WBCs have been characterized to play different roles in the pathophysiology of diseases [2]. Therefore, accounting the number of WBC in specific subtypes is important. We have developed common-path tomographic diffractive microscopy (cTDM) to acquire three-dimensional (3D) refractive index (RI) mappings of WBC without staining, thus getting morphological information of the cells when they are close to their natural state. Three main subtypes of WBC were analyzed, including monocyte, neutrophil and lymphocyte. We also analyzed the total phase integrated over the projected area of individual WBC, which is proportional to the dry mass. Finally, the scattering properties of WBC were obtained from 3D RI tomograms using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method to demonstrate the feasibility of classifying the three subtypes of WBC based on their backscattering spectra.

2. Methods

2.1 Experimental Setup

The details of the system architecture were described in [3]. cTDM illuminates the sample using a 532 nm continuous-wave diode-pumped solid-state laser with angles ranging from -65° to 65°. The laser beam is expanded by a spatial filter and then focused by a scan lens to the back focal plane of an oil-immersion condenser to generate plane wave illumination. An oil immersion objective lens collects transmitted illumination light and forwardly scattered light of the specimen. A transmission grating is placed at about 70 mm in front of an intermediate image plane to generate multiple diffraction orders of the transmitted light. A window allows the zeroth-order and the first-order beams to pass. An image of the specimen in the zeroth-order beam interferes with a uniform first-order beam serving as the reference beam. Interference images of WBC are acquired by a high-speed CMOS camera. 2D images are recorded with various illumination angles and the retrieved amplitude and the phase images. From phase images, using 3D reconstruction to obtain 3D images.

2.2 Sample Preparation

WBCs were collected from the peripheral blood of human body. Isolated WBCs were not stained with specific antibodies. We add fibrinectin in the slides to fix these WBCs to avoid suspension. Separated WBC subtypes kept on ice before experiments.

2.3 FDTD stimulation

We calculated backscattering spectra of three kinds of WBC. The backscattering was obtained by integrating the scattering intensity in the scattering angles between 164° and 180°.

3. Results

We used cTDM to get phase images and RI tomograms of the three kinds of WBC. Neutrophil's dry mass and RI are the largest. Monocytes have the largest diameter and volume; and lymphocytes have the smallest diameter and volume. From FDTD simulation, the oscillation frequency of the backscattering spectra is correlated with the diameter of spherical scattering subjects. For example, lymphocytes have the smallest diameter and the lowest oscillation frequency. Monocytes have the largest diameter and the highest oscillation frequency.

Fig. 1 (a)-(c) RI images and (d) FDTD simulation results of three subtypes of WBC, BSCS means backscattering cross section (unnormalized).

4. Conclusion

We measured 3-D RI tomograms of individual WBCs and retrieved quantitative structural information and also demonstrated classifications of measured WBC by FDTD stimulation. The methods enable classification of specific WBC subtypes, and it could not disturb WBCs cellular viability or functions.
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1. Introduction

Recently, demand for the new optical memories with high recording density is increasing due to the data explosion. A holographic memory is recognized as one of the new optical memory systems with high recording density and high transfer rate and low power consumption. Among the holographic memory, the collinear system, in which signal and reference beams go through a common path, have robustness for aerial and mechanical turbulence. For further increase of the recording density, the collinear systems with phase modulation for the data coding have been developed. Multi-level logic can be used in this system and multi-bit data can be expressed in one pixel. However, in the readout process in the phase information of each pixel, 4 step phase change of the reference wave is required with the phase shift method, or a set of 4 pixels is needed to express one phase information for the one shot readout. In these cases, the readout time is 4 times slower in the former case or the data density becomes 1/4 in the latter case. Thus, we proposed a new phase modulated collinear holographic memory with a new data coding method here. A limited number of known pixels are embedded in the page data format. Using these known pixels, we can know the absolute value of the phase and also determine the aberration of the reference wave. Using this information, we can readout the phase information of the data pixels. Only two pixels are needed to express the phase from 0 to 2π. In our method less than 3 pixels are required to express one data in the average, in contrast to the normal one shot phase shifting method, in which at least three pixels are required to express one phase information. In this paper, we will investigate some characteristics of this new method. We will estimate the signal to noise ratio and error rate numerically and experimentally.

2. Principle of known phase embedded collinear holographic memory

The optical system is shown Fig.1. In our system, some numbers of pixels with fixed phase are embedded in the data page. In recording process, LCOS-SLM displays phase pattern as reference and signal. In reading process, LCOS-SLM displays reference phase pattern and uniform phase at signal pixels which provides the plane reference wave to detect the phase. We use 4×4 pixels which is defined 1 block as signal pattern. Among those pixels, the four known pixels are put at the corners. The phases of the known pixels are 0, π/2, π, 3π/2. Other pixels, hereinafter called unknown pixels, the phase φ is expressed with a pair of pixels. In 4 phase modulation level, the pair pixels are allotted φ-π/4 and φ+π/4. In analysis, we use 4 known pixels and 12 unknown pixels. First, we calculate parameters of expression which show a relationship between gray levels and recorded signal phase from gray levels of 4 known pixels. Second, we calculate phase φ from gray levels of unknown pixels and the parameters. Phase-shifting interferometry uses at least 3 pictures with different phase of illumination light to read 1 phase value. Using this method, known pixels are 4 pixels compared with 12 unknown pixels in 1 block. Thus, we can get 2 bits information in 3 pixels or less from one picture.

3. Simulation

A result of simulation calculated in 16 phase modulation level is shown in Fig.2. In this simulation, the number of the reference pixels, unknown pixels, and known pixels are 2342, 4816, and 225 respectively. We calculated the phase of the reference from intensity of all known pixels, and each unknown phases from pairs of unknown pixels. The result indicates that 16 level phase modulation can be resolved.

4. Experiment

We did experiment to verify the principle of known phase embedded collinear holographic memory. Fig.3 is the result of experiment in 4 level phase modulation. In this experiment, we use 8×8 pixels of LCOS to show 1 phase value and 56×56 pixels of CCD to determine intensity of 1 phase value. In this experiment, reference light neighbor on signal light unlike the simulation. As a result of analysis from CCD image (Fig.3), we got recorded unknown phase pattern without error.

5. Conclusion

The principle of known phase embedded collinear holographic memory is introduced. This method achieves one-shot phase reading using 3 pixels of LCOS or less. We have shown that 16 modulation level in simulation and 4 modulation level in experiment can be resolved.
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1. Introduction

Holography is a technique to record not only the amplitude but also the phase of object light. In the reconstruction, the optical field of the object can be correctly reconstructed. As a result, we can see through the hologram and observe the three-dimensional (3D) image of an object. In the last decade, the computer-generated hologram (CGH) attracts public’s attention again because it is regarded as the next-generation technique for real 3D display. In the past, the full parallax computer-generated hologram was usually computed by point-based method. The calculation algorithm of the point-based method is straightforward and simple, but it cannot demonstrate the surface properties of object and the computing is relatively slow. Therefore, the point-based method was replaced by the polygon-based method, in which the object model consists of facets but not points [1-4]. Here we adopt the polygon-based method to generate a CGH and apply the parallel computing framework to reduce the computing time.

2. Generation of polygon-based hologram

The flow chat of polygon-based method is shown in Fig. 1. First a 3D model composed of numerous facets is generated. In the polygon-based method, each polygonal surface represents a planar light source. The corresponding wave field $g(x, y)$ at this plane is expressed as

$$g(x, y) = a(x, y) \exp[i\phi(x, y)]$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $a(x, y)$ is the amplitude distribution which represents the shape, texture, and brightness of the polygonal surface; $\phi(x, y)$ is the initial phase distribution of the light. Usually, the plane of facet, which is referred to as the local tilted plane, is not parallel to the local parallel plane. The local parallel plane is parallel to the hologram plane, and its origin coincides with that of the local tilted plane. Thus, it is necessary to transform the function of wave field from the coordinate of local tilted plane to the coordinate of local parallel plane. In the polygon-based method, every facet is processed independently. Therefore all facets can be processed with the parallel computing framework.

A high-definition polygon-based CGH named “Football” was generated and shown in Fig. 2(b). The status of football [Fig.2(a)] is composed of 3688 triangular facets but only 1640 facets face forward and thus contribute to the hologram. The size of the football is $4\text{mm} \times 2\text{mm} \times 2\text{mm}$ and the distance between the football and hologram plane is $250\text{mm}$. The offset angle of the plane-wave reference light is $16.57^\circ$. The resulting amplitude hologram contains $1.6 \times 10^9$ pixels and the pixel pitch is 0.832μm. The “Football” was computed using a computer with quad-core intel i7 870 CPU and 32GB RAM. The total computing time without and with parallel computing framework are 28 mins and 18 mins, respectively. Finally, we used scalar diffraction to reconstruct the hologram [5]. High-definition reconstructed image is shown in Fig. 2(c).

3. Conclusion

A high-definition and full-parallax computer-generated hologram of a computer-graphic model was generated by the polygon-based and texture-added method. We also applied parallel computing framework to speed up the hologram generation. In our demonstration, the computing time was reduced to nearly one half of the original. This work is supported by Ministry of Science and Technology of Taiwan, R.O.C. under contract number 103-2221-E-035-037-MY3.
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1. Introduction

Optical phase includes the information of optical path length as optical wave passes through refractive media. Quantitative phase images attract attention in the different research area, such as optical metrology and cell identification. However, a detector or CCD only detects intensity of samples, and thus phase information is lost due to no phase contrast in optical transfer function. To induce the phase contrast, one strategy with no need of interference is to use defocus measurement through optical axis near Fresnel region. This method is named as transport of intensity equation (TIE). Based on TIE, the phase information can be retrieved from multiple measurements through different depth quantitatively. However, the reconstructed phase is deviated from ground truth since the measured data is corrupt from the noise, at least shot noise. Moreover, the impulse response of TIE serves as a high-pass filtering, resulting in significant amplification of low frequency noise.

In this paper, we propose a method to reconstruct the phase of sample based on the TIE using data from commercial microscopy. Meanwhile, we propose an algorithm to suppress cloudy effect due to low frequency noise. Our approach is able to reconstruct high quality phase information compared with that using direct solver in tradition method.

2. Method

The TIE for reconstructing phase \( \phi(x, y) \) can be wrote as equation shown below

\[
-k \frac{\partial \phi}{\partial z} = \nabla \cdot \left( I_0(x, y) \nabla \phi(x, y) \right)
\]

where \( x, y, z \) and \( \nabla \) denotes three dimensional coordinates, and \( k \) is the wave number. In the assumption of transparent sample, intensity \( I_0 \) (\( \vec{r} \)) can set as constant, therefore, the phase can be solved using the Possion solve as:

\[
\phi(x, y) = \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left( \mathcal{F} \left( \frac{-k \ell(x, y, z)}{I_0 \ell z} \right) \right), \quad H = \frac{-1}{u' + v'}
\]

where \( u \) and \( v \) is the frequency coordinate along vertical and horizontal axis, respectively. \( \mathcal{F} \) and \( \mathcal{F}^{-1} \) denotes the Fourier an inverse Fourier Transform pair. Since lower value (low frequency) in the denominator in eq. (2) would amplifier the low frequency noise, we introduce a regularizer into eq.(2) to address this problem. Associated with regularizer, the eq. (2) can be rewrote as:

\[
\min \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \left[ \frac{k \ell(x, y, z)}{I_0 \ell z} \right] - \mathcal{F}^{-1} \left( \mathcal{F} \phi \right) \right\} = \epsilon \int \int |\phi|dxdy
\]

where \( \epsilon \) is the parameter to weight the regularizer to suppress the noise as well as avoiding the under-fitting.

Result

In the experiment, we reconstructed phase of micro-lens array (MLA150-7AR, Thorlabs) [Fig. 1(a)], and the data is measured using commercial microscopy (DMI 3000 B, Leica). Solving via eq. (2) and alternative directional multiplier method (ADMM), we show the result in Fig. 1 below

![Figure 1](image1.png)

Figure 1. (a) The illustration of microlens array. (b) The reconstructed phase using Poisson solver. (c) The reconstructed phase using eq. (3).

In Fig.1, we can observe that the quantitative thickness (ground truth is 0.87 μm) of microlens solved from eq. (3) [Fig. 1(c)] is better than that in direct Poisson solver [Fig. 1(b)].

Discussion

In this paper, we propose a computational imaging to reconstruct the phase based on TIE. Compared with traditional Possion solver, our approach with ADMM solver can retrieve phase information with higher accuracy.
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Abstract

Techniques that suppress noises derived from reference arm are maturely developed but not the object counterpart. Self-pumped phase conjugation technique which involves that use of BaTiO3 crystal was introduced unto reflective-type digital holographic microscopy to suppress scattering noise prior to recording stage.

Keywords: digital holographic microscopy, photorefractive, self-pumped phase conjugation

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) is a great tool in retrieving three-dimensional information of objects. With the use of digital means, zero-order and image-conjugate noise term that were initially encountered by conventional holography can be easily resolved. It is however that these techniques only suppress noises that are derived from reference arm. Object arm on the other hand, suffered scattering noise which is not being taken sufficient care. Therefore, this paper paid attention to the scattering noise in the object arm, by using phase conjugation techniques which involves self-pumping in photorefractive crystal [1]. Endeavors have showed that scattering noise can only be suppressed prior to recording stage with the use of phase conjugation techniques [2, 3], unlike reference wave. Thus, this study aimed to suppress scattering noise encountered in reflective-type DHM.

2. EXPERIMENT

An experimental setup of a reflective-type DHM, we refer as self-pumped phase conjugation digital holographic microscopy (SPPCDHM) as shown in Fig. 1. A DPSS Verdi laser of 532 nm in wavelength was used as light source. A half-wave plate (HWP) and polarizer were used to produce an extraordinary wave. A variable beam splitter (VBS) was used to adjust the intensity ratio of the object and reference wave. In the object arm, a polarized beam splitter (PBS) and a quarter-wave plate (QWP) was used to reduce intensity loss of object signal. The object (1951 USAF Resolution Target, Positive) was then magnified by a microscopic objective (MO). Again, a HWP was used to modulate the polarization state to extraordinary wave where a lens was used to focus the magnified image into the BaTiO3 crystal. In the reference arm, a spatial filter (SF) and a lens were used to match the quadratic phase term associated with the object wave. The hologram was recorded by a CCD (Pixera-150SS, 1392 × 1040 pixels, 0.650 × 0.484 cm²). In order to show that SPPCDHM is capable in suppressing scattering noise, a transparency film was placed between the focusing lens and BaTiO3 crystal, acting as scattering and phase distortion media. The whole experiment was repeated by using a conventional mirror instead of BaTiO3 crystal as a control set. The experiment was done in ambient surroundings of 27.5°C, 40% humidity.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The holograms were subjected to reconstruction, results as shown in Fig. 2. It is clear that noises are being suppressed by employing phase conjugation technique into DHM. By using a 20x objective lens, the system is capable in achieving a net magnification of ~29x with a resolving power of 2.2μm.

4. CONCLUSION

To conclude this paper, we have employed optical phase conjugation technique into DHM to suppress scattering noise prior to recording stage, particularly in reflection-type configuration. The results proved that the idea is feasible capable in achieving a net magnification of ~29x with a resolving power of 2.2μm by using a 20x objective lens.
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1. Introduction

Computer generated hologram (CGH), contents for a holographic display, can be distinguished in several methods. The point based method requires a lot of computation power, but it is easy to understand and implement [1]. The polygon based method is complicated to implement, but it is efficient to express a plane surface [2, 3]. The ray sampling based method is easy and efficient, but it sacrifices some properties of holographic images [4]. Some studies are trying to save computation power by reducing computation region [1, 2]. These methods utilize light field confinement in the spatial domain. In this paper, we propose a method to reduce computation region by using sparse sampling in the spatial frequency domain, so the confinement of light field in the spatial domain can be considered in the frequency domain as well.

2. Principle

An ordinary computer graphic scene includes enormous polygon facets, and single facet is relatively small for the whole image size. In the polygon based method, CGH of each polygon is calculated independently. In most cases, single polygon is surrounded by zero region.

As seen in Fig. 1(a), it is well known that zero padding in the spatial domain causes sinc interpolation in the frequency domain, when two domains are related by fast Fourier transform (FFT). That is, the spatial domain signal can be recovered from the sparsely sampled signal in the frequency domain as seen in Fig. 1(b).

If the signal is isolated in spatial domain, only small number of key signal in the frequency domain is required to recover the signal. In Fig. 2, the numerical results of the proposed algorithm are represented. In this simulation, total computation grid size $N$ is set to 1024, and local grid size $m$ is set to 128, and the integral equation is summated directly to avoid interpolation error. In this case, the computation region is reduced to 64 times less and the computation time is reduced to about 61.1 times less.

3. Conclusion

We show that isolated signal in the spatial domain can be recovered with sparsely sampled signal in the frequency domain. The proposed method can divide the computation load into many small independent pieces without errors, so it is expected to be implemented to GPGPU computation. It is not the most efficient algorithm relative to other algorithms [2], but it is easy to implement and generalize. For example, the computation load of the proposed algorithm is nearly unrelated with the number of facets.
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1. Introduction
Recently, digital holography (DH)1,2] is attracted in many fields, such as biomedical field3] and industrial field4]. DH can measure the optical phase distribution by capturing interferograms between a signal beam and a reference beam with an image sensor. We proposed the holographic diversity interferometry (HDI)5], which can achieve high speed and high resolution phase measurement by utilizing multiple image sensors. However, HDI needs at least two image sensors for capturing the two phase-shifted interferograms, and the alignment accuracy of these two image sensors have to be within the submicron order.

In this paper, we propose the phase measurement method using the derivative estimation of a single hologram. In the proposed method, we assume the phase deviation of the measuring object to be constant and measure the phase of signal beam from an interferogram and its partial differentiation. Although the proposed method severely restricts the measurable object, such as the tilted plane mirror, the additional image sensor, the phase modulation device, and bandpass filter are not needed. Thus, the proposed method can measure the phase of signal beam in a simple optical setup without deteriorating the measuring speed and the spatial resolution. The experiment showed the basic operation of the proposed method.

2. Derivative estimation of a single hologram
In this section, we explain the basic principle of the proposed method. We assume the signal amplitude is A, the reference amplitude is A0, and the signal phase distribution is \( \phi(x,y) \), the interferogram between the signal beam and reference beam \( H_1 \) is described as

\[
H_1 = A_0^2 + A^2 + 2A_0A\cos(\phi(x,y)).
\] (1)

By extracting the cosine term,

\[
\cos(\phi(x,y)) = \frac{H_1 - (A_0^2 + A^2)}{2A_0A}.
\] (2)

Here, we assume that the \( \phi(x,y) \) is linear coupling of the horizontal x direction and the transverse y direction, and the direction of derivation and that of the phase increment are the same. Partial differentiations along the x direction and the y direction of the equation (2) is described as

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \cos(\phi(x,y)) = -\phi_x \sin(\phi(x,y))
\] (3)

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial y} \cos(\phi(x,y)) = -\phi_y \sin(\phi(x,y))
\] (4)

\( \phi_x, \phi_y \) are derivatives of the \( \phi(x,y) \) along the x direction and the y direction. In this situation, the \( \phi_x \) and \( \phi_y \) should be positive constant values. Thus, the maximum value and the minimum value of the right side of equation (3) are defined as \( I_{\text{max}} \) and \( I_{\text{min}} \), and those of the equation (4) are defined as \( I_{\text{max}} \) and \( I_{\text{min}} \), respectively. The derivative of the phase distribution can be estimated as

\[
\phi_x = \frac{I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}}{2}
\] (5)

\[
\phi_y = \frac{I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}}{2}
\] (6)

These four values of Eqs. (3)-(6) can be easily estimated by the computer, sine term can be described as

\[
\sin(\phi(x,y)) = -\frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \cos(\phi(x,y)) \phi_x + \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \cos(\phi(x,y)) \phi_y / 2
\] (7)

Therefore, the phase distribution of signal beam \( \phi(x,y) \) is described as

\[
\phi(x,y) = \arctan(\sin(\phi(x,y))/\cos(\phi(x,y))).
\] (8)

3. Experiment
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. In this experiment, the plane mirror was used as the measuring object. At first, a green laser was irradiated from diode pumped solid state (DPSS) laser. Then, the plane wave was generated by passing through an isolator and spatial filter. This plane wave was divided into the signal beam and the reference beam. Reference beam was set to linear polarization at 45 degrees and irradiated to the mirror. The reflected light was delivered to the charge coupled device (CCD) by the imaging system consisting from lens 3 to lens 6. The signal beam was set to the circular polarization and delivered to CCD. Here, the incident angle of signal beam is tilted by another mirror. We calculated the phase distribution of tilted plane mirror by the proposed method and HDI, and compared with the results.

Figure 2 shows the experimental results. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show the phase image calculated by the HDI and the proposed method, respectively. Almost same phase image was calculated by the proposed method and the correlation between Figs. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b) was 0.82. This suggests that the proposed method can measure the phase of tilted plane mirror. Moreover, the unwrapped phase image, shown in Fig. 2(c), clearly described the profile of plane mirror. Therefore, the basic operation of the proposed method was confirmed.

4. Conclusion
We showed that the proposed method can measure the signal phase from a single hologram without using the bandpass filter. The extension of proposed method using higher order differentiation is the next step.
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1. Introduction

The volume of information generated not only by people but also by sensors such as those in cameras has been dramatically increasing. Faster technologies that can analyze enormous amounts of data are required. We have developed an optical correlator using a coaxial holography system\(^1\) for this requirement. This optical correlator has a simple configuration and is compatible with the control technique of conventional optical disks such as CDs and DVDs. We achieved 2.4 Mfps in an optical correlation experiment, which is equivalent to 143 Gbps data transfer speed\(^2\) by improving the disk rotation speed via weight reduction of the objective lens and reducing the shift pitch of the shift multiplex recording to 2 µm. We also developed a demonstration system using the optical correlator in a cloud environment\(^3\).

In this study, for practicality, a simple structure disk without a dichroic layer was designed and fabricated on an experimental basis for the tracking servo system, despite using two different color lasers. More than 1000 holograms were written with tracking on a single circular groove track, and stable optical correlation signals were obtained from the written holograms.

2. Disk structure and servo system of the coaxial holography

2.1. Servo system

The coaxial holography system\(^4\) in a simple configuration was employed for our optical correlator. Figure 1(a) shows the configuration of the disk control system. The objective lens was held by a leaf spring of an actuator and moved for focusing and tracking the direction by flowing a current in coils. The astigmatism method and push-pull method were used for focal error detection and tracking error detection, respectively.

2.2. Disk structure

Red and green lasers were employed for the servo system and hologram writing and reading of the optical correlator, respectively. Figures 1 (b) and (c) show the holographic versatile disc (HVD) structure that was proposed for the coaxial holographic system and the simple structure disk without a dichroic layer that was designed in this study, respectively. The HVD consists of glass, 2P+ reflective, gap1, dichroic mirror, gap2, recording (photopolymer), anti-reflection (AR), and cover layers. The dichroic mirror layer was utilized for the preventing degradation of the correlation signal by the preformat used for the tracking and addressing in the optical correlation process. However, the dichroic layer has been a factor in increasing the costs of the holographic disk. For optical correlation, we think that the efficiency of the grooves is lower than the holographic memory for the experiment because the optical correlation signal was not obtained by the two-dimensional imaging devices. The simple structure disk consisting of glass, 2P+ reflective, gap, recording, AR, and cover layers without a dichroic layer was designed and fabricated on an experimental basis for the tracking servo system, despite using two different color lasers.

3. Experiment

A track with a groove pitch of 1 mm on the new disk was used on this experiment. Figure 2 (a) shows the experimental setup for this experiment. When we recorded more than 1000 data with a size of 180 × 240 pixels and a shift multiplex recording pitch of 2 µm, the tracking on a single circular groove track and focusing were executed by a red laser. The recording holograms was time consuming, but we succeeded in recording stable holograms using a pulse laser in the experiment. The stable optical correlation signals were obtained from the written holograms using a green CW laser (Fig. 2(b)). Therefore, the optical correlation system enabled us to demonstrate image matching for a large number of database images.

4. Conclusion

A tracking servo was introduced for a high-speed holographic optical correlation system. A simple structure disk without a dichroic layer was designed. More than 1000 holograms with 2 µm pitch were written by tracking on a single circular groove track and stable auto-correlation signals were obtained.
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Properties of Magnetic Volumetric Hologram with Magnetic Garnet/SiO₂ Multilayered Media
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1. Introduction

Hologram memory is an attractive storage technology with high recording density and fast data-transfer rate. We have studied to realize magnetic hologram using a transparent polycrystalline magnetic garnet films with long-term stability, and succeeded to record and reconstruct magnetic holography using the garnet film¹. However, the reconstructed image was unclear due to small diffraction efficiency. To improve the diffraction efficiency, the formation of deep and clear magnetic fringe is required. Recently, we reported that stacking structures composed of magnetic garnet and heat sink layers allow to diffuse excess heat generated in garnet layers into heat sink layers and prevent a merge of magnetic fringes². In this paper, we fabricated magnetic garnet/SiO₂ multilayer structures to see the effect on diffraction efficiency.

2. Experimental method

The magnetic garnet layer (Bi:YIG) and SiO₂ layers were deposited by ion beam sputtering. Figure 1 showed a structure of fabricated Bi:YIG/SiO₂ multilayer. We fabricated 4 and 8 pairs of SiO₂/Bi:YIG layers on a substituted gadolinium gallium garnet (SGGG) substrate/Bi:YIG structure. The total Bi:YIG thickness of the 4 pair medium was about 1 µm and that of 8pair was about 2 µm. For comparison, Bi:YIG single-layer films were also prepared by RF-magnetron sputtering. The fundamental properties of the fabricated media were summarized in Table 1. The diffraction efficiency was evaluated using two beam interference system with a spatial frequency of 1500 linepair/mm.

3. Results & discussion

Figure 2 shows the diffraction efficiency of the multilayer and single layer media. As shown in Fig. 2, the diffraction efficiency of the 4 pair multilayer and single layer film with about 1 µm thick Bi:YIG was almost same. In contrast, the diffraction efficiency of 8 pair multilayer medium was smaller than that of 2.7 µm thick single layer film. In this experiment, the improvement of diffraction efficiency due to the suppression of thermal diffusion in the garnet layer was not obtained. This may attribute to the reduction of stray magnetic field since it decreases as decreasing the thickness of a garnet layer from the numerical calculation, which results the small reversed magnetization. To increase the strength of reversed magnetization, magnetic assist recording was carried out, and the diffraction efficiency was evaluated. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the assist magnetic field on the maximum diffraction efficiency. The diffraction efficiency was improved by the magnetic assist in all the samples, and the 8 pair multilayer medium showed the higher diffraction efficiency than 2.7 µm single layer film at higher assist magnetic field. This supports that the reversed magnetization without the magnetic assist was insufficient. This suggests the multilayer media could be applied for magnetic hologram memory, and the optimization of the multilayered structure may result higher properties.

4. Conclusions

We fabricated Bi:YIG/SiO₂ multilayer media to see the effect on diffraction efficiency. As a result, the thick 8 pair multilayer media showed smaller diffraction efficiency than that of 2.7 µm single layer film probably due to small stray magnetic field, and the effect of heat sink layer for thermal diffusion suppression was not observed unfortunately. To improve the diffraction efficiency, the magnetic assist recording was carried out, and the 8 pair multilayer medium showed the highest diffraction efficiency. So the optimization of the multilayered structure may result much high diffraction efficiencies and clear reconstruction images. This work was supported in part by the Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research (S) 26220902 and (A) 15H02240.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 The properties of SiO₂/Bi:YIG multilayer and Bi:YIG single-layer media</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transmissivity T (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single layer film (1.2 µm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single layer film (2.7 µm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 pair multilayer medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 pair multilayer medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Structure of Bi:YIG/SiO₂ multilayer](image1.png)

![Fig. 2. The diffraction efficiency of the multilayered and single layer media](image2.png)

![Fig. 3. The dependence of the assist magnetic field on the maximum diffraction efficiency](image3.png)
Volumetric display using bubbles induced by femtosecond laser pulses
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1. Introduction

Volumetric display has paid much attention for three-dimensional (3D) display in fields of optics and computer graphics. This display can render the 3D graphics that is observed from any surrounding viewpoints without to wear any special devices and physiologic discomfort unlike holographic, stereoscopic, and head-mounted display are based on planer two-dimensional (2D) screen for displaying visual information having binocular parallax. Volumetric displays render volume pixels, which are generally called voxels. These displays are classified into two types, depending on the characteristics of the voxels: the light-reflecting type and the light-emitting type. The laser irradiation type has a wide viewing angle and does not require any physical connection between the light source and the display volume. Laser-irradiation-based volumetric displays have been demonstrated by using various media. With these previous approaches, however, the number of voxels in the volumetric display is not high enough for rendering practical volumetric images because they are limited by the repetition frequency of the laser and the speed of the 3D scanning system. In our previous work, we proposed the volumetric display systems based on holographic parallel optical access and multi-photon excitation using a computer-generated hologram (CGH) displayed on a liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LCSLM). The screen materials were the multilayer fluorescent screen [1] and air [2]. The holographic method has not only increased the maximum number of voxels that can be rendered but also enabled the formation of brighter volumetric images. In addition, two-color display composed of red voxels and blue-green voxels has been achieved. In this paper, we demonstrated volumetric display with femtosecond-laser induced microbubbles.

2. Experimental setup

Figure 1 shows the system configuration of the holographic-laser-drawing volumetric display using the Fourier CGHs displayed on LCSLM. It consists of an amplified femtosecond laser source (Micra and Legend Elite Duo, Coherent), a 2D galvanometer mirror (GM-1010, Canon) and varifocal lens (EL-10-30-C, Optotune) that constitute a 3D beam scanner, an LCSLM (X8267, Hamamatsu). A femtosecond laser has a center wavelength of 800 nm, a repetition frequency of 1 kHz, a pulse duration of <100 fs, and a maximum pulse energy of up to 7 mJ.

3. Experimental results

Figure 2 shows the generated area of micro-bubbles in the axial direction for the energy of the irradiated pulses. Femtosecond laser-induced micro-bubbles were observed with a cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) image sensor (BU50LN, Bitran) and illumination of a halogen lamp. The frame rate of the CCD image sensor was 33 fps. The threshold of generated micro-bubbles for a single pulse was 1.8µJ. The bubble was not generated for 0.5 µJ or lower even though 1000 pulses were irradiated. As the pulse energy and the number of irradiated pulses are increased, the generated area expanded along the axial direction of the laser pulse irradiation.

Figure 3 shows a sequence of images of the 2D graphics rendered by femtosecond laser-induced micro bubbles. This picture has taken in ambient room light. The repetition frequency of the laser pulses was 1 kHz, and the irradiation energy was 1.8 µJ.

4. Conclusion

We demonstrated a display with femtosecond laser-induced micro bubbles and holographic-laser-drawing technique using the CGH displayed on LCSLM.
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The study of synthesizing Images in screen imaging synthesis system
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Summary

In the study of holography, the quality of hologram is very important. The BSDF is used to describe scatter behavior of object surface or diffuser [1-3]. The screen imaging synthesis system (SIS) can measure BSDF of hologram quickly and correctly. It uses a camera to get image which records the information of light distribution and uses rotators to change the picturing aspect. By using image fusion, we can get the whole field light distribution [4]. It is a powerful instrument to check the quality of hologram. The SIS system consists of a camera, a screen, a light source and three motors. Figure 1 show the structure of the SIS system. For example, we measure the BSDF of a diffuser. First, we define the coordinate plot. The coordinate plot on SIS system is (x, y, z) which does not change when the motors rotates. The coordinate plot (x1, y1, z1), (x2, y2, z2) and (x3, y3, z3) are on the motor 1, motor 2 and motor 3. The screen and the camera are all on the coordinate plot (x, y, z). The light source is on the coordinate plot (x2, y2, z2) and the diffuser is on the coordinate plot (x3, y3, z3). If the point P0 (α, β, γ) which the point P3 (α3, β3, γ3) on (x3, y3, z3) projects onto the screen will change the position when three motors rotate. We can use rotation matrices to describe how three motors affect the coordinate position. Equation 1 shows the rotation matrices for three motors.

\[
R_{1} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_1 & 0 & \sin \theta_1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin \theta_1 & 0 & \cos \theta_1
\end{bmatrix},
R_{2} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \cos \theta_2 & -\sin \theta_2 \\
0 & \sin \theta_2 & \cos \theta_2
\end{bmatrix},
R_{3} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_3 & 0 & \sin \theta_3 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin \theta_3 & 0 & \cos \theta_3
\end{bmatrix}
\]

matrices for three motors.

The three rotation matrices have different bases, so we use similarity transformation to change bases of rotation matrices. Equation 2 and equation 3 show the relation equation between P0 and P3.

\[
P3 = R_{3}P0R_{2}P0R_{1}P0 = R_{1}P0R_{2}P0R_{3}P0
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\alpha \\
\beta \\
\gamma
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_1 & 0 & \sin \theta_1 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin \theta_1 & 0 & \cos \theta_1
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_2 & 0 & \sin \theta_2 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin \theta_2 & 0 & \cos \theta_2
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\cos \theta_3 & 0 & \sin \theta_3 \\
0 & 1 & 0 \\
-\sin \theta_3 & 0 & \cos \theta_3
\end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix}
\alpha \\
\beta \\
\gamma
\end{bmatrix}
\]

In the process of image fusion, we find that some sections are overlapped up to 10 times. The repeated data will slow down the system speed and the large angle image will have less information. So we try to reduce the image number to optimize system. We give up some large angle images and the total image number is reduced from 35 pictures to 23 pictures. We compare the result of the 35 pictures to the 23 pictures of measuring XM-L LED. The two results are very similar and their NCC of one-dimension intensity distribution between 35 pictures and 23 pictures are 99.97%. Figure 2 shows the one-dimension intensity distribution of 35 pictures and 23 pictures.
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Michelson Interferometer for 3D Displacement Measurements
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1. Introduction

Michelson interferometer is a powerful tool in the field of optical metrology. With the help of Michelson interferometer, several optical detections are achievable, such as precise inspection of moving distances, characterization of spectral bandwidth, determination of the refractive index, identification of the surface profile, and study of the coherence for the optical sources [1].

In this paper, we use the Michelson interferometer to perform the distance measurement for a 3-dimensional translation stage. Our purpose is to design a movable stage, which meets the requirement of the next-generation lithography. The displacement accuracy should be in the order of nanometers. With the help of Michelson interferometer, accuracy of the presented setup better than 1 nanometer is desirable.

2. Principle and experiment

Figure 1(a) shows the configuration of a Michelson Interferometer, which are mainly composed of (1) a laser light source, (2) a beam splitter, (3) a fixed mirror M2 and a movable mirror M1 which is mounted on a translation stage, (4) a object lens, and (5) a screen.

![Fig. 1. (a) Schematic setup of the scanning fringe projection. (b) Appearance of the optical setup for the 3D moving stage.](image)

Light from a laser source is divided by a beam splitter, which is oriented at an angle 45° to the beam. One half of the light wave is reflected from the beam splitter to the fixed mirror M2, and then is back to the beam splitter. The other half passing through the beam splitter is reflected by the movable mirror M2 and is then back to the beam splitter. The resulting reflected and transmitted waves are focused by an objective lens to form two point sources, and projected to a screen where they superimpose to create fringes. With the Michelson interferometer, the displacement of the movable mirror M1 can be determined. The movement of M1 is discerned by counting the shift of the phase on the screen. The relation between the moving distance and the shifted phase can be expressed as

\[ d = \frac{\lambda}{4\pi} \Delta \varphi. \]  

A 3D moving stage with size of 220mm 220mm was selected as the tested sample. This stage was actuated by piezo flexure materials and could be translated in x-, y-, and z-directions. A Michelson interferometer was built beneath the stage to measure the moving distance in x-, y-, and z-directions. Figure 1(b) shows the optical setup, in which the 3D moving stage is addressed with dotted lines. The mirrors M4, M1, and M7 were mounted on the moving stage. The other mirrors M3, M2, and M5 were mounted on the fixed plate. To perform the displacement measurement in x-, y-, and z-axis, three interference patterns were formed. When the tested stage was moving along a desired axis, the corresponding interference pattern shifted its phases to a specific position. Phase of the interference pattern can be extracted by the Fourier transform method [2]. Thus, the shifted phase caused by the displacement was determined. Displacement in that axis could be identified by Eq. (1).

![Fig. 2. (a) Appearance of the interference pattern on the screen. (b) The extracted phase map. (c) Its distribution along one image row. (d) Correspondence between the moving distance and the voltage applied to the piezoe flexure material.](image)

Figure 2(a) shows the interference pattern observed by a CCD camera. Figure 2(b) illustrates the extracted phase map. Its phase distribution along one image row is shown as Fig. 2(c). By actuating the piezo flexure material, the stage was located at another location, and the phase of the interference pattern was shifted. Figure 2(d) illustrates the position of the translation stage when a voltage is applied to the piezo flexure material. A Michelson interferometer is employed to identify the moving distance. The displacement is not linearly proportional to the applied voltage. As a result, the trace of the positions when the voltage was applied incrementally is different from that when the voltage was applied decreased. The measurement was repeated more than three times. All the obtained results were consistent. It is found that the stage’s location can be precisely identified with the interferometer. Accuracy in the order of nanometers is desirable.

3. Conclusion

A configuration of a 3D translation stage calibrated by Michelson interferometers has been proposed. With the help of Michelson interferometer, the location of the 3D translation stage actuated the piezo flexure material can be precisely described. It is found that the moving distance of the translation stage is not linearly proportional to the applied voltage. Accuracy in the order of nanometers is desirable.
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Summary

Because of rapidly growing amount of data, the needs of cold data storage keep increasing. Holographic data storage technique is undoubtedly the best solution. But the scattering noise of photopolymer used as recording media restricts the storage capacity. In order to analyze the scattering characteristics of recording media, we develop an innovative machine which can rapidly measure the bidirectional scattering distribution function (BSDF) of a recording media used in holographic data storage [1, 2].

Figure 1 shows the set-up of the measuring machine. This machine can not only measure the BSDF by replacing the diffuser with a light source, it can also measure the light distribution of a small light source, so the distance between the light source and screen allows us to measure the light source under 5 cm [3]. The screen is made by a white lambertian sticker glued on a 601 by 496 by 3 (mm) anti-reflective glass and the motor 1 and motor 2 rotate the diffuser and laser to 60 different positions. As a result, we can use the screen and the camera to capture the whole light field distribution, and the motor 3 changes the incident angle of the diffuser.

After finishing the parameter optimization and calibration of the system [4, 5], we can use the image fusion algorithm developed by our team to get the 2-D light distribution or BSDF [6]. When the incident angle is 0º and the angular resolution is 2º, we can get the result in only 10 minutes. Compared to 7 hours that the goniophotometer takes, it can dramatically enhance the measurement time by 97.6%. If the amount of the incident angle is 90 (0–80), the machine takes only 1 hour to finish the measurement, and the 2-D result is shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 3 is the comparison of 1-D BSDF result between our machine and a traditional goniophotometer. Except the unmeasurable angle in the goniophotometer, the two curves are highly similar. We verify the accuracy of machine with 4 different diffusers, whose incident angle is form 0 to 70, and all the normalized cross correlation (NCC) of 1-D BSDF results between our machine and the goniophotometer are higher than 98.5%. It demonstrates the high accuracy and feasibility of the machine for measuring scattering light distributions.
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1. Introduction

Multiplex holography was originally proposed to overcome the limitation on the subjects which can be used for holographic recording. A series of 2D photographs was generated by computer or taken from a 3D object and then fed into the optical system for synthesizing as a composite hologram. Besides the original flat format, multiplex hologram was also developed into the cylindrical type [1], the conical type [2], and the disk type [3]. These later types of multiplex holograms are capable of generating 3D images for walk-around viewing. Multiplex hologram fabricated with the tradition method would generate image superimposed with vertical dark lines, called picket-fence effect. To solve this problem, the image-plane technique was introduced. Due to the possible emerging of flexible display device, the possibility of using it as the input object plane was considered [4]. In that investigation, since the scale of the object was small, the input object plane was approximated to be a partial cone. Here, we consider the object plane in more detail and fabricate a reflection conical multiplex hologram. The experimental result is compared with the previous result.

2. Holographic Process and Experimental Result

Figure 1 shows the optical system for the object beam in holographic recording. Laser light is expanded by the spatial filter SF before focused by the lens L1 onto the center of the lens L2. On its way toward the lens L2, it carries the information displayed on the object plane, a curved surface. The diverged wave is further focused by the lens L3 to a distance q3+dfe downstream. The object plane corresponding to the image plane is a compressed asymmetric conical surface due to different magnification for different image distance.

The holographic recording for individual image-plane hologram is with a coherent reference wave diverging on the axis and above the tip of the recording conical film. After each recording, the object is replaced by the next image and the conical film is rotated by a small angle for making the next exposure till all the images are used up. This reflection holographic geometry guarantees the reproduction of a single-colored 3D image, with wavelength bandwidth limited by the thickness of the recording medium, for the observer. The original 2D object is prepared by the information flattened from the compressed conical surface and photo-reduced on the black-and-white photographic film. The mount of the compressed conical shape to clamp the 2D object information into the right shape is fabricated by 3D printing.

An ideal cube object of 4cm on each side is first projected by the eye onto the hologram cone to obtain the original 2D object. With geometrical optical ray-tracing, the 2D object information is traced back to the object plane in Fig.1 for recording. Following the above-described procedure, we can then obtain the final observed images generated from the conical hologram. Fig.2 left shows the image observed at the designated viewing distance of 50cm. The figure on the right-hand side is from the previous result when the 2D object in the hologram recording system is prepared on a conical surface. We note that, with the method proposed in this paper, the regenerated image is free from distortion.

3. Summary

With the holographic film pre-bent into a conical shape before recording, the interfering-ray directions on the film would not be changed after development process. Hence, the holographic process is considerably simplified. The device to mount the distorted 2D object plane can easily be fabricated by using the 3D printer. The final result shows that the regenerated image from the hologram is free from distortion.
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Speckle Reduction in Holographic Projection Display Using Window Partition Method
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1. Introduction to system schematic of holographic projection display (HPD)
We present a scheme of a holographic projection display in which a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM) performed three functions: beam shaping, image display, and speckle reduction. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic diagram of the entire system and the functionality. The functions of beam shaping and image display were performed by dividing the SLM window in to four sub-windows which were loaded with different diffractive phase elements (DPEs). Three sub-windows show DPEs to shape red, green, and blue lasers into rectangular distributions and become the incident field to the imaging DPE loaded in the sub-window. The field modulated by the DPE to generate a display image through a Fourier transform lens. The functions of speckle reduction and color combination were performed by temporally integrating the display images. The DPEs were calculated using a modified iterative Fourier transform algorithm (IFTA). Initializing with different random phases, the IFTA program resulted in DPEs which generate resemble images with random phases. Integrating the images reduces the speckle phenomenon in the resultant image.

2. Window partition method for HPD
The first function performed by the SLM is beam shaping of the incident lasers. The cross section of the incident beam is circular and will be changed into rectangular by the SLM. The left side of the SLM window is divided into three sub-windows $W_r$, $W_g$, and $W_b$ sequentially from top to bottom, and each contains 360 x 360 pixels. Each sub-window modulates a laser beam to generate rectangular distribution of intensity that will cover the right side of the SLM window $W_I$.

The second function performed by the SLM is diffractive imaging by means of an optical Fourier transform system. Loaded in sub-window $W_I$, the phase elements DPEI containing 1560 x 1080 pixels to generate the display images are calculated using the IFTA programs which are the same as the programs for beam shaping DPE. Although the optical wave incident to $W_I$ is not uniform and contains speckles, the quality of the diffractive image of the illuminated DPEI is approximately close to that illuminated by uniformly plane waves.

The third function performed by the SLM is speckle reduction by temporally integrating many statistically independent speckled images. Speckle phenomenon in an image can be evaluated by the speckle contrast $C$, defined by $C = \sigma / \bar{I}$, where $\sigma$ and $\bar{I}$ are the standard deviation and the mean of the speckle intensity of image, respectively. Figure 2 shows the test pattern which we used to evaluate the effect of our method of speckle reduction and the speckle contrast of the resultant images.

3. Summary
We have presented a holographic projection display scheme that requires very limited volume because it needs only a phase-only SLM, a Fourier-transform lens, and two mirrors. The beam shaping and image display functions were performed by dividing the SLM window into four sub-windows. Speckle reduction was achieved by displaying the DPEs in temporal sequence. The DPEs were calculated using a modification of IFTA. Speckle in the resultant image was reduced through the temporal integration of the diffractive images. Sixteen images were used to produce speckle contrast values of 0.26.
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1. Introduction

A continuous fringe-scanning scheme combined with a generalized phase shifting approach is an effective way to perform a high-speed measurement in phase-shifting digital holography (PSDH) because highly precise phase shift control and synchronization between a digital camera and a phase shifter are not required [1]. The recent piezoelectric transducer (PZT) controller is often equipped with a programmable control function for stage positioning. Although a linear phase shift can be created by such functions, if only simple program functions such as move, stop and wait are used, we may obtain a quasi-linear phase shift. The problem on the phase shift error can be almost negligible in the generalized PSDH. However, the nonlinearity of the phase shift will affect the integrating intensity of the interference fringe captured by the continuous fringe scanning scheme.

In this study, we develop the generalized PSDH with the continuous fringe-scanning scheme using a quasi-linear phase shift that is created by the simple program function of the PZT controller. Furthermore, we experimentally investigate the effect of the quasi-linear phase shift.

2. Method

We consider a color PSDH system shown in Fig. 1. The phase shift is created by a reference mirror mounted on a piezo stage (SIGUMA KOKI, SFS-H40X) controlled by a PZT controller (SIGUMA KOKI, FINE-01γ). The simple motion can be controlled by a programmable control function. The minimum step size is 1 nm and the wait time pitch width is 0.01 sec. Three phase-shifted color interference fringes are captured by a color CCD camera (SONY XCL5005CR, 2048×2048 pixels, 15fps). After color decomposition, the statistical generalized phase-shifting approach is independently applied to the interference fringes of each wavelength. As a result, the phase shift values of each wavelength are estimated [2]. We use an interference fringe between two plane waves to verify the effect of the quasi-linear phase shift. Therefore, the phase shift value and the moving distance of the reference mirror can be obtained correctly using the Fourier transform function. The minimum step size is 1 nm and the wait time pitch width is 0.01 sec. Three phase-shifted color interference fringes are captured by a color CCD camera (SONY XCL5005CR, 2048×2048 pixels, 15fps). After color decomposition, the statistical generalized phase-shifting approach is independently applied to the interference fringes of each wavelength. As a result, the phase shift values of each wavelength are estimated [2].

In such case, the direction of phase rotation may be inverted due to the excessive increase of the phase shift in the phase shift estimation. Therefore, the influence of a quasi-linear phase shift is small as long as a long wavelength light source is used. In the condition II, there were phase errors of approximately 0.3 radian in all frames. Moreover, significant phase estimation error occurred at frames around the stop state. The reconstructed image was distorted because the object and conjugation waves were reconstructed at the same time as shown in Fig.4(b). The cause of that may be due to the vibration noise caused by the stage stop, the increase of the nonlinear phase shift component due to the repetition of the rapid acceleration or deceleration, and the small amount of the phase shift. At the large error frames, the distortion of the reconstructed image was improved because the phase shift became large. In contrast, the phase estimation error was less than 0.02 radian in the condition III. The object wave was clearly reconstructed except for some frames in which a large phase estimation error occurred. The phase of the reconstructed image was slightly increased with increasing the frame number, which may be caused by the nonlinear phase shift component.

3. Conclusion

We verified the effect of the quasi-linear phase shift in generalized PSDH with the continuous fringe-scanning scheme. When the quasi-linear phase shift was created by the phase shift schedule consisting of successive minute movement without the stopping state, the phase shift estimation can be successfully performed. When the stopping state was used to create the linear phase shift, the effect of the quasi-linear phase shift was significantly different depending on the combination of the move and wait time.

4. Experimental results

Figure 2 shows the moving distance of the reference mirror as a function of the frame. The moving distance per 1 frame was I: 72.0±10.8nm, II: 9.2±3.4nm, and III: 32.0±6.7nm. The reference mirror moved almost linearly though small fluctuations occurred when the piezo stage is accelerated or decelerated. Figure 3 shows the phase estimation error of generalized PSDH. The typical reconstructed phase image is shown in Fig.4, where the phase is compensated by the initial phase of the first reconstructed frame.

In the condition I, phase estimation was successfully performed except for some frames in which a large estimation error occurred. The phase estimation error may be caused by the nonlinearity of the quasi-linear phase shift. However, almost the same reconstructed wave was obtained in all frames in the case of the He-Ne and the Nd-YAG lasers. For the blue LD, the exchange between the object and conjugate waves sometimes occurred though the object wave was clearly reconstructed. In such case, the direction of phase rotation may be inverted due to the excessive increase of the phase shift in the phase shift estimation. Therefore, the influence of a quasi-linear phase shift is small as long as a long wavelength light source is used. In the condition II, there were phase errors of approximately 0.3 radian in all frames. Moreover, significant phase estimation error occurred at frames around the stop state. The reconstructed image was distorted because the object and conjugation waves were reconstructed at the same time as shown in Fig.4(b). The cause of that may be due to the vibration noise caused by the stage stop, the increase of the nonlinear phase shift component due to the repetition of the rapid acceleration or deceleration, and the small amount of the phase shift. At the large error frames, the distortion of the reconstructed image was improved because the phase shift became large. In contrast, the phase estimation error was less than 0.02 radian in the condition III. The object wave was clearly reconstructed except for some frames in which a large phase estimation error occurred. The phase of the reconstructed image was slightly increased with increasing the frame number, which may be caused by the nonlinear phase shift component.

3. Conclusion

We verified the effect of the quasi-linear phase shift in generalized PSDH with the continuous fringe-scanning scheme. When the quasi-linear phase shift was created by the phase shift schedule consisting of successive minute movement without the stopping state, the phase shift estimation can be successfully performed. When the stopping state was used to create the linear phase shift, the effect of the quasi-linear phase shift was significantly different depending on the combination of the move and wait time.
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1. Introduction

Digital holographic microscopy (DMH) has great potentials in biomedical imaging applications. By computational reconstruction, in-focus three-dimensional images can be easily reconstructed without time consuming vertical optical axis scanning. In general, DHM requires coherent condition when format a hologram by CCD camera. Thus, it can not reconstruct 3D images under incoherent sources, such as white light or emitted fluorescent light.

To generate interference pattern for digital holography, a pinhole can be used in lensless system with LED light source, but it is difficult to use in bio-fluorescent sample [1] [2]. Several techniques have been proposed to cross this barrier by using incoherent light such as Fresnel incoherence correlation holography [3][4] and incoherent digital holographic adaptive optics [5][6][7]. However, the former requires spatial light modulators with limited pixel resolution and expensive price, while the later needs mechanical scanning in their Mach–Zehnder setup to match short optical path length.

2. Experimental results

In this article, a self-interference 4-f imaging system with two multiplexed volume holographic pupils is proposed. PQ-PMMA volume hologram can be used as a thick recording material to record wavefronts [8] [9] [10]. Through the recording exposure process, two multiplexed volume holographic pupils can diffract two different wavefronts along the same path, as shown in Fig.1. The diffracted signal beam from the sample will interfere with its corresponding common-path reference beam after volume holographic pupils. Therefore, self-interfered pattern will be generated and recorded at the CCD plane. Fresnel propagation method then can be utilized for computational reconstruction.

In the experiment, we used a white light LED as an incoherent light source. An air-force resolution target was used in our microscopic imaging system to test the system property. The multiplexed volume holographic pupil is located at the center position (i.e. Fourier plane) in microscopy system. With multiplexed volume holographic pupils, Fig.2 shows the raw image captured by CCD and its reconstructed image without multiplexed volume holographic pupils. Fig 2(b) shows that with multiplexed volume holographic pupils can successfully reconstruct the image and enhanced contrast under incoherent light source.

3. Conclusion

We have demonstrated multiplexed volume holographic pupils in microscopic imaging system with multiplexed volume holographic pupils. The image can be well reconstructed under incoherent light source by digital holography in our system.
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1. Introduction
Wide-field fluorescence microscopy is a commonly used imaging technique by researchers and clinicians. For thick biological samples, background noise caused by out-of-focus light reduces contrast and signal-to-noise ratio of observed images. In general, post-imaging processing such as deconvolution techniques can improve image quality [1]; however, it does not provide true optical sectioning, due to the missing cone in system’s transfer function. The most commonly used optical sectioning imaging method with good background rejection in biomedicine is based on point-by-point laser scanning confocal approach [2-4]. Although increasing number of scanning points at a specific depth are ongoing [5], multiple axial foci are barely achieved in confocal microscopy. Here, we demonstrate the first experimental realization of a non-axial-scanning multi-focal confocal microscope for 3D imaging where contrast and speed are achieved from the combination of confocal imaging pinholes and multiplexed holographic Bragg illumination filters.

2. Experimental results
Volume hologram is a photographic recording of light field. The interference pattern diffracts the light of the original light field during reconstruction. We fabricate a multiplexed holographic Bragg illumination filters with multi-focal points to realize a non-axial-scanning confocal system. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed system, where two conjugated pinholes reject out-of-focus light such that corresponding photodetectors simultaneously collect optically sectioned information from different depths. Figure 2 shows experimental results of the point spread function measured by a flat mirror.

Fig. 1. Non-axial-scanning multifocal confocal system. Fig. 2. point spread function measured by a flat mirror.
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Summary

With the aim of advance the storage capacity on optical disc, using near-field optics or holography to break the bottle neck is a useful method. We make an effort on holographic disc which is a way to achieve better storage capacity and lower recording time. The Bragg condition makes the intensity of recording beam changing, thus we can adjust the position of recording materials to let the data be recorded in several. This paper is thus planned to present the higher precision, stability and efficiency than the traditional disc.

The on-axis holographic data storage system (Figure 1) is easily to miniaturization, integration and downward compatibility by DB/DVD drive and downward compatibility. The coupled mode theory and Born’s approximation method which are the calculation method of wave states could be used in the condition of week couple. Unfortunately, those two methods are too intricate to get answer in a short time. Thus, there is a model which is called volume hologram as an integrator of the lights emitted from elementary light source (VOHIL) proposed by Prof. C.C. Sun to have a result of efficiency and relative phase shifting immediately which is. This method could be used in week couple condition, and it is the basic in the simulation on the Bragg degeneracy.

The simulation of formula by VOHIL is expressed as

\[ D \propto \int \left( |S|^2 + |R|^2 \right) P e^{i\phi_p} + P S^* R e^{i(\phi_p + \phi_R)} + P S R^* e^{i(\phi_p + \phi_S)} \right] e^{i\phi_d} d\vec{r} \]

The simulation of formula by VOHIL is expressed as

Where the DA is amplitude of diffraction beam, S is amplitude of signal beam, R is amplitude of reference beam, \( \phi_p \) is phase of reading beam, \( \phi_s \) is phase of signal beam, \( \phi_R \) is phase of reference beam, and \( \phi_d \) is phase of diffraction beam.

We change several parameter of recording material which is thicknesses, dimension of interference and focus position. Figure 2 shows the efficiency of self-diffraction signal, the intensity change by the shifting along the Bragg degeneracy axis on disc. With the on-axis system and the simulation, we using the spherical wave as the reference light and signal light to generate the self-diffraction signal from holographic disc, as shown on Figure 3.

In conclusion, after using the standard deviation of several experiments as evaluation criteria, we knows that reference and signal light spot has the larger distance in the X direction, the lower displacement tolerance, but the self-diffraction signal cannot be discriminated if two light spot are too close.

Fig. 1. The system setup of HDS system.

Fig. 2. The simulation in holographic disc by VOHIL.

Fig. 3. The self-diffraction beam reading experiment.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, the diffractive optical elements (DOEs) to generate tilted diffractive fields are designed using the iterative angular spectrum algorithm (IASA) and implemented using a phase-only spatial light modulator (SLM). IASA adopted the angular spectrum (AS) method to perform fast and exact calculations of the wave propagating not only between two parallel planes but non-parallel planes. This is achieved by modifying and optimizing the spatial frequency.

2. Angular Spectrum Method and Iterative Angular Spectrum Algorithm (IASA)
In AS method, the light field in a source plane, \( U(x, y, 0) \), is decomposed into a angular spectrum,

\[
A(f_x, f_y; 0) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U(x, y, 0)e^{-j2\pi(f_x x + f_y y)} \, dx \, dy
\]

(1)

where \( f_x \) and \( f_y \) are spatial frequencies with respect to \( x \) and \( y \), respectively. When a wave propagates over a distance of \( z \), the AS undergoes a phase delay specified by the transfer function, given by

\[
A(f_x, f_y; z) = A(f_x, f_y; 0)H(f_x, f_y; z) = A(f_x, f_y; 0)e^{-j\frac{2\pi}{\lambda}z(\frac{1}{f_x^2} + \frac{1}{f_y^2})}
\]

(2)

over a distance of \( z \), the AS undergoes a phase delay specified by the transfer function, given by

\[
H'(f_x, f_y; z) = H(f_x, f_y; z) \left( \frac{f_x}{2f_{\text{max}}} \right) \left( \frac{f_y}{2f_{\text{max}}} \right)
\]

(3)

where \( H' \) is the band-limited transfer function.

In addition, to obtain the numerical results accurately, the sampling window on the source sampling area needs to be doubled along both the side length, and the extending area will be padded with zeros.

When the spatial frequency coordinates are rotated, the rotated coordinates is calculated by multiplying a rotation matrix \( M \). Rotation of the spatial frequency domain increases the light field of target plane and be non-uniform in cross-sectional area. In order to overcome this problem, a Jacobian term is taken into account to maintain the conservation of energy of light.

We designed the DOEs using an iterative angular spectrum algorithm (IASA) which combined an iterative process with the AS theory. As shown in Fig. 1, the rotating spatial frequency domain and the Jacobian are conducted in the process of forward and backward propagations formed by the angular spectrum method.

3. Experimental results
We designed several DOEs using the IASA. Each DOE contains 1920 × 1080 pixels with the display distance \( z \) of 30 cm. Figure 2 shows three DOEs and corresponding diffraction images which were captured by displaying the DOEs on an SLM. Figure 3(a) shows the DOE which was designed by setting the propagation distance of 30 cm and the rotation angle of 45 degrees. The diffraction images captured in the observation planes, tilted by the angles of 25º, 45º, and 65º, are shown as in Figs. 3(b) to (d), respectively. The image of tilted angle 45º is coincident with the simulation results, as shown in Fig. 3(c). It is shown that the image quality, including the uniformity and sharpness of the edges, of Fig. 3(c) is the best among these figures.

4. Conclusion
We designed the DOEs on the basis of AS method to realize the tilted diffractive images. The experimental results show that the best image of rotation was obtained when the observation tilted plane rotated equal to the setting angle. As the tilted angle changed from 0º to 85º, and the maximum angle of the tilted plane of the projection images occurs at 75º.
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1. Introduction
Photopolymerizable materials can be used for holographic recording due to their good light sensitivity, real-time image development, large dynamic range, and low cost [1-6]. It typically consists of a specific type of photo-initiated guest monomers and a photo-initiator; both are well dispersed in a host matrix. The light illumination makes the photo-initiators and monomers to produce polymer chains inside the host matrix. Refractive index of this material is therefore modulated by the light illumination. In general, the optical storage properties of these photopolymeric recording medium rely crucially on the characteristic of the host and guest molecules; the host matrix should be highly porous such that the monomer and the initiator can infiltrate into its pores.

In this paper, an approach to fabricate photopolymerizable materials is presented. The EGPEA (ethylene glycol phenyl ether acrylate) is selected as the monomer, and the Irgacure 784 is employed as the photo-initiator. The porous substrate formed by PMMA [poly(methyl methacrylate)] is then subjected to the subsequent infiltration of the monomers EGPEA and the photo-initiator Irgacure 784. Once it is exposed to photo-illumination, the linear acrylate polymer chains are formed within the PMMA matrix, leading to a change of refractive index.

2. Fabrication method and experiment
Figure 1(a) illustrates the flow chart of the fabrication process. The PMMA uniformly distributed in ethanol is mixed with the monomers EGPEA and the photo-initiator Irgacure 784. The composite gel is then mechanically stirred in circulated condition at room temperature for 15 minutes. After validation for 24 hours, a photopolymerizable material is formed.

3. Conclusion
We have described an approach using PMMA/EGPEA composites to fabricate holographic materials. A holographic configuration has been set up for optical recording and reading on the optical storage materials. Diffraction efficiencies of various molar ratios of PMMA/EGPEA have been evaluated. A set of phase gratings with various grating periods by changing the incident angles were performed as well. For interference angles $\theta_1 + \theta_2 < 85^\circ$, diffraction efficiency more than 70% can be achieved.
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1. Introduction
Optimization algorithms for design of diffractive optical elements (DOEs) are categorized into two types: inverse method and direct method. The drawbacks of inverse and direct methods are lack of flexibility and inefficiency, respectively. In order to improve these drawbacks, we develop a novel algorithm which combines the features of both inverse and direct methods. In the paper, we introduce the method and compare different scanning methods. Expect for random perturbation, three other scanning methods to ensure the selection of all pixels in the diffraction plane are compared.

2. Pixelization error reduction algorithm (PERA) and scanning methods
Figure 1 shows the schematic of a DOE system in which the DOE and the diffractive planes are connected by Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms. The optimization process starts with the selection of a pixel in the diffractive plane. The amplitude of the pixel is replaced by the value of the corresponding pixel in the target image. The algorithm is thus called pixelization error reduction algorithm or, in brief, PERA. The new diffractive field inverse Fourier transformed to yield a DOE field function. The amplitude of the DOE field is set to a constant for phase-only DOE, and then it is Fourier transformed to produce the diffractive field. The cost is calculated to determine whether the selection of the pixel is accepted. Here, the cost function includes the root-mean-squared error ($e$), the diffraction efficiency ($\eta$), and the signal-to-noise ratio ($SNR$), defined as

$$
e = \sqrt{\sum_{x=0}^{S} \sum_{y=0}^{N} \left[ I_{opt}(x,y) - I_{diff}(x,y) \right]^2},$$

$$\eta = \frac{\int_{x=0}^{S} \int_{y=0}^{N} |U_{opt}(x,y)|^2 \, dx \, dy}{\int_{x=0}^{S} \int_{y=0}^{N} |U_{diff}(x,y)|^2 \, dx \, dy},$$

$$SNR = \frac{\min_{N} \left[ I_{opt}(x,y) \right]}{\max_{N} \left[ I_{diff}(x,y) \right]}.$$

respectively, where $S$ is signal region, $N$ is noise region, $U_{diff}(x,y)$ is diffraction field for element, $I_{opt}$ is intensity of target, i.e. square to target.

There are various ways to selecting a pixel for perturbation, including random selection, row scanning, snack scanning, and Z-zag scanning, as shown in Fig. 2. Random selection method selects an image pixel randomly. Row scanning changes the pixel value row by row from top to bottom in order. Snack scanning changes the pixel value of a row from one side to another, and then reverses the order in the next row. Z-zag scanning starts with the left-top pixel and then performs snack scanning in diagonal direction.

3. Simulation results
A target image of 128 x 128 pixels was used to design the DOEs of the same resolution using PERA. The number of iterations when conducting PERA was 491,520, i.e., 30 times the number of total pixels. The results of random selection contain $e$ of 0.045, $\eta$ of 0.8, and $SNR$ of 3.5. In general, row scanning method results into the best DOE. Nevertheless, the $SNR$ of the DOE using Z-zag scanning was the highest because the way of Z-zag scanning improved a DOE from low to high frequencies.

4. Conclusion
We presented a novel optimal algorithm to designing DOEs, which is called pixelization error reduction algorithm (PERA). The method directly reduces the difference between the target and the temporal state in diffraction plane. PERA is not only flexible in the use of performance parameters but also efficient in searching local DOE solution. We compared three sequent scanning methods with the random selection method. The cost functions were better than those of random selection: $e$ of 0.045, $\eta$ of 0.8, and $SNR$ of 3.5. In general, row scanning method results into the best DOE.
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1. Introduction

Designing diffractive optical elements (DOEs) requires optimization methods such as simulated annealing algorithm, genetic algorithm, iterative Fourier transform algorithm, and particle swarm optimization. The drawbacks of these algorithms which design DOEs method include low convergent speed, inefficiency, and lack of flexibility. These drawbacks make the methods difficult to be applied in current optoelectronic devices. To overcome these drawbacks, we have developed a novel algorithm which combines the advantages of current optimal algorithms. In the proposed method, the intensity of a pixel in the diffractive image is changed to a specific value close to the intensity of the target pixel. The difference between the specific value and the target intensity is defined as the dynamic range. In the paper, the influence of the dynamic range of the method is studied and the optimal dynamic range is presented.

2. Pixelization error reduction algorithm (PERA)

The proposed algorithm is categorized into an inverse method of DOE design, which is applied to an optical framework, as shown in Fig. 1. The DOE domain and the diffractive domain, both are subject to different constraints, are connected by Fourier transform and inverse Fourier transform. The optimization in the proposed approach starts with selecting a pixel in the diffractive image and then changes the value according to the target image. The change of the pixel intensity reduces the error directly, which is thus called pixelization error reduction algorithm (PERA). The new diffractive field is inverse Fourier transformed to result into a complex DOE field. Secondly, the amplitude of the DOE field is set to a constant and the phase remains unchanged, and then is Fourier transformed to yield the diffractive field that actually reveals the effect of the pixel change. The cost of the diffractive field is calculated to evaluate the change of the pixel. When the cost is lower, the diffractive field is saved for the next step. A new pixel is selected randomly, and another loop operations conduct, as shown in Fig. 2.

3. Dynamic range and simulation results

To obtain the DOEs with high performance (large signal-to-noise ratio, low signal variation, and etc), we adopted the dynamic range of amplitude in diffraction field to control the convergence of the optimization operations. The dynamic range is defined as the difference between the target image (a binary image here) and the intermediate image, which is shown as in Fig. 3. In the simulations, we calculated the DOEs using PERA with various dynamic ranges specified in the program. Figure 4 shows the root-mean-square error, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the signal variation of the designed DOEs. When the dynamic range of signal region is set to 0.2, signal variation is approximately 1.3. But, when the dynamic range of signal exceeds 0.3, signal variation increases. However, it is also found that the dynamic ranges in both the signal and the noise regions are needed to be controlled in order to obtain a good DOE using PERA. When the dynamic ranges of both regions exceed 0.1, the three performance parameters, the root-mean-square error, the signal-to-noise ratio, and the signal variation, start becoming worse.

4. Conclusions

In the paper, we introduced a new optimization algorithm PERA for the design of DOEs. PERA is flexible in using the performance parameters and is effective in reduction of error of the selected pixel. The dynamic ranges less than 0.1 of the signal and noise in the diffractive image were used to result into DOEs with better performance. When dynamic range was between 0.01 and 0.2, we obtained the DOEs with the lowest signal variation among others. In the consideration of converging speed of using PERA, a large dynamic range, such as 0.5, is used in the early phase and then reduces the dynamic range gradually to obtain the DOE of a low signal variation.
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In 1963, by studying properties of volume hologram, P. J. van Heerden mathematically demonstrated that storing optical information in solids has huge potentials of capacity and data rate [1]. In the search for “ultra” storage technologies volume holography is therefore considered as a potential candidate. In late 1990s, one can observe intensified research activities concerning various aspects of this field, including the development and theoretical analysis of powerful multiplexing schemes, the availability of suitable recording materials and affordable lasers, modulators, and detectors. Experiments demonstrated the possibilities of 10 TB capacity in a disk and 10 Gb/s data rate [2]. However, for pursuing the commercialization of holographic memories, many of these aspects are still open questions. In addition, new ideas give rise to new innovations and applications. In this paper, we review and discuss the progress of volume polarization holography. Based on the diffraction characteristics of a polarization volume hologram, we propose new holographic data storage scheme using polarization holography.

Polarization hologram records the periodic polarization state of light produced by orthogonally polarized reference and object beams. Permittivity of the recording media is modulated according to polarization states of two writing beams. As a result, the diffraction efficiency and the polarization state of reconstructed signal depend on the polarization of readout beam. This unique property makes it very useful for data storage application, because the polarization states of the recording and diffracted beams can be considered as new parameters applied into system for either adding new multiplexing scheme or increasing the signal-to-noise ratio of the retrieved data page. Therefore, many investigations have been conducted to understand the characteristics of polarization hologram for achieving a full utilization of advantages of polarization holograms. Further, the holographic properties, such as recording sensitivity and diffraction efficiency, of different polarization schemes have also been studied for different materials. For examples, a vector tensor model has been proposed by Kuroda, …et. al. [3] to analyze particularly recording and readout of a volume hologram in PQ/PMMA photopolymer and investigated experimentally its capability for volume polarization holographic recording [4]. The results were well consist with the theoretical analyses of the polarization dependence diffraction reported by Kuroda. It showed the higher diffraction efficiency and the high degree of distinction of holographic reconstructions under paraxial approximation, for the two writing beams in orthogonal circular polarization configuration.

Those properties provide strategies to design holographic data storage system using polarization hologram in PQ/PMMA photopolymer. The schematic diagram for the optical setup is shown in Figure 1. To fulfill the paraxial approximation, we choose in-line holographic recording. Two SLM devices are placed to two adjoining sides of a polarization beam splitter (PBS) for displaying the signal data page and the reference pattern. They are focused onto an PQ/PMMA disk by a Fourier lens (f=4 cm) together such that intersection angle between the two recording beams can be close to zero. The sample is mounted on a translation stage for implementing the shift multiplexing. During the recording, the data page is displayed on SLM1 and the reference pattern is displayed on SLM2, respectively. Two beams are combined by a PBS and then go through a λ/4 plate. The polarization state of the object beam is transferred into left-handed circularly polarized, and that of the reference beam is transferred into right-handed circularly polarized. They interfere and record a polarization hologram. Multiple holograms are recorded by shifting the recording medium at different positions. During reconstruction, the holograms are reconstructed one by one with a reference pattern displayed on SLM2 and the disk is shifted. Because the reading beam is left-handed circularly polarized, the diffracted signal from the hologram is right-handed circular polarization and then pass through a λ/4 plate, becoming s-polarized such that it can finally transmit through the analyzer to reach CCD. On the other hand, the reference is p-polarized and blocked by the analyzer.

Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the optical setup of a holographic memory system.

In experiments, we have used three different reference patterns and a data page with random binary bit to test the performance of our storage system. In addition, the recording medium was moved to several positions out of focal plane of Fourier lens with several millimeters, as shown in Fig. 2(a). Three different reference patterns are full circle, concentric rings and random binary bits, respectively. The reconstructed data page for each case is shown in Fig. 2(b). As it can be seen that the reconstructed data page has smaller Bit-Error-Rate (BER) as the recording medium is out of the focal plane. Among them, the case of random-binary-bits reference plus 1-mm away from focal plane gives the best result with BER=0.0409. The further experiments related multiplexed recording and retrieving of the holographic pages will be demonstrated and discussed.
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1. Introduction
Holographic data storage is expected for an optical data storage with large capacity and high data transfer rate. In holographic data storage, it is important to adjust complex amplitude patterns of a recording wave at a recording medium for high density recording. However, it is difficult to directly measure the complex amplitude patterns. In our previous study, lens-less Fourier digital holography based on Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral is investigated to directly measure the complex amplitude of the signal beam.1,2) However, the scale of reconstructed patterns was not coincided with a practical scale. In this paper, the scale correction method is investigated.

2. Principal of proposed lens-less Fourier digital holography
The digital hologram is expressed by an interference image between signal beam $U_S$ and reference beam $U_R$ at an image sensor as

$$ H = |U_S + U_R|^2 = |U_S|^2 + 2|U_S||U_R|\cos{\phi} + |U_R|^2 $$

where $\phi$ is the phase difference between $U_S$ and $U_R$.

In general, by analyzing the third term of eq. (1) in a computer, the complex amplitude $U'_S$ of the signal beam at observation plane is obtained. The complex amplitude $U'_S$ of signal beam at the image plane is expressed by Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral as follows:

$$ U'_S(x, y) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U'_R(\xi, \eta) \frac{d}{d\xi} \left( \frac{\exp \left( ik \sqrt{(x-\xi)^2 + (y-\eta)^2 + z^2} \right)}{(x-\xi)^2 + (y-\eta)^2 + z^2} \right) d\xi d\eta $$

(2)

The reference beam is expressed by

$$ U'_R(x, y) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U_R(\xi, \eta) \frac{d}{d\xi} \left( \frac{\exp \left( ik \sqrt{(x-\xi)^2 + (y-\eta)^2 + z^2} \right)}{(x-\xi)^2 + (y-\eta)^2 + z^2} \right) d\xi d\eta $$

(3)

The reference beam is expressed by

where $U'_R$ is the complex amplitude of the reference beam at the observation plane. Around $(x, y) = (x_i, y_i)$,

$$ V(x_i, y_i) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U'_R(\xi, \eta) \exp \left[ -i2\pi(v_x\xi + v_y\eta) \right] d\xi d\eta $$

(4)

in which $i$ is an identifier number of a pixel position, $V = U'_S U'_R^*$ is expressed by

$$ V_R(x_i, y_i) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} U'_R(\xi, \eta) \exp \left[ -i2\pi(v_x\xi + v_y\eta) \right] d\xi d\eta $$

(5)

where $(v_x, v_y)$ is the position of a Fourier space at the observation plane. When $U'_S$ expressed by is known, $U'_S$ is calculated by inverse FFT with a uniformed sampling point of $(v_x, v_y)$. In our previous study, $V_R$ is assumed to 1 so that the scale error was occurred. In this paper, it is investigated that the scale is corrected by using a quadratic phase function.

3. Experimental
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup. A laser beam with a wavelength of 405 nm was split into an illumination beam and a reference beam. The reference beam was reflected by a PZT mirror and focused on a 1951 USAF test target. The PZT mirror was used for four-step phase shifting method. The illumination beam was reflected by a mirror through a lens and illuminated onto a 1951 USAF test target through the objective lens. Then, the illumination area of the illumination beam is adjusted by using the lens at the illumination beam arm. Figure 2 shows the experimental result. The pattern of group 9, element 3 (line width: ~780 nm) was observed and it was confirmed that the scale was corrected.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, a scale correction method was proposed in lens-less Fourier digital holography based on Rayleigh-Sommerfeld diffraction integral and the scale correction was confirmed. However, the phase pattern for scale correction is not experimentally measured pattern. In future, the scale correction accuracy will be improved by using an experimentally measured reference beam pattern.
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Abstract—We proposed a new technique to fabricate the 3D photonic crystal woodpile structure with double exposure. The advantage of the technique is fast and low cost with in large area manufacture. In optical experiment, we will demonstrate our preliminary results and show the SEM images of our templates.

Photonic Crystal, a periodic dielectric structures, can completely control over light propagation. The concept of how photonic crystal control the light is similar to a periodic potential in semiconductors affects the electrons propagating through the crystal lattice. With photonic bandgap (PBG) [1], photonic crystals offer an immense number of applications, such as localizing the light [2], laser cavity [3], and photonic crystal fiber [4], and so on. Particularly, three-dimensional structures with a diamond symmetry, diamond or diamond-like [5] lattices, offer the most promising approach for creating a large complete photonic bandgap [6]. But the diamond or diamond-like lattices are hard and complex to fabricate. In 1994, Ho et al. introduced the most effective type of 3D photonic crystal - woodpile structure [7]. This structure constructed with dielectric rods and stacked in a periodic array. When the rods are stacked to produce a face-centred cubic lattice, such that their contact points form a diamond-like lattice. To date, there are many method to fabricate woodpile structure, for example, e-beam lithography [8], direct Laser writing [9], and multi- directional etching method [10]. However, these methods are hard to manufacture because the speed is too slow and the equipment is too expensive.

In the paper, we proposed a new technique to fabricate the 3D photonic crystal woodpile structure. The advantage of the technique is fast and low cost with in large area manufacture. In our work, we design and build up the optical double exposure system. For the experiments, a woodpile structure of SP2 was chosen, shown as Fig. 1(a). The SP2 woodpile structure is like some parallel rods formed layer-by-layer with alternating orthogonal direction, with the rods ±45° arrangement. Top view of the structure in Fig. 1(a) is illustrated as Fig. 1(b). No matter +45° or -45° has the same arrangement shown as Fig. 1(c). So, first we generate this pattern in Fig. 1(c) as our mask for double exposure. The optical lithographic system is shown as Fig. 2. In our experiments, we utilize an Ultra-compact Diode-pumped Q-switched Crystal UV Lasers with 355nm wavelength. A planar light source with 1cm diameter beam size hit on the sample stage, and a switchable mirror located at the pass of laser beam turn the light into different incident. We using the fused silica as the substrate, coated with 10-11μm thickness of photoresist (SU-8 series). With the mask, we expose the photoresist with two steps. First, the incident beam is from –45°, and then shift the mask along y direction after first exposure. Then, the incident beam for second expose is from +45° with same exposure energy as first exposure. Thus, we can form the 3D woodpile by double exposure, shown Fig. 1(a).

The experimental results of our fabrication are shown as Fig. 3(a-d), which are exposed with normal incident, oblique incident, double-with-shift exposure for normal exposure in Fig. 3(a), the exposure energy is 150 mJ/cm2. For oblique exposure Fig. 3(b), the exposure energy is 250 mJ/cm2 with incident angle 50° in air, the structures’ theoretical value of tilt angle is equal 62°. For double-with-shift exposure Fig. 3(c-d), the exposure energy is 130 mJ/cm2 each. Fig. 3(c) is cross section and Fig. 3(d) is top view. The experimental value of Figure. 3(a-d) and dimension of mask shown in Table.1. The experimental results show that we can successful fabricate 3D woodpile photonic crystal with our simply optical system.

In future, we will invert the PR structure into metallic material to achieve the photonic bandgap and complete the photonic crystal of woodpile structure. Nowadays, the main issue of manufacturing 3D photonic crystal is high cost, and time consuming. We use double exposure method to achieve the 3D woodpile structure. The method we proposed has the advantage of large area manufacture, fast, and low cost.

![Fig.1](image1.png)

Fig.1. (a) Woodpile structure SP2 with the rods +45° and –45° arrangement. (b) Top view of (a). (c) The Schematic diagram of the mask.

![Fig.2](image2.png)

Fig.2. Schematic diagram of exposure optical setup. UV collimated Laser beam reflected by two mirrors, switch mirror and mirror, and expose on sample stage.

![Fig.3](image3.png)

Fig.3. (a) Cross section from SEM image of normal incident structure. (b) Cross section from SEM image of oblique incident structure. (c) Cross section image of oblique double-with-shift exposure structure. (d) Top view image of oblique double-with-shift exposure structure.
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1. Introduction

Phase-shifting projected fringe profilometry (PSPFP) is a powerful tool for 3D shape measurements. It projects a fringe pattern onto the inspected object and records the fringe distribution from another point of view. Phase of the projected fringes is distorted by the surface profile, and hence is analyzable retrieve the surface profile.

Phases are extracted with the phase-shifting method. It evaluates phases with the arctangent operation, leading to their principle values constrained within the interval (–π, π]. Unwrapping is therefore required to restore the continuity of the phase map.

In this paper, an encoded fringe projection scheme for PSPFP is proposed. Phase extraction and unwrapping can be directly executed from the sequent projections. Only five-shot measurements are required. Its performance is evaluated by a set of simulation data.

2. Principle

Figure 1(a) shows an example of the encoded pattern. It is alternately assembled by two sets of sinusoidal fringes. Transmittance of one set is ranging from 0.25 to 0.5, and the other set is ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. Figure 1(b) illustrates the corresponding transmittance distribution along one image row. The fringe contrasts are leveled as 0.5 and 1.0. These two contrast values, 0.5 and 1.0, are further represented by two binary numbers, 0 and 1, respectively. Hence the fringes are spatially denoted with a stream of binary numbers. Figure 1(c) shows the fringes with the represented binary numbers. This pattern contains 16 fringes, and therefore fringe orders are labeled from 1 to 16. Figure 1(d) shows the fringe orders with their corresponding binary numbers.

The binary numbers can be spatially permuted to form a codeword. For codewords which contain 6 binary numbers, there are 64 permutations. The 64 codewords can be spatially overlapped by the following way: one codeword is partially overlapped with another, and five digits are overlapped between two codewords.

Hence a stream of 69 binary numbers with their fringe orders can be created. The phase-shifting technique can be employed to extract the phase, as described as follows. For a five-step phase-shifting algorithm, the digital projector successfully projects a set of five encoded patterns changed in an incremental phase shift of 2π/5 onto the inspected object. Figure 3(a) shows appearances of the five encoded patterns, in which 6 binary numbers are used to form a codeword.

Fringe orders can be identified with a look-up table. The look-up table lists the conversion between the fringe order and the 69 binary digits. Actually, it has been addressed in the procedure of encoding the pattern, as shown as Fig. 2(b).

Pattern decoding is a task to assign the projected fringes with a stream of binary numbers so that fringe orders can be identified. The phase-shifting technique can be employed to extract the phase, as described as follows. For a five-step phase-shifting algorithm, the digital projector successfully projects a set of five encoded patterns changed in an incremental phase shift of 2π/5 onto the inspected object. Figure 3(a) shows appearances of the five encoded patterns, in which 6 binary numbers are used to form a codeword.

Fig. 1. (a) Appearance of the encoded pattern. (b) Transmittance distribution of the encoded pattern. (c) Fringes denoted with the binary digits. (d) Binary number addressed with the fringe orders.

Fig. 2. (a) A stream of 69 binary digits formed by partially overlapping 64 codewords. (b) Correspondence between the fringe orders and the 69 binary digits. (c) Appearance of the encoded pattern generated with reference to the 69 binary digits.

The encoded pattern is shown as Fig. 3(a). Appearance of the fringes projected on the inspected object. This object was then illuminated with an encoded pattern. The phase-shifting technique can be employed to extract the phase, as described as follows. For a five-step phase-shifting algorithm, the digital projector successfully projects a set of five encoded patterns changed in an incremental phase shift of 2π/5 onto the inspected object. Figure 3(a) shows appearances of the five encoded patterns, in which 6 binary numbers are used to form a codeword.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a pattern encoding method to identify fringe orders for PSPFP. A computer generated image is used to evaluate the performance of the phase unwrapping. Only five-shot measurements are required for processing.
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Abstract

The paper reports on Graphene Oxide (GrO) nanoparticles addition in polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) films combined with Bi12SiO20 (BSO) inorganic crystal into hybrid structure and its effect on electro-optical properties and two-beam coupling. It is found that the GrO doping increases the size of LC droplets and leads to decrease of the threshold voltage in comparison with non-doped PDLC samples. Based on the photogenerated space-charge field in BSO substrate and high birefringence of PDLC layer, the hybrid structure allows switching between opaque to the transparent state to be all optically controlled. In addition, GrO addition in PDLC enhances the beam amplification value permitting sub-micron resolution.

1. Introduction

PDLC consists of submicron droplets of liquid crystal (LC) randomly dispersed within a polymer matrix. Due to the refractive index mismatch, PDLC are opaque at their initial state. They can be switched from the light-scattering to the transparent state by application of an electric field, which support the refractive indices match between the LC and the polymer matrix. In general, the switching voltages are excessively high due to strong surface anchoring effects at polymer matrix walls [1].

In order to expand the application ability, enormous efforts have been done to lower the switching voltage. Usually, doping with nanoparticles (NPs) is among the most efficient ways. For example, it was established that nanoparticles as Au, Ag, ZnO and quantum dots significantly alter the LC properties [2]. Recently, the two-dimensional honeycomb structure of graphene shows remarkable interactions with the LC molecules due to the graphene advantages as amazing electrical, optical, chemical and mechanical properties. For example, the rod shapes of LC molecules tend to align along the alternate positions of the graphene hexagons, providing an enhancement of nonlinear properties of PDLC as well as the presence of carbon nanotubes has a favorable impact on LCs’ electro-optical switching phenomena [3]. Furthermore, the graphene oxide promotes vertical alignment of the LC without necessity of any surface treatment of the substrates.

Graphene oxide is an oxidized form of graphene, characterized with easy dispensability in water and other organic solvents due to the presence of the oxygen functionalities. This is also a very important property when mixing it with polymer or other organic matrices.

In the present paper, we investigate the effect of GrO addition on the structural and electro-optical properties of PDLC film and establish that GrO doping increases the size of LC droplets, consequently decrease the threshold voltage. A combination of GrO doped PDLC film with BSO inorganic crystal into a functional organic-inorganic hybrid structure is demonstrated. Based on surface activated photorefractive effect, the hybrid structure allows improvement of the beam amplification, permitting realization of new type of all optically controlled devices, operating at Bragg match regime of diffraction.

2. Experimental results and discussion

The proposed hybrid structure consists of photoconductive BSO inorganic crystal substrate and a glass substrate arranged into a cell (10 μm thickness), filled with polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) doped with Graphene oxide (GrO) nanoparticles. The GrO nanoparticles were added into the LC and LC/GrO suspension was mixed with polymer matrix (NOA 65 UV glue) at 30:70 wt % ratio.

Due to the BSO absorption and high photoconductivity, light illumination caused generation of charge carriers, which migrate inside the substrate and form an inhomogeneous charge distribution. This photo-induced field in BSO plate, can grow strong enough to spread out into the PDLC surface layer and realign the LCs molecules orientation and thus to change the LCs director, consequently the refractive index and transparency of the structure [4]. As a result, the refractive indices between the LC and polymer matrix changes, and thus the light intensity distribution through the BSO/ PDLC:GrO structure could be switched from scattering to the transparent state.

Figure 1 shows the effect of GrO addition in PDLC on the driving voltage and comparison with non-doped PDLC. The two-beam coupling behavior of the studied structures is shown on Figure 2 at 0.8μm.

In a proposed all optically controlled BSO/PDLC:GrO hybrid structure, the charge migration, trap density and space-charge field come from the BSO substrate, whereas the high beam amplification is provided by the LC layer. Therefore, all processes are performed only by the action of light. The proposed structure does not require ITO contacts and alignment layers and all the processes are controlled by light, thus opens further potential for real-time image processing at the near infrared spectral range.

Financial support by the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), Taiwan under the contracts: MOST 105-2221-E-009-110, 104-2221-E-009-164; 104-2221-E-009-151 and ATU program under Ministry of Education, Taiwan are gratefully acknowledged.
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1. Introduction

Traditional holographic stereogram (HS) consists of multiple two-dimensional images with different viewing angles of a three-dimensional (3D) scene. The merit of HS is that the computing is easy and fast [1, 2]. Nevertheless, HS has the problem of accommodation conflict, which may let the viewers uncomfortable. To solve this problem, depth-cues-added holographic stereogram (DCA-HS) was proposed to retain full depth information of 3D scene [3]. A DCA-HS consists of many tiles called “hogels”. Each hogel contains the 3D information of the object points viewed at the center of that hogel. Therefore, the hogel can be calculated based on the Huygens-Fresnel principle. In other words, each object point generates a spherical wave, and the consequent wave field at the hogel is the superposition of all individual spherical wave fields. This process has to be repeated for all hogels, and thus is time-consuming. Accordingly, we propose to use look-up table [4] to speed up the computing of hogels. By this way, the computing time can be significantly reduced.

2. Theory

To begin with, the DCA-HS is spatially partitioned into many tiles of hogels. Figure.1.(a) shows the geometrical relation between the 3D object and the hologram (HS). For each hogel, the shading image and the depth image, acquired at the center of the hogel, are rendered in computer-graphics software. The 3D location of each object point related to the hogel is obtained from both the shading image and depth image, defined by the rendered images, and \( z_p \) is the object depth. Each object point produces a spherical wave at the hogel, and thus the complete complex amplitude at the hogel is expressed as

\[
h_{\text{hogel}}(x, y) = \sum_{j=1}^{N} A_j \exp \left[ ik (r_j + \phi_j) \right], \quad r_j = \sqrt{(x-x_j)^2 + (y-y_j)^2 + z_j^2}, \tag{2}
\]

where \( N \) is the number of object points collected in the viewing frustum, \( A_j \) is the wave amplitude of the \( j \)-th point, \( k = 2\pi / \lambda \) is the wave number in free space, \( \phi_j \) is the initial phase, and \( r_j \) is the distance between the \( j \)-th object point and the sampling point \((x, y, 0)\) at the hogel (HS) plane.

In DCA-HS each object point generates a complex Fresnel zone plate (CFZP) on the hogel plane, as shown in Fig. 1(b). In addition, the shift of the CFZP depends only on the transverse location of the object point. Therefore we pre-computed all possible CFZPs in advance and stored them in the computer memory. In the generaion of a hogel, the contribution of each object point can be quickly looked up from the table (pre-computed CFZP), as shown in Fig. 1(c). By this look-up-table method, the computing time is reduced significantly.

3. Results and Conclusion

Table 1 shows the parameters of the tested DCA-HS. The scene contains two objects: a big football is located at \( z = 100 \) mm and a small football at \( z = 125 \) mm measured from the hologram plane. The reconstructed images calculated by simulating scalar diffraction [5] are shown in Fig.2. The holograms have demonstrated significant focus-and-defocus effect. Thus the depth cues are correctly included in the holographic stereogram. The computing time with proposed look-up-table method is only one forty fourth that with conventional point-by-point computation. This work is supported by Ministry of Science and Technology of Taiwan, R.O.C. under contract number 103-2221-E-035-037-MY3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Parameters of the demonstrated DCA-HS.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pixel pitch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field of view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of hogels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pixels per hogel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of object points per image</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. (a) Geometry of DCA-HS and (b) the CFZP generated from an object point on the hogel plane,(c) Schematic of look-up table.

The holograms have demonstrated significant focus-and-defocus effect. Thus the depth cues are correctly included in the holographic stereogram. The computing time with proposed look-up-table method is only one forty fourth that with conventional point-by-point computation. This work is supported by Ministry of Science and Technology of Taiwan, R.O.C. under contract number 103-2221-E-035-037-MY3.
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1. Introduction

Volume holography is one of the key techniques to realize special optical components for creating optical fields with desired properties [1]. With the availability and advancement of spatial light modulating devices, optical beam shaping has become easy and straightforward. One typical example of beam shape is doughnut mode (also known as optical vortex) with a dark center surrounded by a high intensity ring and a phase singularity at the center of the beam. Due to helical shape wavefronts, these beams have property of orbital angular momentum. The doughnut shaped beam can be described as Laguerre-Gaussian modes [2]. The electric field of a doughnut beam can be expressed as \( E = \frac{E_0}{\lambda} \exp(i m \phi) \), where \( \phi \) is the polar coordinate in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, and \( m \) is the topological charge. The size of the dark core depends upon topological charge \( m \) of the beam. These beams find important applications ranging from microscopy to astronomy [2]. There are various direct and indirect methods exist for doughnut beam generation, for example, spiral phase plate, computer generated holograms, optical fiber, or directly from the laser cavity. But all of the above methods are wavelength dependent. Most common method of beam shaping uses computer generated holograms and spatial light modulators to realize desired beam shapes [3]. The beam shape obtained from the SLM is based on thin grating concept where desired beam profile is obtained by selecting particular diffraction orders. It produces multiple diffraction orders and does not have properties of angular and wavelength selectivity which are desirable for multidimensional imaging applications. The purpose of the present work is to make volume holographic optical elements corresponding to unconventional optical beam shapes for their use as advanced pupil functions in volume holographic imaging techniques [4].

2. Experimental Setup

Schematic diagram of holographic recording geometry is shown in Fig.1. In one arm of interferometer a phase spatial light modulator is used (HAMAMATSU-X10468).

![Fig. 1. Experimental setup for recording a volume hologram for different beam shapes.](Image)

Here, we used a spiral phase mask coded on to SLM to generate doughnut beam. The diffraction orders are separated from the other orders using spatial filtering setup. Signal beam with doughnut shape intensity distribution interfere with the reference plane wave in the photosensitive recording material. We used PQ-PMMA as recording medium due to its excellent and well-studied properties [5]. The angle between the reference and the signal beam is set around 30 degrees. In order to get maximum contrast in the interference pattern power of the signal and the reference beam is made identical.

3. Results

The first diffraction order of the recorded hologram shows a doughnut mode beam. In order to confirm the presence of phase singularity at the center of the beam, characteristic fork interference fringe was obtained by lateral shearing interferometer. Figure 2 shows reconstructed doughnut beam for two different wavelengths.

![Fig. 2. Intensity distribution of doughnut shape beam generated from a volume hologram (a) reconstruction with \( \lambda = 512 \) nm laser (same wavelength as the recorded hologram), (b) reconstruction with \( \lambda = 488 \) nm laser. (c) Shearogram of doughnut beam.](Image)

4. Conclusions

A volume hologram is recorded to produce a doughnut shaped beam. A thin grating is used to produce beam shapes and a thick grating is recorded corresponding to that. The beam shapes produced by this method offers many advantages. For example, the holographic optical element is simple, and direct way to produce the high quality beam shapes and no other optical components are required. Second they have the property of angle and wavelength selectivity which is highly desirable for microscopy. These optical elements can directly be used to modify the pupil function as comparison to SLM where many optical elements and hardware is required to create beam shapes. In addition, a single optical element is easy to use and always desired for compact imaging system. It can also be extended to multiplex more shaped beams simultaneously within a volume holographic pupil [1,5].
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1. Introduction

Spatial statistical optics deals with the statistical properties of spatial distribution of the random light fields [1]. Low coherence optical fields have important applications in the fields of image processing, astronomy, nonlinear optics and free space communications. A partially coherent light is conventionally described by the coherence function. Similar to the complex amplitude, a coherence function obeys the two four-dimensional wave equations and hence can be considered as a coherence wave [2]. Complete measurement of the coherence wave requires an amplitude-based interferometric setup.

In this work, we examine the interference effect between two complex coherence functions and interpret its impact on imaging from a randomly scattered field. The basis of the present work is derived from an analogy between the optical field and complex coherence wave. The objective of the present work is to experimentally study the interference effect of the coherence waves through the two-point intensity correlation, which contains the square of the modulus of the superposed coherence wave. To experimentally test and examine the interference effect, we generate a spatially fluctuating random field, i.e. laser speckle, which is a coherent superposition of two independently generated laser speckles with well-defined but independent coherence functions. Finally, the interference pattern extracted from the two-point intensity correlation is used to demonstrate an imaging application.

2. Experimental Setup

To study the coherence wave we followed the theoretical treatment given in the reference [4, 5]. Figure 1 shows the experimental setup for a lensless Fourier transform holographic technique to study the coherence wave. A Mach-Zehnder interferometer is used for this purpose. The beam from a He-Ne laser is first spatially filtered and collimated, then sent into the Mach-Zehnder interferometer. In one arm of the interferometer, an object in the form of an amplitude transparency with the shape of a letter C is kept.

To produce a spatially random object field, the field transmitted from the object is passed through the ground glass plate GG1. After scattering from the GG1, the object field propagates to the recording plane via a beam splitter BS2. The other arm of the interferometer has a microscopic objective (20×) followed by a ground glass plate GG2. The diverging field coming out of the GG2 act as a reference wave. The distance between the GG1, GG2 and the CCD plane is same. The speckle fields coming from the two arms combine at the CCD plane and form an interference pattern. The combined speckle pattern produced by the object and reference waves is recorded at the CCD plane as shown in the Fig. 2(a). Here we used Hamamatsu CCD camera (C5948 and CT-3000A capture board) with pixel size 13.5 μm and 480×680 pixels.

3. Results

By calculating the spatially averaged two-point cross-covariance of the random intensity distribution, a fringe pattern corresponding to the interference between the two coherence waves associated with the object and reference speckle fields can be obtained as shown in the inset of Fig. 2(a) [3-5]. The pattern can be considered a lensless Fourier hologram of the object coherence wave and can be reconstructed in a similar manner to a lensless Fourier hologram recording complex amplitudes. Reconstructed object transmittance is obtained by suppressing the zero order frequency component as is shown in Fig. 2(b).

4. Conclusions

A new approach to study the interference of the coherence waves is proposed and experimentally tested by considering an example of the spatially fluctuating random field. This is carried out by replacing the ensemble averaging by the spatial averaging for the spatially stationary random fields. Existence of the interference fringes in the two-point intensity correlation highlight the wave nature of the complex coherence functions. The reconstruction of the object transmission demonstrates potential for lensless imaging from randomly scattered fields.
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Focus error signal obtained at the far-field from a rotational disc and measurement of its positional dependency
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1. Introduction

Holographic data storage system (HDSS) has been studied as one of next-generation optical data storages to realize higher recording density and data transfer rate. Especially co-linear HDSS is promising one because of its optical stability and recording density. To realize a practical HDSS like a DVD-R recorder, controlling focal and radial positions of signal and reference beams should be necessary because the discs are exchanged in the optical disc jukeboxes. At ISOM’08 we proposed a new focus sensing method using the interference of far-field diffracted waves generated by embedded one-dimensional periodical structure in a disc, which features no additional optics for those error signals’ generation as well as non-dependency of the irradiation beam’s non-uniformity on the focus error signal. As the simulation showed expected results, building up an experiment system with bench optics, analog/digital processing circuits and a disc embedded one-dimensional grating followed to ensure its effectiveness experimentally.

In this paper we brief this principle of this focus sensing method, explain a developed experiment system, and show the focus error signal (FES) obtained from a rotational disc. Also we report FES’ dependence on the tangential position of a two element photo-detector (PD) located at the far-field.

2. Principle of the focus error generation

There are areas where the 0th and ±1st order diffracted beams are superimposed on the pupil of the objectives of optical heads for CD and DVD. When the focused spot crosses the grooves of those discs, the optical intensity distribution of those areas changes. If only defocus exists in the irradiation beam, moving linear fringes appear in those areas and its spatial frequency depends on the amount of defocus. Our system uses a two element PD located in the area and samples the intensity variation periodically (constant time period corresponding to ±/2 phase shift of the PD signals). When the PD center in the tangential direction is x, on the output pupil of the objective lens, detected intensity from PD element 1 and 2 (D1 and D2) are expressed as

\[ I_{x_1} = I_{x_2} = I_0 + W_2 \beta \cos \left( \frac{\pi x}{2} \right) + W_2 \beta \cos \left( \frac{\pi x + \Delta}{2} \right) \]

where \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the outputs of the two element PD, \( W_2 \beta \) is a defocus wavefront aberration, \( \beta \) is the initial phase, \( \delta \) is the normalized lateral shift, \( q \) is the normalized groove pitch, \( \Delta \) is the normalized spacing of the two PD elements’ center so that the PD element’s centers are expressed as \( x_1 - \Delta/2 \) and \( x_1 + \Delta/2 \) respectively. Also \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the DC components and \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the modulation amplitudes. Then, from the difference/sum signals \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \), we are able to obtain the FES as follows (FESb shows an opposite DC offset of FESa);

\[ FES_a = \frac{1}{2} (I_{x_1} + I_{x_2}) \]
\[ FES_b = \frac{1}{2} (I_{x_1} - I_{x_2}) \]

where \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the outputs of the two element PD, \( W_2 \beta \) is a defocus wavefront aberration, \( \beta \) is the initial phase, \( \delta \) is the normalized lateral shift, \( q \) is the normalized groove pitch, \( \Delta \) is the normalized spacing of the two PD elements’ center so that the PD element’s centers are expressed as \( x_1 - \Delta/2 \) and \( x_1 + \Delta/2 \) respectively. Also \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the DC components and \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the modulation amplitudes. Then, from the difference/sum signals \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \), we are able to obtain the FES as follows (FESb shows an opposite DC offset of FESa);

\[ FES_a = \frac{1}{2} (I_{x_1} + I_{x_2}) \]
\[ FES_b = \frac{1}{2} (I_{x_1} - I_{x_2}) \]

where \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the outputs of the two element PD, \( W_2 \beta \) is a defocus wavefront aberration, \( \beta \) is the initial phase, \( \delta \) is the normalized lateral shift, \( q \) is the normalized groove pitch, \( \Delta \) is the normalized spacing of the two PD elements’ center so that the PD element’s centers are expressed as \( x_1 - \Delta/2 \) and \( x_1 + \Delta/2 \) respectively. Also \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the DC components and \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \) are the modulation amplitudes. Then, from the difference/sum signals \( I_{x_1}, I_{x_2} \), we are able to obtain the FES as follows (FESb shows an opposite DC offset of FESa);

\[ FES_a = \frac{1}{2} (I_{x_1} + I_{x_2}) \]
\[ FES_b = \frac{1}{2} (I_{x_1} - I_{x_2}) \]

3. Experiments

Figure 1 shows our experiment system we have been developing to verify the dynamic operation of this focus sensing method. First we prepared an optical disc with one-dimensional structure grooved in the radial direction (180,000 grooves/rotation; groove pitch = 1.3 μm at τ = 37 mm so that the 1st order is shifted by the radius of the beam) using a Compact Disc production process, and it was set on a turn table for SP/LP discs. When the disc rotates at 78 rpm (1.3 gsp), the frequency of a groove crossing signal becomes 234kHz. To obtain sampling pulses, we use the stroboscopic pattern (1/rotation) caved on the outside perimeter of the rotation table. A He-Ne Laser beam irradiates this pattern so that the reflected light frequency is modulated at 208Hz. Then a Phase Lock Loop (PLL) circuit, which was composed of a digital VCO and MaxII CPLD, multiplies this signal by 4,500 for getting the sampling pulse whose frequency is 234kHz × 4 = 936kHz. The defocus fringes on the exit plane of the objective lens (NA=0.53) are projected onto the two-element PD through a macro lens with equal magnification. The PD width in the tangential direction is 155μm (width of 1 element) x 2 + 27μm (space between elements) = 337μm and the beam diameter is 4mm. \( I_{x_1} \) and \( I_{x_2} \) from the PD are sampled simultaneously at the rate of 936 Ks/sec with two A/D converters and then 16 values of \( I_{x_1} \) (\( I_{x_2} \)) which correspond to 4 periods, are transferred to a TI’s DSP. The DSP averages those data to reduce the noise and calculates FES. Finally the FES is put out from a D/A converter with a period of around 17 μsec. We acquired well-shaped FES curves twice per one disc rotation due to the disc vertical vibration (Fig.2).

4. Summary

Focus offset of the FES generated by interference fringes at the far-field was verified by an actual optics and electronics system. A position where the offset became zero was confirmed, and small offset’s dependence on the PD position was observed. Also FES curves’ symmetry was not affected by the PD position.
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1. Introduction
Holographic data storage is capable of storing huge information owing to the multiplexed recording. To realize a practical and huge-capacity recording system, a large number of recording setups have been proposed. Among them, holographic data storage based on a computer-generated hologram (CGH) can realize a simple, compact, and cost-effective recording system. In this system, the complex amplitude distribution of a beam can be modulated with a single amplitude-only spatial light modulator (SLM). Moreover, a reference beam is generated from a CGH. However, multiplexed recording is not applicable in the conventional system because a reference beam is a plane wave on a recording medium and its angle is fixed. To solve this problem, we have proposed and demonstrated angular and shift multiplexing methods for holographic data storage based on a CGH.

In this study, to further extend the capability of the holographic data storage based on a CGH, we propose an alternative recording setup using a CGH with a conical wave. Owing to the CGH, it is possible to generate a ring-shaped reference beam, and thus the configuration of signal and reference beams is similar to a collinear setup. This allows us to implement shift multiplexing. We numerically demonstrated the proposed method.

2. Holographic memory using a computer-generated hologram with a conical reference wave
Figure 1 shows the schematic of the proposed system. In conventional holographic data storage based on a CGH, a plane wave is used as a reference beam for generating a CGH. Unlike the conventional system, we use a conical wave for generating a CGH. The conical wave is given by
\[ r(x_0, y_0) = \exp \left\{ 2\pi \rho \sqrt{\frac{x^2}{\rho^2} + \frac{y^2}{\rho^2}} \right\}, \tag{1} \]
where \( \rho \) is a radial spatial frequency. Let \( s(x, y) \) denote the complex amplitude distribution of a signal beam. A CGH \( R(x_0, y_0) \) between a signal beam and the conical wave is given by
\[ I(x_0, y_0) = |F[s(x, y)] + r(x_0, y_0)|^2, \tag{2} \]
where \( F[\cdot \cdot \cdot] \) is the Fourier transform operator. Figure 1(a) shows a sample CGH based on Eq. (2). During recording process, the CGH is displayed on an amplitude-only SLM, as shown in Fig. 1(b). To generate a conical wave of Eq. (1), an axicon lens is placed in the front of the SLM. A conical wave from an axicon lens is incident on the CGH, and its amplitude distribution is modulated. The modulated beam is Fourier transformed by a lens. In the Fourier plane, a desired signal beam and a ring-shaped beam are generated. The ring-shaped beam serves as a reference beam. The configuration of signal and reference beams is similar to a collinear system. This allows us to implement shift multiplexing in a holographic data storage system based on the CGH. These beams are Fourier transformed again, and a hologram between signal and reference beams is recorded in a recording medium. During reading process, the hologram is illuminated by a reference beam, and thus a signal beam is reconstructed. The reconstructed signal beam is captured with an image sensor, and the original data can be obtained.

3. Numerical simulation
We carried out a numerical simulation to confirm the feasibility of the proposed method. In this numerical simulation, the propagation of beams is based on scalar diffraction, and a recording medium is represented by voxels. We first evaluated shift selectivity in the proposed and conventional systems by the numerical simulation. Figure 2(a) shows the obtained shift selectivities. It can be seen that the narrow shift selectivity is obtained by the proposed system. The intensity of the reconstructed data page is reduced to 20% at the shift distance of 150 \( \mu \)m. We subsequently evaluated shift multiplexed recording of two data pages at an interval of 150 \( \mu \)m. Figure 2(b) shows two reconstructed data pages. Each data page was successfully retrieved without error. The numerical results show that the proposed method allows us to implement shift multiplexed recording.

4. Conclusion
We have proposed and numerically demonstrated holographic data storage system based on a CGH with a conical reference wave. In the proposed system, the configuration of signal and reference beams is similar to a collinear setup. This allows us to implement shift multiplexing, unlike to the conventional holographic data storage system based on a CGH.

This work was supported by Grant-in-Aid for JSPS Fellows from Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (Grant No. 15J11996).
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Fig. 1. Holographic data storage system based on a CGH with a conical wave. (a) CGH with a conical wave and a (b) recording setup.

Fig. 2. Numerical results. (a) Shift selectivity. (b) Two reconstructed data pages by shift multiplexed recording.
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1. Introduction

Volume holographic optical elements (HOEs) have wide-spread application, e.g. 3d display, solar concentration[1,2]. The window type unit, called “Holo-Window”, is candidate technology for photovoltaic generation because this is able to be integrated into buildings after construction[1]. In order to increase electric-generating capacity, it is important to decrease optical power loss when propagating in glass plate of windowpane and to expand the sunlight capturing area. In this paper, we show ultra high speed HOE printer and describe the optical configuration. And we propose HOE to decrease propagating loss.

2. HOE Printing System

Some holographic printing technologies were proposed[3], however those recording processes were obeyed “Step-by-Step” architecture because of avoiding the effects of vibrations. In order to decrease the recording time, we developed collinear printing system, which is able to withstand considerable vibration, and realized ultra high speed HOE printer with “on-the-fly” recording architecture.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the developed holographic printer. The developed holographic printer is able to print transmission type volume HOEs. The laser which is introduced into the optical head is branched into a reference beam and an object beam by beam splitter (BS). Each beam is reflected by mirrors and both are introduced to same objective lens and superimposes at front focal plane of objective lens. In this collinear optical configuration, the object and reference beams pass thorough same optical path except for the branched path between the BS and the mirror, which distance is less than 100mm. The effects of vibration are almost canceled out by this optical configuration, and the interference fringes are hard to change even if there is vibration by the optical head movement. The optical head is able to move 300mm stroke at 300mm/s along laser direction.

Figure 2 shows the developed printer. Laser source for hologram recording is used Q-switched YAG laser VECTOR-532-1000-20, made by Coherent Inc. This laser instrument is able to generate green light (wavelength is 532nm) with pulse width 10ns. The recording hologram materials are used Bafyl ox H, made by Covestro AG (formerly Bayer Material Science AG) and DAROL, produced by Egalim co.jp. The max diffraction efficiency is 74% with 240mm/s head speed in condition that material is double exposed.

3. Printing HOE for Solar Window

Figure 3 shows the improved optical structure of Holo-Window we proposed. The sunlight is diffracted by reflective HOE film at innermost layer. The angle of diffracted light is increased by passing through trans- mitive HOE film at middle layer. By the effect of larger angle, the optical power loss would decrease when propagating in glass plate.

This suggested transmissive HOE at middle layer requires the diffractive efficiency to large incident angle form high refractive index(n~1.58) region. The liquid immersion method is preferable in order to produce the recommended HOE using objective lens, however, immersion method is hard to apply in this printer because of moving optical head with ultra high speed. Then we set the planar prism on photopolymer as shown in Figure 4. In this method, grating pattern by high angle beams is able to be recorded in photopolymer.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we describe high speed holographic printing system. This printer is able to produce transmission type HOEs using photopolymer. The optical head in this printer is able to move high speed when recording HOEs. The diffraction efficiency is achieved 74% with 240mm/s head speed. And we propose the improved optical structure of Holo-Window in order to decrease propagating optical power loss. And technique to produce the required HOE is suggested.
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1. Introduction

In the field of the hologram, there are two big walls to disturb the development and market growth. First, big wall is the holographic media production issue. Such as a photopolymer material is very useful for creating the hologram contents, however, available products and supply roots are strictly limited in the world. To make a solution to this first wall, we have started photopolymer production in Japan with an overseas photopolymer development company by the technological cooperation. We intend to present these items separately in near future.

Second big wall is the limitation of the expression methods for hologram contents and holographic pictures. As shown in Figure 1, an external light source is mandatory for observing the sufficient quality of External Lighting Unit Holographic Picture holographic image. In this paper, we propose the brand-new solution to solve the second wall problem by using holographic technology.

Figure 2 (b) shows the design concept of the holographic lighting unit compare to the conventional expression method as shown in Fig.2 (a). Illumination part looks like a thin plane glass with only 1mm thick. In spite of this, the light can be lead from the edge of this glass and the emitted light from the plane glass surface illuminate the hologram picture with certain angle. This holographic lighting unit enables to combine with the photo-frame. In Japanese, usually the picture pronounces /e/ or /ga/, and a frame is a rim in English. Therefore, this unit is so-called “Ega-rim”.

2. Realizing approach of holographic lighting unit “Ega-rim”

In IWH2015, Holo-Window has been proposed and its concept was proved by experimentally. The Capturing Efficiency in 532nm was achieved approximately 53% at proto-type unit [1]. This time, we did the reversal Holo-Window’s idea. Since it take in much light from the surface of the glass and lead it to the end edge, that means, take in the light from the end edge and lead it to the surface will also enable, as shown in Fig. 3. These are the design parameter of Ega-rim. The effect demanded from the hologram attached to Ega-rim is to diffract the light that was incident at an angle of 3 degrees at the internal of the glass material. This is impossible to create the interference pattern by using the normal optical elements and setting. Figure 4 shows the main part of optical configuration for hologram exposure schematically and its actual optical components.

3. Ega-rim Laboratory Proto-type

Figure 5 shows the optical simulation result of 1mm-thick glass inside reflection of Ega-rim. Figure 6 shows the laboratory proto-type of Ega-rim. The exposed hologram, made as in Fig. 4, was set up on the 1mm-thick transparent glass surface. Figure 7 proves experimentally the concept of Ega-rim that we can take in the light from the end edge and lead it to the surface, as explained in Fig. 3. The detailed characteristics will be discussed in this conference.

4. Conclusion

The brand-new see-through holographic illumination unit called Ega-rim was proposed. The thickness was only 1mm and has a transparency; it looks like a just plane glass. In spite of this, the light can be lead from the edge of this glass and emit from the surface with certain angle. Therefore, this illumination unit can be set very close to the hologram content or hologram picture, i.e. enables to combine with the photo-frame. By using the laboratory proto-type, its performance was proven experimentally. We hope everybody can enjoy a hologram easily by using Ega-rim, and open up the hologram market worldwide.
Wide wavelength range of Holographic Window for Solar Power Generation ~ Holo-Window II ~

Toshihiro Kasezawa, Hideyoshi Horimai, Hiroshi Tabuchi, Tomoyasu Saigo, and Tsutomu Shimura

1. Introduction

In IWH2015, our Holo-Window was proposed and its concept was proved by experimentally. The Capturing Efficiency in 532nm was achieved approximately 53% at proto-type unit [1].

Figure 1 shows Holo-Window Demo Building. We stuck our prototype on the side of this building. And Holo light was utilized simulated sunlight. The light through windowpane is captured into the glass plate. And the prototype leads it to the edge of the side of the Demo Building. Finally green wavelength color component emitted the edge. The concept of Holo-window has been proved by this Demo building again.

We proposed the next challenge. Since actual sunlight has a wide wavelength range, we are planning to improve the holographic performance for whole visible light. Therefore the field test of proto-type unit for wide wavelength range and development of the large size “Holo-window”.

Therefore, we advance becoming it by correspondence to the wide wavelength range and large size of the material of the hologram. We perform the original production of the color photo polymer. And we do the proof experiment of those problems with the super-high-speed exposure machine of Nagoya Institute of Technology.

2. Correspondence to a wide wavelength range with the original production of the color photo polymer.

Figure 2 shows schematic illustration of hologram exposure system to investigate the sunlight capturing characteristics. Green laser (532nm) was used to create these holograms with custom designed optical components. Photopolymer was used to create the hologram; it was sandwiched between dove prisms. Including this photopolymer surface, all of the contacted surfaces were filled with matching oil to prevent the surface reflection. In this setting, the reflection type holograms were fabricated with the function as described in basic principle, θr was more than a critical angle of total reflection on the window glass. In the “A” position, additional optical components can be inserted. This time we exposed it with RGB laser. In this way, we correspond to the wide wavelength range of sunlight. The result is shown in this meeting.

3. Ultra-High Speed Printing of Large Size Holographic Optical Elements

Figure 3 shows the developed printer, which have collinear optical head. This printer is able to record hologram with 240mm/s head speed. Laser source for hologram recording is used Q-switched YAG laser VECTOR-532-1000-20, made by Coherent Inc. This laser instrument is able to generate green light (wavelength is 532nm) with pulse width 10ns. The recording hologram materials are used DAROL, produced by our original production of the color photo polymer.

4. Conclusion

Since actual sunlight has a wide wavelength range[2], we are planning to improve the holographic performance for whole visible light. So we established production and the exposure technology of the materials which were a problem of Holo-Window.
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Summary

The fringe projection profilometry (PFP) has great advantages on non-contact measuring method and is widely used for analyzing the three-dimensional objects nowadays. There are many ways for us to generate our projecting fringe, and holography is one of the approaches.

In this study, we apply Fourier transform profilometry (FTP) to reconstruct the three-dimensional object since it is fast, high-accurate and merely a single image that can restore the three-dimensional shape of an item. Therefore, we operate FTP to reinstate the three-dimensional shape of humans’ physiognomy in order to get the feature value. Owing to the fact that, each person has individual attribute of themselves, we propose the routine of double-identification.

In the calculating process, there are some artificial errors, which occur because of tilting and shifting of human face. To solve this problem, we suggest two kinds of tilt-correction practices to normalize each human profile and compute the actual distance by utilizing optical triangulation \cite{2}. On that account, it allows a small tilt angle tolerance for system and extends the shooting distance to 35–55 centimeters. In closing, we compare 85 people with each other from the database, with 3570 times of comparison. By making use of double-identification approach from single out 85 people from each other, the recognition rate could reach 99.91%.

To reconstruct the structure of the object, triangulation survey helps us acquire the relationship between fringes and the item’s degree of curve (Fig. 2). With Fourier Transform, the image will transfer from spatial domain to frequency domain. Obviously, the first order and the zero order have a crystal clear separation. To obtain the frequency of first order, a circular widow is made (Fig. 1). As a result, we are able to access the wrapped phase of the face. By applying phase-unwrapping technique \cite{1}, the differences of the original phase that carry depth information will be revealed.

In order to recognize the variation from person to person, the selection of characteristic point \cite{3} will be put on our highest agenda. As far as we know, eyes, the root of nose, forehead, etc., can be seen as feature points of humans’ face. By utilizing the association from each characteristic point, we are capable of obtaining the magnitude of each profile in the database (Fig. 3). For the reason that each very one possess non-identical trait value, every characteristic figure can be a great term to identify humans’ countenance. With the aid of comparing the attribute value we determine, the liminal value can be qualified and collated.
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1. Abstract

A holographic image is reconstructed successfully in front of a diffuser based on transmission type holograms. The reconstruction of the hologram is clearly when the reference beam passes through a diffuser. The diffuser is a polarization-dependent diffuser based on liquid-crystal and polymer.

2. Introduction

In 2014, we presented a research about the reconstruction of holograms in front of a diffuser [1]. It used the reversibility of light to reconstruct the hologram through a diffuser by the conjugate wave. However, there is a disadvantage that the system setup is very difficult in the reconstruction process. In this paper, a polarization-dependent diffuser is used to replace the general diffuser. This diffuser does not affect the light transmission for one specific polarization of light [2-4]. The hologram is attached on the diffuser, and the holographic image is reconstructed in front of the diffuser successfully.

3. Experiment

In this paper, the diffuser is generated from NOA65-Doped E7 as shown in Ref.3. The recording experimental system is shown in Fig.1. In this work, we used a 532nm laser as the light source. The HWP1 is used to modulate the beam ration between the object beam and the reference beam. The HWP2 modulates the object beam to become an s-polarized wave. Then the light passing through the S.F. and lens becomes a collimation beam. And then we use the lens to generate the real image of pattern1 and pattern2, and they will locate in front of the hologram. The information of these two real images will be recorded in the hologram.

The method of holographic reconstruction is shown in Fig.2. Once the hologram is recorded, we can use the reference light to reconstruct the hologram. Figure 2(a) shows the traditional holographic reconstruction process. Figure 2(b) show the setup for the proposed system. The hologram attached in front of the polarizations dependent diffuser. And we still use the same reference beam for reconstruction.

4. Results

As shown in Fig.3(a), if we reconstruct the hologram without using the diffuser, the image will be diffracted regardless of the polarization of the reading beam. When the diffuser is attached in back of the hologram, the property of light transmission will be different. The s-polarized wave will propagate through the diffuser, and the p-polarized wave will be scattered. Therefore, the p-polarized wave can’t be used to access the hologram, and only the s-polarized wave can be used for reconstruction. These results are in Fig. 3(b).

5. Conclusion

Based on architecture of transmission type hologram, holographic images are successfully reconstructed in front of a polarization-dependent diffuser. Once the polarization of the probe beam is properly arranged, the hologram can be reconstructed clearly, otherwise no diffraction will be obtained from the hologram.
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Abstract

We proposed a hybrid technique with holographic lithography to generate the 3D photonic crystal structure. By modifying the 1D or 2D structure along the vertical direction, 3D photonic crystal structure can be easily fabricated, which provides a simple, low cost, and large area maintainable process.

Photonic crystals possess many unique properties due to their periodic structures with lattice periods comparable to the light wavelength. The interaction between light and the photonic crystal results in the redistribution of energy, such as diffraction, absorption, focusing, and photonic bandgap.[1] The responses of photonic crystals depend on the structure and the lattice period, providing the possibility to fit the response to the spectrum of interest. Many applications of the photonic crystal have been made owing to the features of trapping and localization of light, including wave guiding,[2] laser cavity,[3] photonic crystal fiber,[4] and thin film photovoltaics.[1,5,6] Recently, combining the nanowire and the 3D photonic crystal structure, sinusoidally modulated nanowires have been proposed due to their strong light trapping effect.[7,8] The conventional photolithography with mask exposure can be used to fabricate the 1D or 2D structure. For 3D structure, it only can be done layer by layer. However, the issues of the layer to layer processing include the time consuming, complex, and high cost. Thus, we propose a hybrid technique with holographic lithography to modify the 1D or 2D photonic crystal structure along the vertical direction. By using our hybrid technique, the 3D photonic crystal structure can be easily fabricated within large area and simple process.

In this paper, we proposed a hybrid technique to fabricate the 3D photonic crystal structure. Using holographic lithography, the 1D/2D structure can be modified along the vertical direction and become 3D photonic crystal structure. To obtain the modulated structured photonic crystal, we proposed the multiple exposure method on a photoresist. Fig.1 (a) shows the schematic diagram of the holographic system. 1D structure can be obtained by the optical setup shown in Fig.1(b). For the modulated structure along the vertical direction, a 90° vertical rotation of the sample is needed, and then the two laser beams incident into the sample from the opposite sides. Therefore, the modulated structure can be achieved by the optical setup in Fig.1(c).

The period of photonic crystal structure depends on the wavelength and the incident angle of the laser beam. The relations between the period Λh and Λv, wavelength, and incident angle θh and θv in Fig. 1(b) and

(c) are shown in Fig.2. (a) and (b), respectively. The period can be adjusted by selecting the wavelength of light source or changing the incident angle. For example, assume that the wavelength of the laser beam used is 355nm, the simulated results of the period corresponding to the incident angle are shown in Fig.2. By setting the incident angle θh and θv as 6.5° and 30°, the period Ah and Av result to 1568nm and 145nm, respectively.

The hybrid technique we proposed is capable to generate the 3D photonic crystal structure by modifying the 1D or 2D structure along the vertical direction with holographic lithography. The obtained photonic crystal also can be used as a template and further inverted into other material with photonic bandgap of interest. The holographic lithography can improve the cost issue on manufacturing 3D photonic crystal, and provides a fast, simple, and large area maintainable approach.

![Figure 1.](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** (a) The schematic diagram of optical system. The optical setup of (b) the 1D structure and (c) the modulated structure along the vertical direction.

![Figure 2.](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** (a) The period Λh vs. the incident angle θh. (b) The period Λv vs. the incident angle θv, where the index of refraction n is 1.5.
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1. Introduction
Photopolymerizable holographic materials have the great advantage of recording and reading holograms in real time due to their good light sensitivity, real-time image development, large dynamic range, and low cost [1-8].

In this paper, an sol-gel process using ionic liquids as solvents to fabricate photopolymerizable silica for optical storage is proposed. It uses tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) to form the SiO2 network structure, and the ethylene glycol phenyl ether acrylate (EGPEA) as the monomer. The silane coupling agent γ-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPTMS) connects organic and inorganic phases to avoid the phase separation. This makes the monomer and photoinitiator (IRGACURE 784) uniformly distributed in the silica. To enhance the diffraction efficiency, the high refractive index species, zirconium isoproxide isopropanol complex (ZPO), is filled into this composite material.

2. Fabrication method and experiment
The flow chart of the sol-gel process is illustrated as Fig. 1(a). Figure 1(b) shows the optical configuration for holographic recording. A DPSS laser with a wavelength of 532 nm was used as the light source. The photopolymerizable silica is illuminated by interference of the two plane waves. The power of the plane wave is 5 mW/cm2. A He-Ne laser with wavelength of 633 nm was used to evaluate the diffraction efficiency. Figure 1(c) depicts the optical configuration.

A number of holographic materials with various proportions of EPGEA, ZPO, and TEOS were fabricated. For the case that the incident angle \( \theta \) was 1.5\(^\circ \), the grating period is 10.16 \( \mu \text{m} \). The thickness of this hologram was measured as 0.27mm. Figure 2 shows the mole ratio for each component. diffraction efficiencies for various diffraction orders is shown as Fig. 3(a). It is found that the diffraction efficiency of the 2\(^\text{nd} \) order was more than 50%, which was higher than the 1\(^\text{st} \) order. The reason might be the Bragg’s mismatch appeared within this material. Figure 3(b) shows the diffraction efficiency for +1 order at various incident angles \( \theta \). It shows that the highest diffraction efficiency is 92.36% when ionic liquid is employed as solvents.

3. Conclusion
A set of silica glass photopolymerizable materials has been fabricated for optical storage. Performances of their diffraction efficiencies have evaluated as well. The optimization of the composition for the proportion of the components has been illustrated as Fig. 2. The diffraction efficiency could be 92.36%.
51.
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**Summary**

The motivation of this study is to improve the tomographic phase microscopy (Fig.1) (TPM) [1] by adding a mirror at the sample plane and using the off-axis holographic configuration(Fig.2). These improvements can help to reduce system complexity and scanning time based on the traditional TPM. The phase projections of sample in different directions are obtained by using the off-axis digital holography. The wrapped phase has to be unwrapped to obtain successive phase distribution by applying phase unwrapping algorithm (Fig.3) [2]. We use discrete cosine transform (DCT) [3] to unwrap wrapped phase. Polymer beads with known diameter and refractive index are used as samples to verify the system performance and algorithm accuracy. Finally, the three-dimensional refractive index distribution (Fig.4) of the sample is reconstructed through filtered backprojection (FBP) [4] algorithm.

**Fig. 1.** Tomographic phase microscopy

**Fig. 2.** Mirror-assisted TPM

**Fig. 3.** One dimensional phase unwrapping (a)Wrapped phase (b) Unwrapping phase

**Fig. 4.** Tomogram and histogram of 10 mm bead in different. (a) Distribution of refractive index in Y direction, (b) in X direction, (c) in Z direction.
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Resolution enhancement of digital holographic microscopy based on structured-illumination induced moiré fringes
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Abstract—This study presents a resolution enhancement in digital holographic microscopy based on structured-illumination induced moiré fringes. The high-resolution information can be retrieved by low-frequency moiré fringes and known regular structured patterns. The spectral bandwidth modulation and zero-order suppression methods are applied to reduce the spectral overlapping of each diffraction orders.

Keywords—resolution, digital holographic microscopy, structured-illumination, moiré.

1. Introduction

Digital holographic imaging has been investigated for decades in applications of biological specimen, micro-optical elements and industrial inspection [1]. The infinite aperture size and wavelength of light have restricted the spatial resolution of optical imaging system. In recent, the synthetic aperture (SA) method is widely used in quantitative imaging for overcome the diffraction limit and resolution enhancement [2,3]. Moreover, a structured-illumination (SI) light is proposed to deflect the illumination angle by spatial light modulator (SLM) without mechanical movement [4]. Thus, in this study, we present the resolution enhancement in digital holographic microscopy (DHM) by structured-illumination induced moiré fringes. Compared to conventional method, proposed approach can obtain low-frequency moiré fringes for enlarging the spectral bandwidth coverage.

2. Principle

The schematic representation of the resolution enhancement by structured-illumination in digital holographic microscopy is indicated in Fig. 1. The known regular structured pattern is used to project onto the object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system. The transmitted wavefront is imaged and magnified at the intermediate object plane by telescope system.

3. Experimental setup and results

The experimental setup of structured-illumination induced moiré fringes in digital holographic microscopy for resolution enhancement is shown in Fig. 3. The SI-DHM was constructed by a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer with an CMOS image sensor (pixel number: 1,280(H)×1,024(V) and pixel size: 5.2×5.2 μm²). The display mode LCOS-SLM (native resolution: 1,920(H)×1,080(V) and pixel size: 6.4×6.4 μm²) was used in the object arm to display binary amplitude grating pattern. The DPSS laser (λ=532 nm) was applied as the light source for producing interference between object and reference beams. In reference beam, a lens (f = 50 mm) was employed to encode a spherical wave and then recorded as an off-axis Fresnel hologram. In experiments, we constructed two teleopic imaging system (TL₁, TL₂) to enlarge the diffraction angle by TL₁, and then imaging the SI projected object by TL₂. The TL₁ was consisted by microscope objective (10×, NA: 0.25) and a lens (f = 200 mm), and the TL₂ was consisted by a microscope objective (4×, NA: 0.10) and a lens (f = 250 mm). Experimental results of resolution target by SI-DHM were shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4(a), the spectral bandwidth of SI hologram was decreased by spherical factor encoding. And the normal aperture hologram in Fig. 4(b) was applied to subtract with SI hologram for zero-order suppression, thereby the ±1st order diffraction can be separated as in Fig. 4(c). Under this condition, the line-width of G7-E5 can be resolved because of the resolution enhancement by SI induced moiré fringes. However the diffraction efficiency of 0th and ±1st order was greatly differences that degraded the interference fringe visibility of hologram and cause the high-frequency noise in the reconstruction amplitude image as Fig. 4(d).

4. Conclusions

This work has proposed and demonstrated a resolution enhancement method by SI induced moiré fringes in DHM. The spherical factor from reference arm was used to reduce the spectral bandwidth of each diffraction order and the normal aperture hologram subtraction with SI hologram was applied to decrease spectral overlapping. Experimental results have implemented to synthesize the low-frequency moiré fringes with normal aperture for resolution enhancement. The numerical compensation of intensity ratio at each diffraction order and high-frequency noise will be discussed and analyzed in the near future.
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Synthetic aperture common-path digital holographic microscopy based on spiral phase filter
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Abstract—This work purposes a common-path digital holographic microscopy based on spiral phase filter to enhance the phase stability and spatial resolution. The phase-modulation crystal on silicon spatial light modulator is used to produce a spiral phase with an optical aperture on the Fourier plane. The convergence wave is filtered by optical aperture as reference wave and the scattering wave is modulated by spiral phase as object wave. Experimental results illustrate that the reflective nano-structure can be numerical reconstructed.
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1. Introduction

Digital holographic imaging is a useful technique that can quantitatively analyze the amplitude and phase information. However, the interference phenomenon requires additional reference wave to interfere with object wave, which has increased the mass of optical architecture and sensitive in environment perturbation. Even though the off-axis recording setup \cite{1} is extensively constructed, the phase stability still affects the wavefront reconstruction quality. Therefore, the common-path interferometer architectures \cite{2} were demonstrated to strength the phase stability without phase retrieval algorithm. In this work, we purposed to integrate the spiral phase contrast microscopy \cite{3,4} into the synthetic aperture (SA) digital holographic microscopy for upgrading the phase stability and spatial resolution.

2. Principle

The schematic diagram of SA common-path spiral DHM is illustrated in Fig. 1. The plane wave is used to illuminate on the object and the diffraction object pass through the first lens to the Fourier plane. The convergence wave is filtering by an optical aperture as reference wave and the scattering wave is mapped with spiral phase as modulated object wave (\(E_i\)). Then, the intermediate image plane after second lens can be formed as an interference image as \(E_2 = E_s \odot S^\alpha \odot E_i\), and the rotation of the spiral phase plate is applied to produce phase-shift of \(\varphi = 0, \pi, \pi, 3\pi/2\). The intensity wave field with a sequence of phase-shifting \(\varphi\) calculated and numerical propagated by convolution approach as

\[ E = \mathcal{F}^{-1}\left[ \frac{1}{|S^\alpha+E|} \right] \odot CTF, \]

where \(CTF\) is the coherent transfer function and \(\mathcal{F}\) represents Fourier transform symbol. In SA process, consider the different angle plane wave is used to illuminate on the object thereby the spiral phase is shifted for mapping with the convergence and scattering wave of the object wave as follow:

\[ E'_2 = \mathcal{F}^{-1}\left[ \frac{1}{|S^\alpha+E_i^2|} \right] \odot CTF, \]

where \(H(u,v)\) is the cut-off frequency of telescope system, \((u,v)\) is the spatial phase and \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) represent the incident angle. The convergence and scattering wave would be modulated and formed as the digital hologram without using additional reference arm. Thus, purposed common-path spiral phase digital holographic microscopy can improve the phase stability; moreover, the spatial resolution can be improved by synthetic aperture method.

3. Experimental setup

The experimental setup of SA common-path spiral phase DHM is shown in Fig. 2, it was mainly consisted of two telescopic imaging system (\(TL_1: L_1, MO; TL_2: L_2, L_3\)), which can record the hologram at different illumination direction by use of the Galvo-mirror. The wavelength of laser diode is 650 nm and the object arm and reference arm would be modulated by spiral phase filter at the Fourier plane. The LCoS-SLM (pixels size: 6.4×6.4 μm\textsuperscript{2}, pixel number: 1,920×1,080) was employed to output a phase-shifting blazed spiral phase. Then, the convergence wave would be filtering by optical aperture as reference wave and the scattering wave would be modulated by a serious phase-shifting blazed spiral phase as modulated object wave. Finally, the CMOS sensor (pixel size: 5.2×5.2 μm\textsuperscript{2}) was used to record the Fresnel holograms. In experiment, we made a reflective nano-structure on the glass substrate with 100 nm thick of TiN. The measurement results were shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3(a) shows the SEM image and reconstruction amplitude map at normal aperture condition. After SA procedure, the line-width 280 nm of reconstruction amplitude map can be resolved as shown in Fig. 3(b) and the cross-section profile of (a) and (b) were indicated in Fig. 3(c). These results could indicate the effective of resolution enhancement and phase stability improvement in SA common-path spiral phase DHM.

4. Conclusions

We have demonstrated a synthetic aperture common-path digital holographic microscopy based on spiral phase filter to measure the reflective nano-structure. Experimental results illustrate that the lateral resolution was enhanced from 560 nm to 280 nm and the phase sensitivity was down to 4 nm. The purposed common-path spiral digital holographic microscopy has potential applications in real-time measurement and industrial inspection.
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1. Background

Common-path tomographic diffractive microscopy (cTDM) has been used to investigate the optical properties and structural details of biological samples [1-2]. The quality of 3-D refractive index maps highly depends on the two-dimensional quantitative phase image (QPI) [3]. The QPI can be extracted from interference patterns generated by the sample beam interfering with a uniform reference beam. In order to quantitatively retrieve the phase and the amplitude of the wave front after the sample beam passes through the specimen, the process contains phase extraction and 2-D phase unwrapping to solve 2π ambiguities. Typically, the extraction process of a hologram with one mega pixels takes half a minute. To develop real-time analysis for clinical applications such as disease diagnosis, fast holographic processing and visualization is important. Therefore, in this study we integrate parallel computing with a graphics processing unit (GPU) into the phase retrieval to improve the efficiency of computations.

2. System Setup

cTDM was used to acquire a series of two-dimensional phase images of 10 μm polystyrene bead. The details of the system architecture were described in [3]. cTDM illuminates the sample using a 532 nm continuous-wave diode-pumped solid-state laser with angles ranging from -65° to 65°. The laser beam is expanded by a spatial filter and then focused by a scan lens to the back focal plane of an oil-immersion condenser to generate plane wave illumination. An oil immersion objective lens collects transmitted illumination light and forwardly scattered light of the specimen. A transmission grating is placed at about 70 mm in front of an intermediate image plane to generate multiple diffraction orders of the transmitted light. A window allows the zeroth-order and the first-order beams to pass. An image of the specimen in the zeroth-order beam interferes with a uniform first-order beam serving as the reference beam. Interference images of the specimen are acquired by a high-speed CMOS camera.

3. Phase Retrieval

The digital hologram recorded by the camera can be expressed as follows [4]:

\[ I = |\hat{O} + R|^2 + |\hat{O}^* R + R^* O|^2 + \hat{O} R + R^* O, \]

where \( I \) is the image irradiance, \( \hat{O}^* \) and \( R^* \) are complex conjugates of the fields of the sample beam and the reference beam, respectively. The phase extraction process consists of the following steps:

Step 1. We convert the hologram (N x N pixels) to the 2-D Fourier domain using a built-in CUDA 2-D FFT function (cuFFT), and the resulting matrix contains N x N complex pixels.

Step 2. The cross-correlation term with N x N complex pixels is cropped into a new matrix. Step 3. Convert the cropped cross-correlation back to the image domain using 2-D inverse FFT.

Step 4. To solve 2π ambiguities, we apply a 2-D Fourier-based phase unwrapping algorithm (FFT-based) to calculate forward/inverse Laplacian operators and solve the phase jump problem on the N x N image matrix. The unwrapped phase map is expressed as

\[ \phi(x,y) = \text{FFT}^{-1} \left( \frac{\text{FFT}(\cos\phi) \text{FFT}(\cos\phi)}{\text{FFT}(\sin\phi) \text{FFT}(\sin\phi)} \right) \]

Step 5. Enlarge the unwrapped phase image to the original size (N x N).

4. Results

We used NVidia’s GeForce GTX 970 GPU on a personal desktop computer with Intel Core i7-3820 3.60 GHz 8GB RAM CPU. Single-precision floating-point format was used on the cuFFT processing. The results of calculation time are list on Table 1. All the calculation time of phase map contains the processing of sample and background images. Compared to the CPU (C++) processing time, the GPU processing time has significant shorter as expected. For 1024 x 1024 pixel holograms, the speed factors can be achieved to 50x and 19x with Goldstein’s method and FFT-based method on CPU.

5. Discussion and Conclusion

In general, parallelizing the multi-step algorithm (path-dependent algorithm) might be a challenging task since some steps might be sequential and impossible to parallelize. In the current results, we implement the FFT-based phase retrieval with CUDA for extracting the quantitative phase images from the interference patterns. Our GPU implementation is significantly faster than the commonly used Goldstein’s method implemented on the conventional computer. The results demonstrate the potential of the implementation for real-time extraction and quantitative visualization of phase maps.
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Introduction

Collinear holographic data storage system has been invented and proposed as one of the next generation data storage systems with large data capacity and high data transfer rate. The collinear system has a simple optical pick-up and data is recorded on rotating disk so called on-the-fly like as conventional optical disk storage system.

Consequently, as the first step of industrialization of the collinear system, 200 Gbyte holographic disk has been defined as international standard of ecma-377 titled of “Information Interchange on Holographic Versatile Disc (HVD) Recordable Cartridges – Capacity: 200 Gbytes per Cartridge” by ecma international. People can image and discuss a practical production of the collinear system by taking the standard ecma-377 into account.

The 200 Gbyte system has two light sources. One is green LASER for holographic data recording and retrieving. The other is red LASER for focusing and tracking while a recording medium consists of a holographic recording layer and a conventional pit layer. The pit layer is used for tracking of sequence of recorded holographic data pages. The above is an outstanding way because it introduces well-established tracking technology of the conventional optical disk storage system into the collinear holographic data storage system.

However if there is another tracking method without using a red light nor a pit layer, the system should become more simple and more mass productive. Actually one of challenges of the standard ecma-377 is that the axis of the green LASER beam and the red LASER beam should be precisely aligned for keeping media interchangeability among more than one collinear holographic data storage drives. In addition, a recording medium with only holographic recording layer but without pit layer costs much less and yields much more than a medium with layers for holographic recording and tracking pits.

In this paper the author proposes a method of tracking of sequence of recorded holographic data pages along rotation of a disk using only green LASER without using a red LASER nor a pit layer.

Discussion

In the proposal a singal for the tracking is to be recorded by green LASER and in the holographic recording layer instead of the pit layer right before or after recording of holographic data page. The tracking signal is going to show up somewhere between the data page pattern area and reference pattern area or somewhere within data page pattern area. The figure 1 shows a layout of data page pattern and reference pattern on the 358 pixels by 358 pixels spatial light modulator defined in the standard ecma-377. The pitch of spatial modulator elements is defined as 13,68 μm ± 0,02 μm. The data page pattern is defined in the 192 pixels by 192 pixels area. The annular reference pattern surrounds the data pattern area. The outer diameter of the annular reference pattern is defined as 358 pixels and the inner diameter is defined as 230 pixels. Note that the width of the annular reference pattern is 65 pixels. The position error sensitivity should be relaxed for tracking signal for continuous servo control while the position error sensitivity should be strict for low cross talk noise from adjacent data pages. The author previously proposed a way of controlling sensitivity of retrieving intensity on position error in a range from less than 3 μm to more than 9μm.

Conclusion

A method of tracking of sequence of holographic data pages of collinear holographic data storage system is proposed. It uses single LASER source in a drive for tracking and data recording/retrieving and single holographic recording layer in a medium.

Figure 1. Layout of data page pattern and reference pattern.
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1. Introduction

Fringe projection schemes [1-2] are one of the powerful tools to describe the 3D surface profile due to its properties of full-field inspection and high sampling density. A fringe pattern is projected onto the inspected object and a CCD camera is used to observe the projected fringes. It can be further divided into two categories: the off-axis schemes and the on-axis schemes.

In the method of on-axis schemes, the line of sight of the CCD camera is the same as fringe projector. The depth-of-field of the camera lens and the depth-of-focus of the projector lens are so short that only the projected fringes located at the image-focused area can be clearly observed. Fringes outside the image-focused area are blurred. Thus, the focused fringes address the contour of the object at a specific depth position. By moving the inspected object around the focused area along the depth direction, a set of images, which addresses the contour of the object by the focused fringes, is obtained. The 3D surface profile is retrieved by assembling the image contours with their corresponding depths.

In this paper, a scanning approach based on the on-axis schemes is proposed. With the proposed image processing algorithm, noises and errors are efficiently detected and reduced.

2. Principle and experiment

Figure 1(a) illustrates the optical configuration of the on-axis scheme. A sinusoidal fringe pattern is illuminated by the light source and then projected onto the inspected object by a projecting lens and a beam splitter. Fringes projected on the inspected object are observed by a CCD camera. In our setup, a halogen lamp is used as the light source.

A seremban plant postioned on a translation stage was selected as an inspected sample. Figure 1(b) illustrates some examples of the obtained images. Only the projected fringes located at the image-focused area can be clearly observed. Outside the image-focused plane, the fringe contrast is getting worse. Thus, the contour of the object is addressed by means of the fringe contrast.

Amplitude of the fringes can be extracted in the frequency domain. Figure 2(a) illustrates the amplitude extracted from Fig. 1(b). Compared with the image-focused area, the amplitude of the misfocused fringes is getting worse. Now that the scanning approach have taken a couple of measurements to extract the amplitudes with their associated depth positions, a relationship between the depth and the amplitude can be determined by a proper curve-fitting algorithm. Finding the depth position for each image pixel becomes searching for the location of the maximum amplitude from the fitted curve.

By assembling the available data points for each depth position, the profile can be retrieved, as illustrated as Fig. 2(b). Depth positions at the inspected object’s edge area cannot be accurately described. The reason comes from that the band-pass filtering algorithm always fooled by the change of gray-levels at the edge area. It always assigns a wrong amplitude value to the edge area, even though that area is only the background. On the other hand, accuracy is limited not only by the accuracy of the band-pass filter, but also by the precision of the curve-fitting algorithm. In our system, the accuracy was approximately 300 microns.

3. Conclusion

A one-dimensional scanning method based on fringe projection to describe the profile of the inspected object is presented. Shadowing caused by tilted fringe projection can be eliminated. Even though a lot of depth discontinuities appear on the obtained image, the proposed method describes the 3D profile very well. The overall hardware is simple, robotic, and compact. Systematic accuracy is mainly limited by the precision of the curve-fitting algorithm and accuracy of the band-pass filter.
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1. Introduction

In the past decade, metamaterials/metasurfaces composed of sub-wavelength artificial structures show tailored optical properties in electromagnetic regions, enabling us to develop holograms in any electromagnetic wavelength region [1, 2]. Metamaterials with tunable effective refractive indices by design have been applied to holograms in which switchable polarizations and dual images of different wavelengths were demonstrated in the near IR region [3, 4]. The spatial phase and amplitude modulation of metasurfaces have a better employment to achieve the spatial light modulators (SLM) and have been explored to realize polarization-controlled dual images at arbitrary electromagnetic wave region in referred to as broadband metasurface hologram or meta-hologram [5-7]. What remains elusive is the demonstration of a full-color meta-hologram because of the inherent loss of gold in the visible range that had been commonly used in the above-mentioned literatures. Metasurfaces incorporating metal with higher plasma frequency like aluminum offer the unique opportunity to extend the working wavelength to cover the entire visible spectrum for the generation of full-color meta-hologram [8].

2. Results

Here we present a phase-modulated full-color meta-hologram based on a thin reflective metasurface that projects polarization switchable images in three primary colors. Figure 1(a) shows the schematic setup of meta-hologram under y-polarized white light illumination (consisting of 405, 532, and 658 nm laser beams) that reconstructs images “R” in red, “G” in green, and “B” in blue, respectively. The meta-hologram consists of 180 × 180 pixels, and each pixel of it consists of 4 sub-pixels; one for red, one for green, and two for red because of the layer reflectance of red light. The metasurfaces with patterned nanoantenna array in each pixel yield the required phase distribution of a computer-generated hologram (CGH) designed by iterative Fourier-transform algorithm (IFTA). Each sub-pixel has 4 × 4 aluminum nanoantennas patterned on top of a thin SiO2 layer on a thick aluminum mirror. All nanoantennas are designed to have the same width of 50 nm and thickness of 25 nm with only their lengths varied to generate the required phase and reflectance.

We have calculated the phase and reflection of the periodic aluminum nanoantennas on top of SiO2 and aluminum layer under the normal illumination of a y-polarized light. To reduce the crosstalk in projected images between these three operating wavelengths, we have selected the scheme of 2-level phase modulation in meta-hologram. Two different rod lengths were chosen for each wavelength in such a way that they yield a phase difference of π while maintaining approximately the same reflectance. Therefore, there are total 6 kinds of length of nanoantenna with their corresponding reflection and phase modulations we have selected to realize the meta-hologram. Narrower resonances of the nanoantennas are common for minimizing crosstalk, but it is more challenging in fabrication to suffer from lower reflectance. Considering this trade-off, our design of nanoantenna pixels has yielded resonances of adequate bandwidths with acceptable reflectance and reasonably low crosstalk.

The meta-hologram was fabricated with standard e-beam lithography. Figure 1(b) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a small region of the fabricated sample. The corresponding lengths of nanoantenna for the binary phases are used to form the sub-pixels, each of them occupies an area of 800 × 800 nm² consisting of 4 × 4 aluminum nanoantennas of equal dimensions.

Figure 1(a) shows the optical measurement setup to measure the projected image of fabricated structure. We employed white light illumination consisting of three laser diodes emitting at 405, 532, and 658 nm. The laser beam of any linear polarization can be select by rotating the polarizer. The meta-hologram was placed onto the focal plane of lens where the reconstructed images are recorded directly by a CCD camera. The image in the screen of Fig. 1(a) shows the CCD recording of reconstructed images, where the three letters of different colors and equal size are positioned in a row. Because the diffraction angle varies with the wavelength, the appearance location of a letter image depends on its working wavelength. Therefore, we have designed the sizes of letters with the normalization factor to make the reconstructed images fall into the right positions with the equal size. We note that, the nanoantennas array of the meta-hologram are align along the y-direction, which works under the y-polarized illumination. Therefore, as the laser beam polarization being rotated from y- to x-direction, the recorded image gradually disappeared, which makes a polarization switchable and capable of producing images.

3. Conclusion

We have demonstrated original approach of a phase-modulated full color meta-hologram with polarization switchable property using aluminum nanoantennas with resonances in three primary colors of the visible range. Working with the proper pixel arrays of nanoantennas and material combination, we have designed narrow-bandwidth meta-hologram. This design allowed us to implement the full color scheme with the three primary colors. We can project images to specific locations with pre-determined size by taking into account of the wavelength dependence of the diffraction angle. The phase modulated device can be easily link to fully developed SLM. The low-cost materials of aluminum and silica make MCMH mass-producible. The polarization switchable meta-hologram presented here can be expanded to yield dual images with the design of cross nanoantennas. Therefore, each direction of nanoantenna can be used to produce one image under a particular polarized illumination, with potential applications in performing polarization analyzer, data storage, and glass-free 3D imaging.
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Abstract—This study presents the spatial and temporal imaging in digital holographic microscopy for high resolution quantitative analysis. The applications in biological and physics research has been achieved with sub-micron and picoseconds resolution. The novel method and potential applications for ultrafast, super-resolution wavefronts recording and reconstruction will be discussed in this study.
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1. Introduction

Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) [1-3] has been widely used in quantitative measurements for optical micro-elements or biological samples. Quantitative complex imaging (amplitude and phase) is an important issue in recent studies, because the complex wavefronts can strengthen the analysis for detecting the three-dimensional optical thickness profile with high phase accuracy in sub-wavelength imaging. Compare to the high phase accuracy in DHM, the spatio-temporal resolution becomes more important when applied DHM system to the precise researches as biological and physics applications. For spatial domain, the infinite aperture size and wavelength of light have restricted the spatial resolution of optical imaging system. In recent, the synthetic aperture (SA) method is widely used in quantitative imaging for overcome the diffraction limit and resolution enhancement [4]. Then, the Ultrashort pulse laser is well established as a convenient tool for surface processing and optical excited of several different materials [5,6], such as optical absorption, heat conduction, phase transitions, evaporation kinetics and plasma dynamics. And the ultrashort pulse laser has a high potential for ultrafast time-resolved measurement and improve the temporal resolution up to sub-picoseconds time scales [7].

2. Resolution enhancement in spatial imaging

The schematic representation of the resolution enhancement by synthetic aperture in digital holographic microscopy is indicated in Fig. 1(a). The synthetic aperture task was achieved by the scanning of the galvo mirror with the 4-f imaging architecture in object arm. In this experiment, the scanning angles could attain a scanning range of ±65°. Experimental results of the resolution enhancement are shown in Fig. 1(b). The spatial resolution was improved to 200 nm and the finest structure in the cell body can be observed as in a magnified area in Fig. 1(b) after employed the synthetic aperture in digital holographic microscopy.

Fig. 1. (a) experimental setup of synthetic aperture DHM and (b) its resolution enhancement results for measuring the living cell.

3. Ultrafast time-resolved imaging by pulsed digital holographic microscopy

We propose and demonstrate a time-resolved pump-probe pulsed digital holographic microscope as in Fig. 2 to observe the ultrafast phenomenon of photoexcited phase change in dielectric material. The reconstructed pulse-induced phase is shown in Fig. 3, where the ultrafast change in graphene was obtained and analyzed in femtosecond scale. The pulse-induced phase variation would be start in 0 fs as in Fig. 3(a), and achieve to higher variation in 100 fs as in Fig. 3(c). The phase variation

Fig. 2 Experimental setup of the time-resolved pump-probe pulsed digital holographic microscopy. S.F.: spatial filter; BS: beam splitter; PBS: polarized beam splitter; O.B.: objective.

Fig. 3. Pulse-induced phase change with fringes structure in the sample at (a) 0 fs, (b) 50 fs, (c) 100 fs, and (d) 200 fs. The phase fringes on material by far-field measurement.

would be decreased and disappeared after 300 fs in following experiments. The diffraction from this fringe has been analysis in far-field diffraction by high frequency photodetector as in Fig. 3(d). The fringe of first order term is 16 degree, which is similar with the frequency of reconstructed fringe structures by near-field (DHM) measurement.

4. Conclusions

We have proposed and demonstrated different techniques to enhance the spatial and temporal resolution in digital holographic microscopy an applied to biological and physics studies. The high spatial resolution information by synthetic aperture method is served for the living cell measurement. With employed the pulsed laser, the ultrafast time-resolved imaging can also applied to analyze the photoexcited phenomena.
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Summary

In the past few decades, there are large amounts of academic references which showed the reversing techniques of random scattering in turbid media [1,2]. With the aid of the technique, we are able to inject the laser beam into the biological tissue and produce a high-density power focusing point in order to kill the unwanted malignant cells. Optical phase conjugation (OPC) is one of the methods which successfully implements the technique of optical conjugation. Based on the technique of reversing of random scattering in turbid media, we hereby demonstrate a brand-new phase conjugate time differentiator which features self-tracking in vivo. Applied with the concept of phase conjugate time differentiator and the reversing technique of random scattering in turbid media through optical conjugation, we verify the fidelity and the availability of our structure by experiments. Additionally, we successfully focus the conjugate signal inside a simulated bio-tissue. The research will definitely make a tremendous contribution towards the observation of moving creatures in the field of bio-imaging.

Signal recoded inside the barium titanate forms gratings. The readout beam reads out the gratings which have been recorded to obtain the signal. The former descriptions occur with only few milliseconds. One of the unique behavior of barium titanate is that it can promptly clean out the signal being input at last moment and record the signal being input at next moment. We bring a barium titanate as a self-pumped phase conjugate mirror (SPPCM), a liquid crystal panel within a circle signal as a simulated bio-tissue and an Electro-optic modulator (EOM) periodically input whole pages of 0, pi signals at different time into our structure, shown in figure 1. If the simulated bio-tissue has no movement, the recorded gratings at last moment and next moment inside the barium titanate stagger completely, which causes no conjugate signal reversing back on the CCD. If the simulated bio-tissue has little movement, the recorded gratings at last moment and next moment inside the barium titanate stagger incompletely. Therefore, there are still some conjugate signals reversing back on the CCD (figure 2). We can then apply our structure to in vivo tracking.

Based on the above structure, we apply the phase conjugate time differentiator to the technique of reversely focusing a spot inside turbid media and real-time self-tracking. Considering the issues of étendue and the limited active incident angle of barium titanate, we place a lens in the middle of two diffused objects in order to collect more scattering signals. Preventing from obtaining the fake conjugate signals during reconstruction, we especially design our original signals as a three-spot circle and a complete circle. We put both signals in the EOM periodically and then observe the conjugate signals on the CCD. Also, we simply observe the axial tolerance of the conjugate signal on the CCD including 0 mm, 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm, 4 mm and 5 mm axial shift away from the focal plane, shown in figure 3.

![Fig. 1.](image1.png) shows that the conjugate signal keeps reversed once per 1.63 seconds.

![Fig. 2.](image2.png) The experimental setup of phase conjugate time differentiator with kitty-SPPCM.

Fig. 3 shows the conjugate signal observed on the CCD. We place the CCD at the difference places to check tolerance of the system including (a) on-focus, (b) 1 mm, (c) 2 mm, (d) 3 mm, (e) 4 mm and (f) 5 mm away from the focus.
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\textbf{1. Introduction}

Until now, although various multiplexing techniques, e.g. an angular multiplexing\textsuperscript{5,6}, a shift multiplexing\textsuperscript{3} has been proposed, these cannot utilize a whole of a recording area in a medium effectively because only the cross-sectional (x-y) direction is used for multiplexing holograms. By contrast, a multi-layered holographic memory\textsuperscript{1,2} has been proposed as a technique for effectively utilizing the three-dimensional recording area in a medium. However, the multi-layered holographic memory requires the sequential recording and reading of holograms while scanning a medium along the depth (z) direction.

To solve the problem, we propose a multi-layered holographic memory using a virtual phase conjugation (VPC). In this method, multiple signal beams are added lens phase factors, which has a different curvature, and are combined. Hence, each signal beam is focused into different z-positions in a medium, respectively. After simultaneous recording and reading these signal beams by a single reference beam, each signal beam is selectively demodulated using the VPC based on the effect of the phase modulation of a random diffuser and an optical phase conjugation. Thus, our method enables us to simultaneously record and read multiple signal beams in each layer of a medium. In the following, we describe the basic principle of our method and numerically analyze the recording and reading characteristics of our method. In addition, we also compare the achievable multiplexing number of our method and that of the conventional method.

\textbf{2. Method}

The proposed method as shown in Fig. 1 includes the generation process for a multiplexed diffusion-signal-beam [Fig 1(a)], the processes for recording and reading of hologram [Fig. 1(b)] and the demodulation process using the virtual phase conjugation [Fig. 1(c)]. In addition, generation and demodulation processes are performed as an electronic process in a computer.

First, during the generation process, a spatial spectral distribution of a two-dimensional data page \(D_k\) \((k = 1, 2, 3, ..., M)\) carried out the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is modulated by a random diffuser \(h(x, y)\). Here, \(M\) is a layer number. Then, a diffusion-signal-beam is calculated by applying the inverse FFT (IFFT) to the modulated spatial spectral distribution. Depending on number of \(M\), diffusion-signal-beams are generated and added the lens phase factor \(\phi(x,y)\) which has different curvature. Then, a multiplexed diffusion-signal-beam is generated by combining these diffusion-signal-beams. Next, during the process for recording and reading of hologram, the multiplexed diffusion-signal-beam is reproduced on an actual optical system using a spatial light modulator (SLM). After that, the interference fringes of multiplexed diffusion-signal-beam and the reference beam is recorded into a medium. It is noteworthy that components of each diffusion-signal-beam is focused into different z-positions of the medium by the influence of lens phase factors. In the reading of the holograms, the multiplexed diffusion-signal-beam is diffracted by irradiating the reference beam to the medium again. Then, the complex amplitude distribution of the diffracted beam is detected by digital holography (DH). Finally, during the demodulation process, the phase conjugation, inverting the sign of the phase term, is implemented to the beam detected by DH. After adding the lens phase factors \(\phi(x,y)\) again, FFT, the phase modulation by random diffuser and IFFT are applied to the phase conjugated detection beam. At the time, the only desired signal beam is demodulated as the original data page. As mentioned above, since our method has capable of simultaneous recording and reading of holograms along z-direction, a multi-layered holographic memory with simplified optical system can be realized.

\textbf{3 Numerical analysis}

In this simulation, we used the FFT beam propagation method\textsuperscript{7}. Parameters used in this simulation are shown in Table I. In addition, the layer number \(M\) is 2. First, we demonstrate the simultaneous recording of 2 holograms in different z-position (\(-200\ \mu\text{m}\) and \(200\ \mu\text{m}\)) using our method. Figure 2 shows the normalized diffraction efficiency in each z shift position by varying the curvature of the lens factor. According Fig. 2, it can be seen that each hologram is recorded in different z-positions, respectively. Next, we analyze a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)\textsuperscript{6} when our method and conventional method are applied to the speckle shift multiplexing method. For each recording, the first data page is read and its SNR is calculated. Figure 3 shows the relation between the SNR of the first data page and multiplexing number. According to Fig. 3, when 100 data pages are recorded in each layer (200 data pages in total), the achievable SNR of our method is good agreement with the conventional method. It is evident that our method can perform the simultaneous recording and reading of holograms in multiple layers while maintaining the achievable multiplexing number.

\begin{table}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Parameter} & \textbf{Value} \\
\hline
\textbf{Wavelength, \(\lambda\)} & \(488 \text{ nm}\) \\
\textbf{Numerical aperture, NA} & \(0.53\) \\
\textbf{Pixel pitch of SLM, \(d_x = d_y\)} & \(10 \times 10 \mu\text{m}^2\) \\
\textbf{Pixel number of SLM, \(N_x = N_y\)} & \(32 \times 32\) \\
\textbf{Thickness of medium, \(L\)} & \(400 \mu\text{m}\) \\
\textbf{Analytical sample number, \(N_x = N_y\)} & \(512\) \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{fig1.png}
\caption{Schematic diagram of \textbf{Fig. 1}.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
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\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Normalized diffraction efficiency along z-direction.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
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\includegraphics[width=0.8\textwidth]{fig3.png}
\caption{Relation between SNR and multiplexing number.}
\end{figure}
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Abstract

In this study, a novel computer-generated holography based on the three-dimensional (3-D) modified Gerchberg-Saxton algorithm (MGSA) for phase retrieval is proposed and demonstrated in a panoramic projection system. The point-based Fresnel transform in the 3-D space is utilized in the MGSA in order to retrieve the panoramic computer-generated phase-only hologram (CGPOH) of a 3-D object. Consider the different viewing angles of the 3-D object. The panoramic CGPOH capable of panoramic 3-D image projections can be determined by using the rotation matrices and illuminating the light sources at the corresponding viewing angles. The computer simulation and optical experiments are conducted to verify that the determined panoramic CGPOH can successfully generate the panoramic projection images with various depths and under the different viewing angles. The computation complexity of the proposed method and the image quality assessment are also provided. The zero order light has been avoided in our experimental results. However, some detailed structures with complicated depth information cannot be clearly reconstructed. Our future work will focus on improving the reconstruction of the detailed structures/patterns in the 3-D projection images. In addition, the speckle effects obtained from the constructive or destructive interference between neighboring light spots in the experimental results are still obvious due to the coherent laser light source.